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. Obviously, it is impor;ant that we gain the maximu~
support for the campaign to get the Russian government to
release- all documents relating to Leon Trotsky and the
Moscow trials. Truth must out. The trail of blood left by
Stalinism needs to be acknowledged by all, even if it is I
unpalatable to some communists.
By the 'same token, we must see that errors of a similar,
type are not committed in this country by people purporting to be Trotskyists. That is why the current issue of the
Syndicalist journal, Solidarity, is so alarming. It contains a
secret internal report of the WRP.
,
This shows that the WRP received large infusions of
funds from Libya and other Middle East governments.
Apparently, a total of at least £ I ,075, 163 came from these
sources.
Even more disturbing, the secret report reveals that the
dictatorship of Saddam Hussein wanted information
about the activities of opponents of the regime living in
Britain. So members of the WRP acted as spies for their,
Iraqi paymasters. As a result, Iraqi left-wingers, returning
to Baghdad, were tortured and executed.
In my opiniQn; it is vital [for] working-class organisatiQns, as a matter of urgency, to make the following
demands:
First, that the full facts be revealed about the WRP's
associations with Colonel Gaddafi and other Middle East
dictators.
Second, that the names of 'all those involved be made
pUblic.
\
Third, that both the WRP and these individuals be asked
to account for their actions.
The principles of glasnost should not be confined to
the precincts of the Kremlin. Unless we are a bunch of
hypocrites, the British left must see to it that the same
principles of frankne~s and openness operate in this
country. Otherwise how can we expect Mikhail Gorbachev
to reveal all?
Yours fraternally,
Raymond Challinor

.

Spartaeist replies: We thank Raymond Challinor for his
letter, originally sent to the editors of both Workers Press
and Revolutionary History and printed here with his agreement. The "secret internal report of the WRP" to which
Comrade Challinor refers is the by now infamous report of
the David North-dominated "International Committee"
Control Commission, dated 16 December 1985. Substantial excerpts of this report were published in the Spring
1988 issue of the British anarcho-syndicalist journal Solidarity. Subsequently, the British Workers International
League (WIL) published the report in full in the April 1988
continued on page 44
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Letters

Luxemburg and Lenin an" Liebknecht
New York
4 November 1987
Dear comrades,
In cde. Robertson's presentation at the 18 January 1987
Spartacist League meeting commemorating the "Three
L's" of Bolshevism (Spartaeist [English edition] No. 40,
Summer 1987) the concluding words of Rosa Luxemburg's last article are misconstrued. I raise this point not
Just out of a concern for factual accuracy but because Luxemburg's final article with its triumphalist close offers so
telling a (negative) confirmation of the central thrust of
cde. Robertson's talk: that in the absence of a revolutionary leadership with evolved authority revolutions miscarry despite the most revolutionary situations-that the
lesson of 150 yea rs of revolutions is that "nothing happens
spontaneous!y"-and hence it is absolutely vital that
the leadership' of the party knows how and when to preserve' itself from annihilation at the hands of the
counterrevolution.
Having heard a comrade read this passage aloud during
the meeting, cde. Robertson commented that Rosa Luxemburg "sheers off: 'I was, I am, I shall be.' That's your
final statement the day before you're murdered? Very subjective and narrow." In fact, however, Luxemburg was not
speakmg of herself here: she places these words into the
mouth of. a personified The Revolution (rath'er ·Iike
Delacroix's famous painting of the bare-breasted Liberty
leading the workers forward at the barricades).
Luxemburg's article concludes:
'''Order prevails in Berlin!' You unseeing hirelings! Your
'order' is buil,t upon the sands. Tomorrow already the RevolutIOn will anse WIth a clatter' and to your terror proclaim with the sound of trumpets:
"/ was. / am. / shall be '"

[emphasis in original, all translations are my own]
Thus the theoretical weakness expressed here is diametri-

Demonstration of
armed workers and
,
soldiers during
Spartacus uprising
In Berlin, 1919.

cally opposed to that ascribed to her: not subjectivity but
objectivism, in the sense of hypostatizing the unstoppable
forward motion of history into a personified mythic figure-The Revolution, who (or which) is the real protagonist and central actor of this final article. And for LiJxemburg The Revolution in Berlin 1919 is embodied concretely
in the spontaneous actions of Berlin~s working masses.
It is typical, then, that this article, written immediately
following the bloody suppression of the so-c.alled Spartacus Uprising and despite its claim to the contrary ("What
was last week, this 'Spartacus week' in Berlin, what did it
achieve and what does it teach us?"), not only offers no critique of the indecisiveness of the fledgling KPD (German
Communist Party) during the revolt but fails even to mention the KPD at all: when Luxemburg writes, "The leadership failed badly" ("Die Filhrung hat versagt") she is criticizing not the KPD but the left Independent Socialists
(USPD) and the Revolutionary Shop Stewards, who provided what direction the uprising had. She continues, "But
this leadership must be recreated by the masses and out of
the masses. The masses are what is decisive, they are the
rock on which the final victory of the revolution will be
founded." And what, one wonders, of the KPD?
These complementary weaknesses-dow~playing the
vital role of the vanguard party and uncritical glorification
of the spontaneous actions of the workers-come together
m Luxemburg's blanket endorsement of the uprising,
against which, given the unfavorable local balance of
forces, she had originally warned in the most strenuous
terms. Now, despite recognizing that the SPD (German
Social Democratic Party) government of Ebert, Scheidemann and Noske had deliberately set off the revolt through
"a brutal provocation," she concludes that, in the face of
"this bold-faced provocation ... , the revolutionary work. ers were forced to take up arms. Yes, the hOllor of the revolution was at stake .... And immediate' resi'stance arose
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. spontaneously from the Berlin masses ... : It testifies to the
healthy instinct ... of the Berlin proletanat that It spontaneously moved to occupy the other po,:"er bases of the
counterrevolution .... " [emphasIs m ongmal] .
Specifically, it do.es no.t seem to. o.ccur to. Luxemburgto. ask
the basic questio.n o.f whether the SPD pro.vo.catlOn to.
which a large sectio.n o.f the Berlin proletariat respo.nded
(the replacement o.f a left-leaning Independent So.cialist as
Berlin chief o.f po.lice with an SPD hack) wo.uld bnng abo.ut
such a basic change in the balance o.f fo.rces as to. dictate
arm~d resistance by the wo.rkers.
Of co.urse, it is better to. fight than simply to. cave in, and
the battered wo.rkers o.f Berlin needed to. be to.ld, while they
were tasting the bitter ashes o.f defeat, that thei'r hero.isin
had no.t been in vain. But what seems to. me to. be mIssing
fro.m Luxemburg's respo.nse to. this defeat is a willingness to.
fulfill the party's pedago.gical functio.n, to. draw.and co.nvey the requisite tactical and po.liticallesso.ns (whIch would,
have required differentiating the party from the masses), to
say plainly and unambiguously to the workers: .We warned
against this uprising before it took place: When It occurred,
though, we were at your side. Now that It has been defea~ed
(in a single city) through the weakness of your vacillating
misleaders and the betrayals of the SPD we have to ensure
that such a defeat cannot happen again. There is an art to
knowing how and when to insurrect, and we, the KPD, not
the halfhearted pacifist socialists of the USPD or the syndicalist Revolutionary Shop Stewards, can provide you
with the leadership that will b·ringsuccess. Follow us to victory of the revolution!
Instead, Luxemburg disappears the KPD in favor of
consoling platitudes: " ... revolution is the only form of
'war' ... where final victory can be prepared only through a
string of 'defeats'!" Enumerating the repeated defeats of
revolutionary upsurges over the past hundred years, she
concludes, "And yet this' selfsame history proceeds
unstop'pably step by step to ultimate victory."
Luxemburg's resort to a personification of "The Revolution" for the triumphant close of her article is thus deeply

revealing-one cannot imagine Lenin or Trotsky employing ~uch a' literary device because such. inevitabilism
conflicts with their concept of the leadershIp role of the
vanguard party. Equally felling is the fact that the hard
militant 'and non-theoretician Liebknecht proclaimed "our
program will liv~" just before he was murdered at the
behest of the SPD while Luxemburg in essence said "The
Revolution is undying."
Nonetheless, Rosa Luxemburg's final article breathes
the spirit of Delacroix's magnificent painting glorifying the
martyrs of J uly28th, as a moving exhortation to the workers not to lose faiih In socialist revolution because of a passing defeat: in her own way she was just as hard as Liebknecht. And to the' extent that the imperfect knowledge
reaching Germany in 1918 rendered this possible she had
become a Bolshevik. One has qnly to think of her words (of
15 December 1918), where as co-speaker at the USPD congress she' staged the breakaway of the Spartacus fraction:
the resolution she presented called for "reject[ing] the
summoning of the National Assembly as only leading to
strengthening the counterrevolution and deceiving the
Revolution of its socialist goals"~a Leninist position that
is anathema to all "democratic socialists"_and demanded
centrally:
.
"immediate seizure of all poiitical power by the Workers
and Soldiers Councils, disarming of the counterrevolution arming of the working class, formation of a Red
Gua'rd to defend the revolution, dissolution of Ebert's
Council of People's Delegates, bestowal of supreme state
power on the Executive Council of the Workers and Soldiers Councils." .
It is this tradition of "Luxemburgism" to which we
cleave. Would that she (and Liebknecht) had realized how
indispensable their leadership was and had' left Berlin! .
Comradely,
Dimir

Spanaelst replies: We thank comrade Dimir for his cogent
contribution.
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Latest issue of CSDN No. 11 (August 1989) contains:
• Jalalabad Civilian Victims Aid Fund (JCVAF), an internatio.nal
campaign o.f class so.lidarity and humanitarian assistance.
Over $44,000 raised in wo.rldwide effo.rt fo.r besieged Jalalabad
victims o.f CIA's mujahedin.
• Co.untry-by-co.untry acco.unting o.f co.ntributio.ns raised. Every
pen~y co.llected sent to. Afghanistan.
.
• So.lidarity greetings fro.m fraternal defense o.rganizatio.ns initiated
in France, Australia, Japan and fo.ur o.ther co.untries in
.
co.njunctio.n with the sectio.ns o.f the Internatio.nal Co.mmunlst
League.
With your contribution of $5 or more receive a subscription to CSDN.
For a single copy of issue Numbe~ 11, send $1.00 to:
Partisan Defense Committee
P.O. Box 99, Canal Street Station, New York, NY 10013, USA
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"Market Socialism" Breeds More Misery

For Workers Political Revolution
in the USSRI
,

Since the victory of the 1917 October Revolution the
various imperialist powers have directed implacable hatred
at the Soviet Union. Even today, 65 years~after the antirevolutionary' bureaucratic caste of Joseph Stalin triumphed over the Left Opposition led by Leon Trotsky,
world imperialism still targets the USSR. The capitalists'
unremitting hostility is eloquent testimony to the fact that
the Stalin apparatus, while able to politically expropriate
the Soviet working class, was compelled to base itself on
the socialist prop'erty forms issuing out of the Revolution.
It remains the duty of workers everywhere to unconditionally militarily defend the USSR against imperialism. Yet it
is the heritage of Stalin and his successors that the proletariat of the Soviet Union must now fight a civil war
from Ja'ialabad to Riga to defend and extend the gains
of October.
It was the crimes of Stalin and the apparatus he led and
personified that set the stage for the impasse in which thb
USSR finds itself, and these crimes were by no means confined to the Soviet Union. Out of the false perspective of
"socialism in one country" flows the wrecking of the Communist International, aborting proletarian revolutionary
struggle which could have stopped the rise of fascism in
Germany, the attendant saddling of the proletariat with
the anti-revolutionary class-collaborationist policies of
popular-frontism and thereby enormous responsibility for
the subsequent course of history.
Because of the betrayals of Stalinism, the Second World
War did not lead to the revolutionary victories it potentially promised. At the end of the war the old imperial powers of Europe were militarily devastated and politically
tainted with fascism, their ties to their colonial empires disrupted or shattered. All that remained was to throw them
out and the means were in the hands of the proletariat.
Instead Stalin propped up his "democratic" Western allies,
giving capitalism a new lease on life, a chance to restabilize
itself based on the defeat of the workers and a redivision of
the world market. This is the legacy of "socialism in one
country," a legacy the Gorbachev bureaucracy is carrying
,'forward.

Perestroika and Glasnost
Gorbachev and his followers are frantically trying to
overcome the bureaucratic parasitism, corruption and
accompanying intellectual and worker alienation that have
led to economic stagnation in the Soviet degenerated workers state. The road of "restructuring" they have chosen,
dubbed perestroika, is' that of market socialism and
e~onomic decentralization. But as the experience of the

A miner speaks at strike meeting, in Prokopyevsk,
Siberia, July 1989. Miners strikes rocked USSR;
bureaucracy scrambled to make concessions.
Yugoslav and Chinese deformed workers states reveals,
these policies only magnify all the contradictions inherent
in a regime of bureaucratic usurpation, while generating
powerful tendencies toward capitalist counterrevolution.
It is an irony of history that in order to maintain their,
rule Stalin'S heirs now feel compelled to permit a genuine,
albeit limited, political liberalization (glasnost). Political
and intellectual life in the USSR todayis marked by an outpouring of criticism and dissent both within the bureauc, racy and among the intelligentsia. The noteW'orthy absence
of any significant Marxist current in this torrent is a
measure of the limits of glasnost, the alien class appetites of large sections of the Soviet intelligentsia· (whic h
today significantly overlaps and interpenetrates with,the
bureaucracy) and the effectiveness of decades of. bureaucratic usurpation in corrupting and discrediting the ideals
of socialism.
The current "openness" of the USSR provides an imperative opportunity to construct an authentic communist
party to return the world's first workers state to the revolutionary road of Lenin and Trotsky. At the same time it
reveals and accentuates the centrifugal forces generated
by and tearing at the bureaucracy. Chief among these
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are the outbursts of national antagonisms that have
swept the USSR.

National Conflicts Boll Over
In Kazakhstan, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia and Uz. bekistan the regime has been compelled to resort to armed
force to suppress nationalist demonstrations, strikes, riots
and pogroms. In the Baltic republics nationalists, including leading elements of the bureaucracy, proclaim their
independence from Moscow, openly embracing the heritage of the White-terror regimes of the interwar period and
aspiring to restore capitalism. Rumblings of nationalism
are heard from· Byelorussia and the Ukraine. Potentially
most sinister of all are the Great Russian fascists organized
in Pamyat. National tensions have reached the point that
Gorbachev felt compelled to deliver a specially televised
..
.
nattonwlde speech which called for rellllllg In natIOnal
passions and warned that the bureaucracy will tolerate no
attempts at secession.
~....

experienced martial law and rounds of vicious communalist violence. Tens of thousands of Armenians long resident
in Azerbaijan have ned to Armenia. Likewise thousands of
·Azeris have been forced to leave their homes in Armenia.
Underlying the Armenian protest is a desire to increase
the cultural and economic advantages of Armenia relative
to the other nationalities of the USS R. The protests
underline the potential for rifts in the bureaucracy to generate explosive social struggle. But Stalinism and pettybourgeois nationalism provide no program capable of realizing the just aspirations of the working masses. As a result
these aspirations are easily sidetracked into the dead end of
murderous and suicidal ethnic strife.

Self-Determination and Socialism
Trotskyists uphold the right of self-determination of the
various nations of the USS R-i.e·., their right to secede and
form a separate state-except where it serves as a cover for
counterrevolution. We do not consider the present bound-

Meskhetian Turks flee
pogroms in Uzbekistan, June
1989. "Market socialism"
breeds ethnic strife, threatens
dismemberment of USSR.
Return to the internationalist
road of Lenin and Trotsky!

The immediate detonators of these outbursts have
varied. Several years ago fierce rioting in Kazakhstan
erupted when Gorbachev purged a Kazakh crony of Brezhnev from the republic's leadership, replacing him with an
ethnic Russian. The ret;ent turmoil in Kazakhstan grows
out of bitterness over lack of jobs, especially for Kazakh
youths. In Uzbekistan, disgruntled youth madejobless as a
result of the mechanization of cotton farming served as the
core of mobs who staged a pogrom against Meskhetians, a
Turkic people exiled to Uzbekistan by Stalin late in World
War II. Adding to Uzbek grievances was a big drop in the
price the state was willing to pay for cotton. Over 12,000
troops were required to quell the rioters, who staged armed
attacks on police and militia outposts. In the aftermath of
the upheaval tens of thousands of Meskhetians were evacuated to Russia.
In Armenia mass demonstrations and strikes embracing
virtually the entire population have demanded the immediate transfer of the 85 'percent Armenian NagornoKarabakh Autonomous Region from the jurisdiction of
the Azerbaijani to the Armenian republic. Confronted wi,th
the demand of the Armenians the Supreme Soviet instead
. decided to uphold the status quo. Since then the region has

aries of the various entities within the USS R as sacrosanct.
The Stalinists are unable to arrive at a democratic solution
to this question, which necessarily is connected to an
economic program capable of meeting the needs of the peoples of all the regions of the country. The failed policies of
the bureaucracy generate powerful tendencies for capitalist counterrevolution under cover of the fig leaf of national
self-determination. Such tendencies must be opposed and
exposed as part of the struggle to reforge an authentically
communist workers party in the USSR.
. Fake-Trotskyists, such as those in and around the
United Secretariat of Ernest Mandel, harm the cause of all
the Soviet working people by their tailing of every manifestation of nationalism that crops up in the USSR. Thus
for example Marilyn vogt-Downey writes for the American Fourth Internationalist Tendency in the June 1989
Bulletin in Defense of Marxism:
"While to date none of these movements appears to have
direclly challenged the basic premises which underlie the
economic restructuring thai is weakening the foundations
of the workers' slate-and some have even advocated
more drastic measures to dismantle those foundations_ the movements remain contradictory. Being mass-based
they will inevitably reflect the genuine needs of the masses

-.j
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Yenlselsk, Siberia, 1928:
Left Oppositionists
demonstrate on
anniversary of
October Revolution
under_slogan "Turn the
Fire to the Right.
Against Kulak, Nepman
and Bureaucrat-Not In
Words but In Deeds."

as the results of the perestroika reforms become apparent
and the struggle deepens." [our emphasis]

It is such methodology that led the USec to embrace the
Croatian fascist Ustashi in Australia! The"policies of the
bureaucracy inevitably are laying the basis for a social
explosion, but the outcome of that explosion-who will
prevail-remains to be determined. All experience of the
workers movement suggests that unless a new communist
party is forged on the programmatic basis of Trotsky's
Fourth International, the outcome will not be in favor of
the Soviet proletariat.

Nationalism and Counterrevolution
It is necessary to distinguish amo,ng the various national
conflicts that have erupted. Those in the south and in Cen"
tral Asia so far appear similar to those raging in Yugosla"
via-i.e., the various nationalities'are struggling to ensure
themselves a "fair share" within a "market socialist" USSR.
But the national movements in the Baltic republics are
openly' on the road to capitalist counterrevoh,ltion.
These republics, while strategically situated, are Lilliputian. The big national question for the USSR remains the
Ukraine, which has enormous military, industrial and agri"
cultural importance. The western Ukraine has historically
been the center of the most reactionary currents of Ukrain"
ian nationalism. It was occupied by Pilsudski's Poland in I
the interwar years and was the base of operations for the
bourgeois nationalist Petliura. At the end of the Civil War,
Petliura cynically ceded claim to the occupied territory in
exchange for Polish patronage and a chance to rule the
Ukraine as a Polish puppet.
It is with such nationalists in mind that Trotsky invoked
the slogan of an independent Soviet Ukraine in I~39. For
national conflicts in the USS R do not operate within the
logic of Stalinist autarky. World imperialism takes a keen.
interest in these conflicts, acutely conscious that nationalism is a bourgeois ideology, antithetical to sociali_sm. Its
chief carriers in the .Soviet Union are the petty-bourgeois
layers-speculators, parasites, chunks of intelligentsia and
bureaucracy, all susceptible to imperialist bribery.
U.S. imperialism plays the tunes of "democracy" and
"self-determination" for the USSR, East Europe and

China. These a're very old tunes. Following the victory of
the 1917 October Revolution, 14 capitalist armies intervened on the side of the Whites to try to throttle the infant
Soviet Republic in its cradle. In the Ukraine, in Georgia
and in the Baltic the imperialists became the hypocritical
partisans of "self-determination."
Thus German imperialism presided over the birth of an
"independent" Ukraine, and joined with British imperialism to "self-determine" the Baltic republics and Georgia:
The bourgeois nationalists of these would-be republics of
course decided to "self-determine" only after October 1917.
• Previously they. had been among the most fulsome supporters of a unitary Russian bourgeois state.

Bureaucratic Appetites and the Soviet Economy
Since the introduction of the first Five Year Plan there
has been enormous growth in the economic and military
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Inset: A flag of the
Latvian Riflemen,
stronghold of
the Bolsheviks in
October 1917
Revolution.
Left: Latvian
Smolny Battalion
arrives in Petrograd,
26 November 1917.
~"

all the distortions already evident in Yugoslavia and China.
power of the Soviet Union, This growth has been achieved
Factory will be set against factory, industry against indusat terrible cost and sacrifice by the Soviet working masses.
try, newer plants against older plants, industry against the
Today the USSR has achieved a rough military parity with
consumer and agriculture-and regions and nationalities
the main imperialist power, the USA. This and this alone
against each other. In such circumstances the bureaucracy
has prevented the" dismemberment of the USSR by world
will be able to continue its role as arbiter only if it expands
imperialism.
,
enormously, as in fact it has in Yugoslavia. Market soBut despite the enormous strides taken by the USSR, its
economy still lags significantly behind those of the most
cialism will inevitably lead to the abandonment of the
monopoly of foreign trade, in turn leading ineluctably
developed capitalist countries in productivity of labor.
to the uncontrolled penetration of the economy by the
Further, the old bureaucratic methods of extensive capital
investment and borrowing of technique, which in the past • world capitalist market, preparing tl}e ground for capitalist restoration.
achieved great results, though at great social and economic
overhead, have reached their limits. The USS R is gripped
by a relative economic stagnation. As Trotsky so preNeo-Bukharinism
sciently observed in The Revolution Betrayed: "Under
The essentially ideological (in the sense of false cona nationalized economy, quality. demands a democracy
of producers and consumers, freedom of criticism and
sciousness) outlook of the perestroika intelligentsia is
revealed by their utter incomprehension of the turn made
initiative-conditions incompatible with a totalitarian
by the Stalin faction from the New Economic Policy to
regime of fear; lies and flattery."
collectivizing agriculture. To them it's simply a case of the
Gorbachev's "reforms" seek a road consistent with "sogood guys, Bukharin, Rykov and Tomsky, losing out to the
cialism in one country," i.e., pursuing the pipe dream of disbad guy Stalin. Correspondingly, the solution is simplearmed peace with imperialism while' pushing a "market
i.e., return to the road of NEP.·But politics is above all a
socialism." They dramatically expose ihe appetites oJ a
question of who will prevail, and the various antagonists
wing of the bureaucracy to secure its uncertain economic
ultimately reflect different class interests. NEP had conseprivileges by devouring the workers state piecemeal. _
quences which ate not simply Stalinist swearwords. The
Trotsky noted early on the magnetic attraction that the
growth of the kulak, the rise of the middleman, the growth
manners and mores of the most finished bourgeois snobs
of class polarization in both the city and the countrysidehad for the privileged Soviet strata. Leading the pack are of
all in fact contributed to the power and self-consciousness
course the top Soviet governmental officials, diplomats,
of the burgeoning Stalin bureaucracy and the complete
economic experts, heads of trusts, etc., whose duties throw
suppression of party and soviet democracy. The NEP was
them in daily contact with these bourgeois elites.
initiated by Lenin as an expedient measure following the
The USSR today generates much more ~ocial surplus
dislocations of the Civil War. But to his epigones, centrally
than it did in Stalin's day. With the disappearance of the
Stalin and Bukharin, it was the sine qua non of their
bloody purges which Sialin used to winnow the bureaucdomesti<;: policy-the working out ofthe algebra of "socialracy, the appetites and, :the opportunities of important
ism in one country."
chunks of the top layers 'of Soviet society to feather their
As early as 1923 Trotsky pointed out the divergence
nests have'grown correspondingly. Not so surprisingly this
between industrial and agricultural prices, the famous
reality finds 'its reflection in the theories of some pro"scissors" that threatened to lead to a sharp break between
perestroika economists, whose passion for the workings of
the country and the city, imperiling the proletarian dictathe market would embarrass Adam Smith!
But establishing "market soci~lism"will simply replicate
torship. Already by 1926 almost 60 percent of the saleable
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grain wa~ in the hands of just 6 percent of the peaslwtry.
The inability of the regime to provide the peasant with
industrial goods led to a grain strike that threatened the cities with starvation. It was this crisis that ultim<)tely led to
the break between Stalin and Bukharin.
Insofar as they deal with the question. it is itt this point
that the Gorbachevite philistines invoke the Stalin of
1923-27 to acCuse the Stalin of 1928-29 of going over to
"Trotskyism." In fact the course of forced collectivization.
and forced-march industrialization was a belated and
bureaucratic parody of the program of the Left Oppositionists, who in any case had the dubious pleasure of watching these events from their places of Siberian exile'towhich
they had been consigned' by the Stalin/Bukharin faction.
Gorbachev's USSR is in economic development a far cry
from the Soviet Union of 1928-29. But if the Bukharinites
had prevailed and the NEP had continued, itis an open
question whether there would even be a Soviet Union
today. The policies of the' Gorbachevites pose the question
of whether there will be a Soviet Union tomorrow.

sian, German and Jewish while the countryside was completely dominatecl by German 'baronial estates-with the
native peasantry mainly reduced to the state of landless
agricultural workers or tenants. I n Lithuania, Polish landlords held sway in the countryside while Vilni]Js was populated by'Poles, Jews and Russians.
The October Revolution polarized the region along class
lines .. In Estonia and Latvia in partic.ular. the peasant
masses flocked to the red banner of Bolshevism, the Latvian Riflemen serving as crack troops <if the newly fledged
Soviet regime. Correspondingly the bourgeois and landlord classes of the region, always a bulwark of the Romanovs, launched themselves. on the road of"separatism as a
means of combating the revolution. The soviet governments of .the Baltic republics were drowned in blood by
German and Polish troops. A chilling portrayal (reflecting
the mehtality of a German aristocrat·gone fascist) of a slice .

A Capltallst-Restoratlonlst Program
In The Revolution Betrayed Trotsky spelled out the
measures required to restore private property in the means
of production in the Soviet Union:
.
"First of all, it would be necessary to create conditions for
the development of strong farmers from the weak collective farms, and for converting the strong collectives into
producers' cooperatives of the bourgeois type-into agricultural stock companies. In the sphere of industry,
denationalization would begin with the light industries
and those producing food. The planning principle would'
be converted for the transitional period into a series of
compromises between state power and individual 'corporations'-potential proprietors, that is, among the
Soviet captains of industry, the emigre former proprietors
and foreign capitalists."
If we leave aside the emigre proprietors, most of whom
have long since passed from the scene, the scenario corresponds almost perfectly to the program of the most outspoken Gorbachevite "reformers." As Trotsky noted, the
bureaucracy inevitably must seek supports for itself in
property relations. Yet in order to accomplish such a transformation not "reforms" but a counten'evolution will be
required. The film of reformism cannot be run in reverse.
And that is both the dilemma of the bureaucracy and the
mortal danger posed to the USS R by Gorbachev's course.
Th~

Baltic Republics-Perestroika in Action

The most likely site for implementation of such "re. forms" are the Baltic republics of Lithuania, Latvia and
Estonia. These three tiny republics, independent for a span
of'only 20 years until militarily occupied and then annexed
by the Soviet Union in July of 1940, have been a cause
celebre for anti-Sovietists of all stripes-the quintessential.
"captive nations." Stalin's motivation in grabbing this
territory was undoubtedly military. At the time Trotsky
remarked that although the territory was of strategic
importance, the invasion by the Red Army would be seen
as an act of violence and not of liberation, facilitating the
mobilization of world public opinion against the USS R. In
the long run, he.opined, Stalin's occupation would do more
harm than good.
Historically the Baltic peoples were subjects of the tsarist
empire. In Estonia and Latvia the/cities were largely Rus-
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Lithuanian and German fascists beat Jews to death
on street in Kaunas in 1941 (above), In Kaunas today,
nationalists march under flag of reactionary Interwar
bourgeois 'siate (below).
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of the bitter civil war fought in this region between the German landlords and the "Baits" can be found in Marguerite
Yourcenar'sLe Coup de grace (1939). The bourgeois republics set up in place of the soviets were from the outset
creatures of German and British imperialism, living under
the protecting guns of the British fleet.
By the mid-1930s the interwar Baltic republics had become tiny carbon copies of Baron Mannerheim's Finland
and Pilsudski's Poland, making up in viciousness for
what they lacked in size. Today miserable remnants of
these ruling classes still cling to "legations," maintained as
"governments-in-exile" courtesy of the, CIA. And lately
these puppets have been jerked into moti'on, going so far as
to begin issuing "passports." They are, in fact, the CI.A's
only credible remnant of "emigre foreign proprietors" for
.
the whole USSR.
U.S. imperialism smells "rollback" in East Europe and
the USSR. It has watched and cheered the rise of the Bal~
tic People's' Fronts, which openly aspire to a "Finnish
option"-i.e., a return to capitalism. These Fronts are
linked to restorationist wings of the bureaucracy on the
right flanks of the respective regional parties. The Gorbachev bureaucracy had hoped this most developed region of
the Soviet Union would be the flagship of perestroika, a
version of China's Guangdong Province free trade zone.
But events in the region have acquired logic of their own
that bodes a collision with Moscow sooner rather than
later.
The Estonian Supreme Soviet has already twice enacted
legislation giving the republic veto over Soviet law. On
May 18 they were joined by the Lithuanians who enacted a
similar constitutional amendment, as well as a measure to
control immigration into Lithuania. The Lithuanians also
enacted' a d~c1aration stating their' desire to be an independent state. Six days later the Lithuanian Supreme
Soviet exempted citizens of the republic from a new highway tax ena'cted by Moscow intended to raise additional
funds for highwa:r repairs. Accordi,ng. to a reporter from

the official Lithuanian press agency Elta, "Drivers said that
Lithuania should not be obliged to pay for the rotten roads
in Russia" (New York Times, 25 May 1989).
Along with juridical measures the Estonians have taken
a number. of economic measures intended to create an
Estonian market cut off from ihe rest of the USSR. Thus
since the beginning of 1989 the republ,ic's government has
. "temporarily" banned private citizens and cooperatives
from sending scarce consumer goods out of Estonia.
According to the 13 March Izvestia:
"Severe restrictions have been placed on shipments by
mail, railroad and air. A box of candy, a container of butter and children's underpants are now contraband. There's
no point in going into stores without a passport-a significant number of items are sold only to residents of Tallinn
and its outlying area. War has been declared on the outside buyer .... The consequences 'are simply unpredictable. Estonian television has shown a Leningrad post
office. On its doors is a sheet of paper: Mail to the Baltic
republics is not accepted. I n neighboring provinces they
have stopped selling gasoline to vehicles with Estonian
plates. "
-The Current Digest of the Soviet Press,
Vol. XLI, No. 12 (1989)

The next aim of the Estonian bureaucracy is to separate
the republic's currency from that of the USSR. According
to lriderek Toome, Chairman of the Council of Ministers
of the Estonian SSR:
"We've decided that it's within the competence of the Esto. nian SSR to organize banking and currency circulation.
This includes the introduction of Estonian money and the
procedure and rate of exchange of this money for other
currencies, including the rouble common for the USSR ....
As for property, we have spoken in favor of a diversity of
its forms, which will create conditions for a variety of
forms of enterprise."
-Moscow News, No. 23, 11-18 June 1989

Proposed Estonian legislation would return all land to
private farming and legalize "small-scale" private enterprises, giving them the right to hire labor and amass capital. Foreign ownership of property would be permitted.

A pamphlet on the economics of the East European
deformed workers states, analyzing Yugoslavia,
Hungary and East Germany in the context of
Gorbachev's perestroika: The pamphlet considers the
history of the ruling bureaucracies' efforts to combat
stagnation through decentralization and "marketoriented" refol'ms, and counterposes the Trotskyist
program for centralized economic planning based on
workers democracy.
Includes "The Bukharin Dossier," concerning
Right Opposition leader Nikolai Bukharin, frequently
presented today as the "godfather of perestroika."
The article also discusses the "rehabilitation" of
"Old Bolsheviks" purged and murdered by Stalin's
counterrevolutionary terror.
$1.00 (32 pages)
Order Irom/make checks payable to:

Spartacist Publishing Co .. Box 1377 GPO. New York. NY 10116, USA
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Spectre of
wQrkers pOlitical
revolution
haunts StalinIsts.
Chinese prInting
workers rally
outside
Tiananmen
Square,
June 1989.

I

Immigration from other parts of the USS R would be
restricted. Not constrained by party ties, the People's
Fronts and Sajudis (Lithuania's front) openly call for
independence and capitalist-style economies. About a
quarter of the Front membership are also Communist
Party members.
.

"creeping counterrevolution." The stage is set for a bloody
civil war in which capitalist counterrevolution will disguise itsel( as a struggle for "national liberation and
self-determination."

Stalinism in a Bind

The situation facing the Gorbachev bureaucracy in Estonia exemplifies one pole of the contradiction facing latterday Stalinism, the other being represented by the recent
events in China. There ten years of "market socialism," of
In the recent elections to the Congress of People's Depso-called reform, brought the country to the brink of
uties the native populations of the Baltic republics solidly
supported the nationalist People's Front candidates. One
proletarian political revolution. As China shows, market
reforms only intensify problems of inequality and corfactor in this support is a very deep-seated national inseruption. Thus deposed "reformer" Zhao Ziyang's sons are
curity, especially if! Estonia and Latvia. Fully 40 percent of
reputedly two of the wealthiest capitalists in China, while
the population of Estonia and nearly 50 percent of the population of Latvia is Russian. These imm.igrants are largely
ten years of "ec'onomic reform" have resulted in a reported
proletarians, drawn to the province by the large industries'
50 to 100 million surplus agricultural laborers wandering
built there since World War II. Playing on chauvinism,
around the countryside.
Front proposals for getting rid of the Russians have run a
Top Soviet bureaucrats cluck their tongues approvingly
at the stores in Yugoslavia and China with their relative
gamut from proposing to shut down the big enterprises
(to the USSR) abundance of consumer goods. Why not?
employing a majority of Russians to establishing republic
citizenship based on longtime residency and fluency in the
The upper crust of the' bureaucracies in these countries is
assured access to these goods, as is any other citizen who
native language.
In reaction, elements o'f the;l'J""~aucracy in Estonia have
has the cash. Bureaucratic rationing and pri~ilege are simply monetized according to the well-established capitalist
formed an "Internationalist Moveme'nt;" co-led by a Rusprinciple, to each according to his ability to pay, and the
sian and, interestingly, a Siberian Estonian. Siberian
bureaucracy's raison e/'elre.is to ensure that its members get
Estonians, descendants of Estonians exiled to Siberia and
paid first and most-a veritable consumers' union of para"Russified," are also looked down upon by renascent
Estonian nationalists. On March 14 a demonstration of
sites witli guns. The Soviet workers are deeply committed
over 80,000 Russian-speaking workers gathered in front of
to socialist egalitarianism and rightly despise the special
Tallinn city hall. The workers were incensed by the
privileges of the bureaucracy-the foreign currency shops,
officially sanctioned February 24 celebration of bourgeois
the dachas, the limousines, the elite medical clinics, etc. But
Estonia's Independence Day. which included a surrepthese pale before the inequalities of capitalism. The figure
of a Donald Trump, who can purchase an entire airline,
titious nighttime removal of the republic's red state flag and
its replacement with the interwar flag. Red flags were raised
remains profoundly alien to the experience of the Soviet
over buildings and a republic-wide strike committee . workers. The appearance of beginnings of inequality based
on private property has already inflamed class tension in
elected. Demands were raised for equality of language and
national rights. Internationalist Moveme'nt spokesmen
the USS R. Its growth will result in explosions of workingaccurately denounced developments in the republic as
class anger that will shake the foundations of bureaucratic

Counterrevolution Disguised as
National Llber_atlon
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usurpation, as it already has in China.
The 'bureaucracy can only oscillate between repression
and relaxation all. of which serves to throw up more social
lava. Chinese Stalinism, after the bloody suppression of
rebellion in Beijing, is in'a muddle-cracking down, trying
to maintain its alliance with U.S. imperialism, while tinkering with its program of " reforms." Meanwhile the country's economic weakness and the penetration of the capitalist' market threaten it with a kulak revolt-something
that would test the s'olidity of the Chinese military, whose
leaders~ip approximates a set of peasant cliques and is
discredited among the masses for its role in the recent
massacre.

East: Europe-Poland and Hungary
If the Chinese students evinced some confused sympathy for the ideals of classless "democracy," both they and
the masses who joined them in revolt did so under the color
of the. red flag and singing the Internationale. The mass
character of the revolt was conditioned by the widespread
outrage over the rampant corruption and inequality
generated by the bureaucracy's neo-NEP. In the Polish
deformed workers state events have taken a different
course.
.
The recent elections to the Polish parliament confirmed
what everyone knew-that Polish Stalinism had succeeded in 'driving the mass of the Polish working masses
irao the arms· of the clerical-nationalist and pro-capitali~t
Solida~nosc. The victory of Solidarnosc, albeit limited
according to a prior agreement with the bureaucracy, has
embarrassed and deeply split the Polish Stalinists. The
elections and the events leading up to them also expose
Solidarnosc' pretensions as a trade union. Only a small

Wide Wo'rld'

Hungary, 1956: Wor.kers on captured Soviet tank.
Workers political revolu.tion split Stalinist bureaucratic apparatus.

percent of this "union's" candidates were workers. And
rifts have begun to appear between the proletariat and
Solidarnosc' leadership, which endorsed the shutdown of
the Lenin Shipyard and now opposes strike action by the
workers. Thus for the first time since 1981 a real chance
exists for breaking the Polish working class from this company union for the CIA and Vatican.
Poland is an economic basket case indebted to the
imperialist bankers for nearly 40 billion dollars. Subsidies
to Poland from the USSR have totaled even more. And
both the bureaucracy and Solidarnosc see no way out save
further infusions of capital from the imperialists. Little of
these enormous sums has found its way into productive
investment. A great deal has gone toward subsidizing a
reactionary and· inefficient peasantry clinging to small
private farms.
So far there have been insignificant market "reforms" in
Poland. The chief obstacle to their implementation is the
militancy of the Polish working class that Solidarnosc will
have difficulty restraining. According to Solidarnosc' Lech
Walesa, civil war could result if reforms demanded of
Poland brought unemployment .and reduced incomes: "I
am sitting on a powder keg, and I have doubts we will be.
able to do it" (New York Times, 12 July 1989). And while
some elements of the Polish bureaucracy reconcile themselves to trading bureaucratic privilege for the joys of
becoming petty and not-so-petty entrepreneurs, others
keep their hands near the levers of armed power, watch and
wait.
In neighboring Hungary, the Minister of State, Imre
Pozsgay, says that it is "impossible to reform communist
practice as it currently exists in the Soviet Union and East
Europe .... This system must be liquidated." In its place
Pozsgay envisions "a party of a new type based on European socialist and social-democratic ideas" instead of a
"reformed Communist Party" (Le Monde, 30 May 1989).
Recently the regime implemented a series of political and
economic measures. Opposition political parties are legal.
Anyone can publish his own newspaper. A fully fledged
stock market has been created. The rights of private
entrepreneurs and foreign investors have been vastly
. expanded-e.g., private businesses can now employ up to
500 workers instead of 30, and Western investors can own
100 percent of Hungarian firms. The forint, Hungary's currency, is to be made convertible so that foreign firms can
repatriate profits. The intent is to put one-third of the
economy in private hands in the next (ew years.
Hungary has already had over two decades of "market
. socialism," Kadar's.so-called "goulash communism," kept
afloat by loans from world imperialism. The "goulash" has
spoiled. Hungary now has the highest per capita foreign
debt in Europe. Prices for food, housing and fuel are soaring-inflation is 20 percent annually. The country has
widespread unemployment and attendant problems of
poverty and drugs. It also has the highest suicide rate in
Europe. As a result of the government's "reforms" over
200,000 workers will lose their jobs in the next several
years. For example, a Swedish proposal to the World Bank
calls for a 20 percent reduction in Hungarian steel
production and sacking of 50 percent of the steel workers.
The workers, fed up and cynical, have few illusions in
either the party "reformers" or the newly fledged opposi~
tion parties, none of which has anything remotely resembling a mass following. According to Ferenc Koszeg, a
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Afghanistan is front line of international
class war. Women soldiers in Kabul (below).
Fainlly in Kabul home destroyed by
mujahedln rocket (right). The ICL helped
raise over $44,000 for civilian victims of
: Jaialabad siege, and sent a correspondent
.
.
to Kabul in June to continue our
propaganda campaign.

leader of the oppositIOn Alliance of Free Democrats,
"There is fear and apathy. They don't believe that the
organizations can be effective. There is even a suspicion
that they are movements of intellectual elites, not attached
to the masses" (New York Times, 15 May 1989). The
economic and political inn9vations of the "reform" wing
of the bureaucracy are in fact overtly cynical measures
intended to persuade Western bankers to pour eight billion
dollars in new loans into the country. So far there have
been no takers and the new stock market has done no trading. Foreign capital. is hesitant to invest. Instead, as in
Poland, it plans to pump seed money into the country to
create a new class of entrepreneurs.
As in Poland, there is a developing polarization within
the bureaucracy. Harvard-trained economist and current
Hungarian prime minister Miklos Nemeth reportedly plays
tennis on a regular basis with the U.S. ambassador. Meanwhile Janos Barabas, Budapest First Secretary of the Hungarian Socialist Workers Party, explains: "I could.see an
opposition leader as prime minister. But if he were wise, he,
would name a Communist as his secretary of defense" (San
.
Francisco Chronicle, 31 May 1989).
Retired police and army officers are organized into the
hardline Stalinist Ferenc Munnich Society. (Munnich was
the man the Russians wanted to install in power after
crushing the 1956 workers political revolution, until Tito
persuaded them to go with Janos Kadar.) Elements of the
Munnich Society are linked to the workers militia, comprising some 60,000 p~ople, with reserves of 20,000 . On
March 15 the militia was issued arms before a scheduled
mass rally in Budapest.
Munnichite Stalinism is of course generally discredited
as a political current, but both the "reform" bureaucrats
and the opposition' are demanding disbanding of the partyorganized workers militia. Doubtless for the benefit of vis-

iting U.S. president George Bush, the most outspoken of
the "reform" leaders issued a call in the Budapest paper
Magyar Nemzet:
"Reform circles should ·be capable of mobilizing the
reform wing of the party and articulating the features of a
majority party-a Hungarian Socialist Party or a Democratic Socialist Party-by a split, achieved by conservatives leaving:'
-New York Times, 13 July 1989 .

The next day over 10,000 mourners showed up at the
funeral of former party boss Janos Kadar. The crowd was
unexpectedly large, although dwarfed in size by the recent
memorial meeting for Imre Nagy, Hungary's prime minister during the 1956 Revolution. Foll9wing the Soviets'
brutal suppression of the uprising, Nagy and his comrades
were brutally murdered and buried in unmarked prison
graves. Over 100,000 people attended a solemn ceremony
celebrating Nagy as a hero of the revolution. Pozsgay,
Nemeth and other top government officials attended, laying a wreath and serving· as honorary pallbearers.
But 'many Hungarians remember that the 1956 Revolution first brought to power not party bureaucrats beholden
to the imperialist International Monetary Fund, but armed
workers soviets. During the height of the revolution, then
Hungarian defense minister Pal Maleter (later executed
with Nagy) patted his revolver when asked by a reporter
about what would happen if the capitalists tried to return.

Anti-Perestroika Stalinism
While the bureaucracies in Hungary and Poland experiment with "pluralism" in order to wheedle new loans out of
the imperialists, their Stalinist brothers in East c;ermany
and Czechoslovakia so far want no part of Gorbachevism.
Both states have maintained centralized economic planning, and are doing much better than their "market socialist" neighbors-giving the lie to the contention that central
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planningper se is responsible for the economic q~agmire in
the degenerated/deformed workers states.
Certainly these countries historically were more industrially developed than Poland and Hungary, with substantial proletariats and correspondingly more advanced
cultures in which the church;played a much less central
role. Their relative success today is linked to bureaucracies
'economically less capricious and more rational than their
Polish and Hungarian counterparts, Where the bureaucracy is less promiscuous, the planning principle is sufficiently powerful to override tendencies inherent in Stalinism toward economic disproportions and stagnation .. The
impact of the 1968 Prague Spring surely constrains the
appetites of the Czechoslovak bureaucracy, which 21 years
ago presided over an economy that was the sick man of
Eastern Europe.
In passing it should be noted that Romania is a case of
political and economic pathology, even within the framework of Stalinism. Ceausescu, whose personality cult (on a
Romanian scale at least) rivals that of Stalin, has accomplished something unique. He has managed io payoff all
debt Romania had incurred to the bloodsucking imperialist bankers!To do so the entire country has been reduced
to extreme penury. To solace the tired, hungry and cold
workers he has stirred up anti-Hungarian chauvinism.,
Bulgaria, which eco'nomically is doing relatively well,
meanwhile has decided to pre-empt possible national conflicts with its indigenous Turkish populatio'n by viciously
,driving them out of the country.
USSR Crucial
Gorbachev's policies have certainly influenced and inter- '
acted with the events in East Europe and China. But in the
last instance it is developments in the USS R which will be
decisive. The hopes of Stalinism in a pinstriped suit for
"reform" and a stable "market socialism" are as much a
pipe dream' as the fantasy of peaceful coexistence with

Ogonyok

Pamyat supporters give Sieg Heil to leaders. Soviet
workers must crush Pamyat fascists!

imperialism. Even more of a pipe dream, are the schemes
of elements of the bureaucracy in Poland, Hungary and
the Baltic republics to engineer a p,eaceful return to
capitalism.
The initiatives of the Soviet bureaucracy are a response
to real pressures. Gorbachevite economist Shmelyov
speaks of an economic crisis of Soviet society leading',
he fears, to "counterrevolution"-i.e., a return to police
methods the bureaucracy was so notorious for in the past.
Gorbachev himself noted, "I even know war veterans come
on the bus to Moscow, carrying portraits-a portrait of
Brezhnev covered in medals, and a portrait of Gorbachev covered in rationing coupons" (New York Times,
26 May 1989).
The market socialism reforms advocated by the bureaucracy have scarcely been implemented. But worker discontent with shortages, corruption and inequality have led to
over a dozen wildcat strikes this year. Most of these actions
have been short-lived protests. But the strike by 110,000
coal miners in the Siberian coal mining region centered on
Novokuznetsk has rocked the 'bureaucracy, which has
scrambled to make concessions to placate the angry
miners. According to the 15 July 1989 New York Times,
the bureaucracy "promises to meet some of more than
40 demands for more food in stores, warmer winter
clothing, improved maternity leave, anti-pollution measures, housing improvements anC! other specific local
needs." The bureaucracy has also sought to channel the
strikers' contrary political demands into market-oriented
"self-management" reforms.
The demands of the strikers, far broader than any posed
by strikers in capitalist countries, reflect the class nature of
the Soviet state. They also reflect very directly these Soviet
workers' acute awareness that the 19 I 7 October Revolution is their revolution. The Soviet working people deeply
believe that the Soviet workers state, despite all its
deformities, is "their" state. They deeply believe that the
factories, mines and land are the property of the entire proletariat. All this constitutes an enormous barrier to imperialist aspirations for counterrevolution in the USSR, The
receptivity of the Soviet working masses to an internationalist perspective was reflected in the appeal by the striking
miners for support from the British National Union of
M ineworkers, led by Arthur Scargill. Scargill had spoken
out against anti-Communist Solidarnosi: and Reagan/
Thatcher's anti-Soviet war drive; during the 1984-85
British miners strike the Soviet miners union gave massive
fin'ancial support to their class brothers in Britain. The
Soviet miners' appeal to the NUM stands in sharp contrast
to Solidarnosi:' craven crawling before Thatcher.
Nevertheless, the heavy nationalist overtones sweeping
the USSR facilitate the mobilization of forces of capitalist
counterrevolution. They also threaten to channel growing
anger over the economic consequences of market socialism into the dead end of intercommunal conflicts. To mobilize the Soviet proletariat the key demand is: All Power to
Workers Soviets! Aside from the Baltic republics and possibly the western Ukraine the relationship of forces does
not now favor counterrevolution, particularly if the Soviet
workers can join hands with their Chinese comrades, who
have already had bitter experience with market "reforms."
In China nascent political revolution nearly split the
People's Liberation Army. Civil war threatened to erupt
between the bureaucracy and the' Chinese proletariat.
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- - - - - Founding East European Marxists - - - - Georgi Plekhanov .

1856-1918

Ludwlk Warynskl .

1856-1889

Dlmltar Blagoev

Christian Rakovsky

1855-1924

1873-1941

0'-

Plekhanov of the Russian Emancipation
Labor group, Warynskl of the Polish party Proletariat, Blagoev of the
Bulgarian "Narrow Socialists," and Rakovsky of the Bulgarian, Romanian and Russian parties.

In the USSR the appearance of capitalist-restorationist
forces can lead to an open clash between them and the proletariat, which will inevitably split the bureaucracy into its
polar components. Soviet politics thrown into turmoil by
glasnost demonstrate anew Trotsky's observation that "all
shades of political thought are to be found among the
bureaucracy: from genuine Bolshevism (Ignace Reiss) to
complete fascism (F. Butenko)" (Transitional Program).
Contemporary Butenkoism manifests itself in the sinister anti-Semitic Pamyat. Soviet workers must mobilize to
drive these fascists off the streets before this festering sore
grows into a cancerous growth which endangers the Soviet
state and its multinational people. Meanwhile, the eagerness of the ·Gorbachev regime to conciliate U.S. imperialism from Kabul to Central Europe to Nicaragua cannot but·
generate deep misgivings among wide layers of Red Army
officers. Unlike the Chinese PLA, heavily peasant in composition and presided over by regional peasant-derived
cliques, the Red Army is proletarian ·at its base with an
officer corps that has a memory and tradition stretching
back to the 1918-21 Civil War.
The bureaucracy has already been forced to begin to
acknowledge Trotsky's role in both the revolution and in
founding the Red Army. The more historically-minded
officers recall Stalin's sabotage of the defense of the Soviet
Union on the eve of World War ii-including his bloody
purge of Tukhachevsky and the cream of the I\ed Army
officer corps. Today Soviet veterans returned from
Afghanistan, officers and enlisted men alike, see them. selves as proletarian internationalists who did their duty.
. The Afghan war veteran who denounced the traitor Sakharov for his pro-imperialist slander of the Red Army's role in
Afghanistan not only rocked the Congress of People's
Deputies, but reflected widespread popular opinion.
One can reasonably anticipate even whoie units of the
,Red Army and Navy siding with the working class and
its vanguard against burgeoning capitalist counterrevolution, dismantling the bureaucratic structures, restoring \
democracy and workers soviets, and initiating a planned

economy with the full and active participation of the
masses. Such an economy must be dedicated to the principle of egalitarianism and comll1itted to realizing a constantly rising quality in the conditions of economic and
social life for all. Only a workers vanguard party suffused
with an international vision-a vision inextricably linked
with the solidarity of workers everywhere against their
exploiters and oppressors-can carry out such a domestic
perspective, •

Workers Vanguard
Bound Volumes
Volumes·1-19
1970 through 1988
$25 for single volume
Volumes include one year of WVexcept:
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New discounts available
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WVand Spartacist bound volumes:
3-10 volumes: $20 each
11 or more voiumes: $18 each
All volumes also available in microfilm.
All prices include postage.
Order from/make checks payable 10:
Spartacist Publishing Company
Box 1377 GPO, New York, NY 10116, USA
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When Was the Soviet Thermidor?
In 1923, on the sixth anniversary of the October 'Revolution, the triumvirate of J. V. Stalin, G. Zinoviev and
L. Kamenev, under great pressure, opened the pages of
Pravda for what was.to be the party's last free debate, to
discuss the "New Cou·rse." Many articles critical of the
Central.Committee were published until the middle of
December. A looming economic crisis and the growing
bureaucratism in the party had propelled Leon Trotsky
and others into opposition. A group of prominent Bolsheviks, including V. Antonov-Ovseenko, E. Preobrazhensky
and Yu. Pyatakov, submitted a document to the Politburo
on October 15 known as the "Platform of the 46," which
bluntly stated:
:'The regime established within the party is completcly
mtolerable; It destroys the independence of the party,
replacmg the party by a recruited bureaucratic apparatus
which acts without objection in normal times, but which
inevitably fails in moments of crisis, and which threatens
to become completely ineffective in the face of the serious
events now impending."
The increasing bureaucratism had been a serious concern of Lenin's. He made a bloc with Trotsky in December
1922 to fight Stalin, and the 4 January 1923 postscript to
Lenin's Testament proposed to remove Stalin as General
Secretary. Despite Lenin's clear urgings and warnings,
Trotsky agreed to a compromise at the 12th Party Congress in April 1923 and Stalin was allowed to keep his post.
L~nin's Testament was always carefully hidden fr'om the
party ranks.
In the discussion leading up to the 13th Party Conference, the loose "Trotskyist" opposition 'obtained 20 to 30
percent of the votes in local party meetings in Moscow and
Petrograd, and won 67 out of 346 party cells of industrial
workers. But Stalin ran the apparatus, which blatantly
rigged the delegate elections. At the Conference, held just
days before Lenin's death in January 1924, the opposition.
had only 3 out of 128 delegates. The "New Course" was
supposed to be a change in thedirection of workers democracy; instead the Conference showed Stalin and his minions
shaking their fists in the face of the party.
One of the points used as a factional club by Stalin in
December 1923 and thereafter was that Trotsky was not
part of the Bolshevik "Old .Guard"-this was to feature
prominently in the attempt to disparage and disappear
Trotsky's role as co-leader with Lenin of the October Rev~Iution. In 1917 Trotsky was won to Lenin's view on the
need for a Bolshevik party and "from that time on," Lenin
said, "there has been no better Bolshevik" (speech to the
Petrograd Committee, 14 November 1917). Throughout
the long years of his exile, right up to his assassination by
a Stalinist agent, Trotsky waged a battle, as uncompromising as any Lenin waged, to reforge an international
communist vanguard and to oppose the Stalinists while
giving unconditional military defense to the USSR against
imperialism.
.
In his retrospective analysis explaining the triumph of
the bureaucracy, Trotsky used an analogy with the ouster
of the radical Jacobins on the 9th ofThermidor during the
French Revolution:
"Socially the proletariat is more homogeneous than the
bourgeoisie, but it contains within itself an entirc series of
strata that become manifest with exceptional clarity fol-

lowing the conquest of power, during the period when the
burcaucracy and a workers' aristocracy connected with it
began to take form. The smashing of the Left Opposition
Implied 10 the most direct and immediate sense the transfer of power from the hands of the revolutionary vanguard mto the hands of the more conservative elements
among the bureaucracy and the upper crust of the workIng class. The year 1924-that was the beginning of the
Sovict Thermidor."
-"The Workers' State, Thermidor and
Bonapartism" (1935)
After January 1924, the people who ruled the USSR, the
way the USSR was ruled, and the purposes Jor which the'
USS R !Vas ruled had all changed. This view is supported by
the material spread over several of the 14 volumes of the
eminent historian E.H. Carr's His/ory oj Soviet Russia. In
The Il1Ierregnum 1923-1924, Carr states:
"Notwithstanding its formally subordinate status, the
thirteenth party conference of January 1924 was a more
decisive occasion in party history than either the twelfth
congress which had preceded it in April 1923 or the thirteenth congress which followed it in May 1924."
The victory of the bureaucracy came hard on.the heels of
the German defeat in October 1923. The failure of the revolution to spread internationally sharply exacerbated the
economic scarcity produced by seven years of war. In his
book The Revolwion Betrayed(1936), Trotsky cites Marx,
who noted that when want is generalized '''the struggle for.
necessities begins again, and that means that all the old
crap must revive." The bureaucracy emerged as the arbiter
in the "struggle for necessities," usurping political power
from the mass organizations of the prole·tariat.
The usurpers were unable to imprison Lenin in life
but after his death they buried Lenin's program of proletarianinternationalism, replaced in 1924 by the Stalinist
"theory" of "socialism in one country." The very idea had.
been denied by Stalin himself in lectures serialized in
Pravda in April-May 1924 and collected in a pamphlet, The
FOllndations oj Leninism; yet in the 20 Decet1lbe~ 1924
issue of Pravda, Stalin went into print with his new line and'
the first edition of his pamphlet was subsequently withdrawn from circulation. Over the next decade and a half
the cad res of Lenin's party were physically liquidated and
the Communist 1nternational was made into the Kremlin's
instrument to betray other countries' rev·olutions.
To place the Soviet Union upon Lenin's road also
requires' that conscious workers know when the qualitative departure from that road took place .•

- - - - Spartacist Pamphlet - - - - -

The Stalin School
of Falsification Revisited
A reply to the standard Stalinist slanders of
Trotskyism and a Trotskyist view of Mao's China.
- - - - $1.00 (48 pages) - - - Order from/make checks payable to:
Spariacist Publishing Co .. Box 1377 GPO. New York. NY 10116, USA
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Kdr.qa npOM30Wen COBeTCKMM TepMMAOp?
B 1923 roAY, B llleCTYIO rOAOBll\HHY OKT1I6pbCKOH peBOnlOl\HH, TPHYMBHpaT B nHl\e M.B. CTanHHa, r. 3HHOBbeBa H n. KaMeHeBa nOA BenH'IaHlllHM AasneHHeM npeAoCTaBHn CTpaHHl\bI «ITpaBAbI» Anll 06CYlKAeHHlI «HOBoro
KypCa», 'ITO lIBHnOCb nOCn,eAHeH CBOt)OAHOH napTHHHOH
AHCKYCCHeH. MHOrO'lHCneHHbIe CTaTbH, COAep)l(all\He
KPHTHKY U.eHTPanbHOro KOMHTeTa, BbIXOAHnH BnnOTbAO
CepeAHHbI AeKa6pll. Pa3paCTalOll\HHCli 3KOHOMH'IeCKHH
KpH3HC H YCHneHHe 61OpOKpaTH3Ma BHYTPH napTHH n06yAHnH nbBa TpOl\KOro H APYrnx BCTaTb B Onn03Hl\HIO. 15 OKT1I6pll rpynna BHAHbIX 60nbllleBHKOB, BCOCTaBe: B. AHTOHOBa-OBCeeHKO, E. ITpe06pa)l(eHCKOrO H 10. ITliTaKoBa,
npeACTaBHna Ha paCCMOTpeHHe ITonHT61Opo AOKYMeilT,
H3BeCTHbIH nOA Ha3BaHHeM «ITonHTH'IeCKOH nnaT<pOpMbI
46», B KOTOPOM npliMo rOBopHnocb:
«PelKHM, YCTaHoBHBwHiicli BHYTPH napTHH, COBepweHHO
HecTepnHM, OH y6HBaeT caMOAeliTenbHOCTb napTHH,
nOAMeHlIli napTHIO nOA06paHHbiM 4HHOBHH4bHM annapaTOM, KOTOPblii AeilcTByeT 6e3 OTKa3a B HOpMaJlbHOe
BpeMlI, HO KOTophliiHeH36elKHo AaeT oce4KH B MOMeHTbl
KPH3HCOB H KOTOPblii rp03HT OKa3aTbCli COBepweHHO'
HecaMOCTOllTeJlbHhlM nepeA J1HL\OM HaABHralOll\HXCli
cepbe3HbiX C06bITHii».
Pa3pactai-iiie 61OpoKpaTH3Ma cepbe3Ho BOnHOBaJIO neHHHa. B tleKa6pe 1922 rOAa OH 3aKnlO'IHn COlO3 CTpOl\KHM
npoTHB CtaiiHHa; -" 411HBaplll923 rOAa, B nocTcKpHnTYMe
K «3aBell\aHHiQ»)JleHHHa, 6bIno npeAnO)l(eHO y6paTb CTanHHa C nOCTa reiiepiliIbHoro ceKpeTapli. HecMoTPli ':Ia HaCTollTeJibHbIe coiieTbI H npeAynpe)l(AeHHlI neHHHa, Tpol\KHH nOlllen Ha KOMnpOMHCC Ha XII Cbe3Ae napTHH B anpene 1923 r., H ttaiiHHY 6blJl0 pa3pellleHO OCTaTbCli Ha nOCTy ..
neHHHCKoe «3aBell\aHHe» BcerAa Tll\aTenbHO CKP~lBaJIOCb
OT pliAOBoro COCTaBa napTHH.
Ha npeHHlIX, npeABaplilOll\HX XIII napTHHHYIO KOHcj>epeHl\HIO, «lPOl\KHCTCKall» Onn03Hl\HlI nonY'IHna OT 20%
AO 30% ronOCOB ila MeCTHbIX napTHHHbIX c06paHHlIx B'
MocKBe H ITeTPorpaAe H 3aHlina 67 H3 346 napTHHHbIX
lI'1eeK npoMbIilineHHbIx pa60'lHx. OAHaKO, TO, 'ITO CTa,nHH yripaBnlln napTHHHOH MalllHHoii, npHBeno K nOATaCOBKe pe3ynbTaToB 8bI60pa AeneraTOB. Ha KOHcj>epeHl\HH,
npoBOAHMOH Bcero 3a HeCKonbKO AHeH AO CMepTH neHHHa,
Onn03Hl\HlI 6bIna npeACTaBJIC!Ha Bcero TpeMli AeneraTaMH
OT 128. «HOBbIH KYPC» AOn)l(eH 6blJl npHHeCTH nepeMeHbI
no HanpaBJIeHHIO pa3BHTHli pa60'leH AeMoKpaTHH, BMeCTO
3TOro KOHcj>epeHl\HlI HarnllAHO nOKa3aJIa KaK CTaJIHH H ero
npHcnelllHHKH nOTPlicalOT KynaKaMH nepeA nHl\OM naPTHH.
OAHHM H3 MOMeHT08, Hcnonb30BaHHbiX CTanHHbIM KaK
cj>paKl\HOHHbIH K03bIPb B AeKa6pe 1923 roAa H B nocneACTBHH, 6bIJi TOT cj>aKT, 'ITO Tpol.QGlii He BXOAHn B '1HcnO «CTapoH mapAHH». 11 B AaJIbHeHllleM pa3AyBaHHe 3TOro cj>aKTa'
cn~o nonbITKe CKpbITb H YMaJIHTb ponb TPOl\KOro KaK
copaTHHKa neHHHa B'Aene PYKOBOACTBa OKT1I6pbCKOH peBOnlOl\HeH. B 1917 rOAY neHHH nonHOCTblO y6eAHn Tpol\Koro B He06xoAHMOCTH C03AaHHlI DonbllleBHCTcKoii napTHH' H «C Tex nop, -CKa3aJI neHHH,- He 6bIno ny'llllero
60nbllleBHKa» (pe'lb K ITeTporpaACKOMY KOMHTeTY, 14
H01l6pllI917r,). 'Iepe3 Bce Aonme rOAbl H3rHaHHlI, BnnOTb
AO y6HiiCTBa ero CTaJIHHCKHM areHTOM, TPOl\KHH Ben HenpHMHpHMylO 60Pb6y, TaK)I(e 6ecKoMnpoMHccHO KaK neHHH, '1T06bI nepeKoBaTb MelKAYHapOAHbIii KOMMYHHCTH'1ecKHii aBaHrapA H npOTHBoCTOllTb CTaJIHHHCTaM, npH

3TOM OKa3bIBali 6e3ycnOBHYlO nOllJ(ep)l(KY BoopY)I(eHHOH
3all\HTe CCCP npoTHB HMnepHanH3Ma.
'
B CBoeM peTPocneKTHBHOM aHaJIH3e, 06bllCHlIlI TPHYMcj>
6IOpOKpaTHH, TpOl\KHii npHBoAHT aHanorHIO ClIK06HHl\aMH, KorAa BO BpeMli <PpaHl\Y3CKOH peBOnlOl\HH Ha 9 TepMHAope npoH30lllno H3rHaHHe paAHKaJIbHbIX lIK06HHl\eB:
«nponeTapHaT COL\HaJlbHO OAHopOAHee 6yplKya3HH, HO
3aKJlI04aeT B ce6e Bce'lKe L\eJlblii pliA CJlOeB, KOTopble
oc06eHHO OT4eTJlHBO 06HapYlKHBalOTcli nocJle 3aBoeBaHHlI BJlaCTH, KorAa cj>0pMHpyeTcli 61OpoKpaTHli H CBlI3aHHali C Heii pa60'lall apHCTOKpaTHli. Pa3rpoM J1eBoii
Onn03HL\HH B caMOM npliMOM H HenocpeACTBeHHOM CMbICJ1e 03Ha'laJl nepeXOA BJlaCTH H3 pyK peBOJlIOL\HOHHOro
aBaHrapAa B. pyKH 60Jlee KOHcepBaTHBHblX 3J1eMeHTOB
61OpoKpaTHH H BepXOB pa604ero KJlac'ca. 1924 roA 3TO H eCTb Ha4aJlO COBeTcKoro TepMHAOpa».
«Pa60'lee rocYAapcTBo, TepMHAop H
BOHanapTH3M», 1935

ITocne lIHBapli 1924 rOAa Bce nepeMeHHnocb: mO~H, KOTopble ynpaBJIJlJIH CCCP, cooc06 yopaBJIeOHJI H ~eJIb, 80
HMlI KOTOpoii 3TO ynpaBJIeHHe oCYlI.\eCTBJIlIIIOCb. BHAHbIii
HCTOpHK E.x. Kapp Aa~T nOATBeplKAeHHe 3TOH TO'lKe
3peHHlI MaTepHaJIaMH, .coAep)l(all\HMHCli B, HeCKonbKHX
TOMax ero '1eTbIpHaAl\aTHTOMHoro TpYAa «MCTOPHli COBeTCKOH POCCHH». B «MelKAYlIapCTBHH 1923-1924 IT» Kapp
3allBnlleT :"
«HecMoTpli Ha cj>opMaJlbHO BTopocTeneHHblii CTaTYC,
TpHHaAL\aTali napTHiiHali KOHcj>epeHL\HlI OT lIHBapli 1924
rOAa lIBHJlaCb 60Jlee peWalOIl\HM C06blTHeM B HCTOPHH
napTHH HelKeJlH XII Cbe3A. KOTOPblii eii npeAWeCTBOB3JI
B anpeJle 1923 r., HJlH XIII, KOTOPblii CJleAOBaJl 3a Heii
.. B Mae 1924 L».
ITo6eAa 61OpoKpaTHH npliMo cneAOBaJIa 3a nOpa)l(eHHeM
repMaHHH B oKT1I6pe 1923 r. ITpOBaJI pacnpoCTpaHeHHlI
peBOnlOl\HH B MelKAYHapoAHoM nnaHe 6bIn pe3Ko ycyry6neH 3KOHOMH'IeCKOH HexBaTKoH Bbl3BaHHoii ceMblO roAaMH
BOHHbI. B KHHre «'ITO TaKoe,
H KYAa OH HAeT?»
(1936) TpOl\KHH l\HTHpyeT MapKca, KOTOPbIii OTMe'laeT,
'ITO C 060611\eHHeM HYlKAbI «Aon)I(Ha cHoBa Ha'laTbClI 6opb6a 3a He06xoAHMbie npeAMeTbI H, 3Ha'lHT, AOn)l(Ha BOCKpecHYTb BCli CTapal! Ape6eAeHb». DlOpoKpaTHli B03HHKna
KaK ap6HTp B «60Pb6e 3a He06xoAHMbIe npeAMeTbI»,nepexBaTbIBali nOnHTH'IecKYIO BnaCTb Y MaCCOBbIX opraHH3al\HH nponeTapHaTa.
Y3ypnaTopbI He CMornH nHlllH!b CB060Abi neHHHa npH
ero )l(H3HH, 3aTO nocne CMepTH OHH 3axopOHHnH neHHHCKYIO nporpaMMY nponeTapCKoro HHTepHal\HOHanH3Ma,
3aMeHeHHYIO B 1924 r. CTanHHHCTcKOii «TeopHeii» «COl\Han~3Ma B OAHOii CTpaHe». CaM CTaJIHH OTpHl\an 3TY HAelO
B cepHH neKl\Hii, BbIXOAHBlllHX B «ITpaBAe» B anpene-Mae
1924 r., nocne '1ero OHH 6blJlH c06paHbI B naMcj>neT «OcHOBbI neHHHH3Ma»;.oAHaKo, Y)I(e 20 AeKa6pll 1924 r., B
O'lepeAHOM BbInycKe«ITpaBAbI», CTanHH BbICTynHn B ne'laTH CHOBbIM HanpaBJIeHHeM, B pe3ynbTaTe nepBbIii THP3)I(
naMcj>neTa 6bIn H3bllT H3 06pall\eHHlI. 3a BpeMli nocneAYIOll\HX nonYTopa AeKaA, KaAPbI neHHHCKoii napTHH 6bInH cj>H3H'IeCKH nHKBHAHpOBaHbI, a KOMMYHHCTH'IeCKHH
MHTepHal\HOHaJI 6bul npeBpall.\eH B bpYAHe npeAaTenbCTBa
KpeMneMpeBOnlOl\Hii B APymX·CTpaHax.
C03HaTenbHbIM pa60'lHM He06xOAHMO 3HaTb, KorAa
HMenH MeCTO Ka'leCTBeHHble OTKnOHeHHlI OT neHHHCKoro
nYTH, Anll T~ro, '1T06bI nOCTaBHT~ COBeTCKHii COlO3 06paTHo Ha 3TOT nYTb . •

c.c.c.P.
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The Fight for

Cpmmu~ist

Leadership

International Communist
League launche'd
ADAPTED FROM WORKERS VANGUARD
NO. 479. 9 JUNE 1989

It is with pride tempered by a sober assessment of our
responsibilities that we announce the founding of the
International Communist League (Fourth Internationalist), previously the international Spartacist. tendency.
The International Executive Committee'took this step on
13 May 1989.
"
Fifty years ago, Leon Trotsky, Lenin's companion in
arms and founper of the Red Army, proclaimed the creation of a new fnternational to carry forward the authentic
Leninist program abandoned and besmirched by the
Communist International under the sway of J.Y. Stalin
and his anti-revolutionary bureaucratic clique. The ICL
today fights to reforge the Fourth International.
In the shadow of the approaching second imperialist
world war, Trotsky observed with increasing urgency that
the objective preconditions for world proletarian revolution were overripe, but what was lacking to uproQt
decadent capitalism on the world scale and establish a
socialist world order was an authentic 'revolutionary leadership at the head of the proletariat. The spread of the barbarism offascism and the oncoming world war were not the
only deadly dangers confronting the workers of the world
at that crucial moment; posed also was the question of the
very survival of the Soviet Union and the remaining gains
of October.
.
.
\

Today once again, those w.ho struggle against capitalist
oppression and exploitation in what is unquestionably a
period preparatory to war still confront that same excruciating crisis of leadership, but in a different situation. The
contradictions of Soviet society and the problems of the'
Chinese revolutionary struggle, both brilliantly analyzed
~y Trotsky, have exploded with pent-up force. In the capItalist countries, the working class certainly lacks the level
of socialist consciousness and organization it possessed in
the 1920s and 1930s. The legacy of Stalin's reign of terror
inside the Soviet Union, and of the repetitive betrayals of
crucial revolutionary opportunities, has been the massacre
of pro-Communist militants from China to Spa'ln to
Greece to Chile to Iran. Stalinism has created millions of
anti-Communists and the general level of identification of
human progress with the idea of communism stands at a
relative low point. Yet as the workings of capitalist imperialism create millions of new subjective communists across
the globe, the absence of genuinely communist leadership is
acutely felt by many and the program of Leninist internationalism can be put forward with great impact.

The Homeland of October Is in Grave DangerAll Power to Workers Soviets! . .
Under Gorbachev we have witnessed an attempt to
"restructure" the Soviet economy in the direction of encouraging powerful forces toward· capitalist restoration,
combined· with a "diplomacy" of apparently limitless appeasement of imperialism which is being paid for in blood

Banner of
newly founded
International
CommunIst
League (Fourth
Internationalist)
unfurled for the
first time at
annual Lutte
Ouvrh!re fete,
Paris region,
May 1989.
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in Afghanistan (although the mujahedin siege of Jalalabad
CneQ •• .ru.Bwl noptep 0 Moc.olle.o" apoa,ccc.
has evidently been thrown back, much to the. dismay
- ....
of. American policymakers and the Pakistani annexationists), and which has devastating implications as well for
the working people from Nicaragua to Southern Africa to
. III"J
L<1<11" c,,,,.,.,:·,'c·· ..::-=·::"·....,,' I.;.......,r.
Indochina. Now within the USSR, national antago........
. .....
nisms-spurred by the recent "reforms" termed "market
socialism" which encourage the richer republics to seek
HOCKOBCKHR lIPOuecc -IIPOuett BD.Q DKnDpeM
greater autonomy from their poorer neighbors, but also
nourished by decades of the bureaucracy's Great Russian
chauvinism-threaten to dismember .the homeland of the
October R"volution. The slogan of "free elections" and the
agitation for "national independence," particularly in the
Baltic states;in this context can be nothing but a transparent cover for the program of capitalist restoration. Should
n'ationalist unrest spread to the Ukraine, this would be
extremely ominous. The anti-Semites of the Russian nativist "Pamyat" fascists have grown dangerously, protected
by elements of the bureaucracy. Today, the continued
existence of the bureaucratic caste, the heirs of Stalin,
constitutes a more immediate and direct threat to the conquests of October than ever before: what is ppsed is noth- •
ing less than civil war. Only through the return to the
working people of their state, through the rule of soviets
(councils of workers and soldiers), can the egalitarian conFor the Russian Opposition!
sciousness (the idea that nobody should live off the
At..... 0,,--;- - ' ' - - - " ......
c......;u I'~
i '.
exploitation of the labor of others) which remains deeply
~...
--"""'-~~.
Ingrained in sections of the Soviet working masses be mobilized in decisive struggle to uphold the gains of October.
The effects of what is termed "market socialism" are
clearly shown in Eastern Europe. in Polllnd, the Stalinist
bureaucracy's gross economic mismi\nagement and heavyhanded repressiveness opened tile road for workers'
grievances to .be channeled into a reactionary-clericalist'
company union on behalf of the "free trade union" CIA
along with the Western bankers and the Vatican. Every
leader of Solidarnosc is and has been since 1981 a traitor to
t~e working class on behalf of NATO imperialism. Today
the Polish regime and Solidarnosc are selling the country to
the IMF and are prepared to allow the historic,centers of
: the proletariat:-the Lenin Shipyard workers, the miners of
Upper Silesia-to be dismembered. The Stalinist schema
of "national autarky" has come home to roost-Down with
the Stalinist nationalists in Moscow and East Berlin who
allow the imperialist world market to regulate the terms of
trade between "fraternal socialist" trading partners; reforge
the historic link betweel\ the German and Polish proletariats through proletarian political revolution!
In China, the mass outpouring of defiance inearly June
heralded the Chinese proletarian political revolution
against the corrupt and despised ,Stalinist bureaucracy.
What beganas a student upheaval around vague demands'
for greater democracy was embraced by the working peoWITCH' HUNT IN THESWP
ple of Beijingwho came out into the streets seeking by their
massive numbers to block the unleashing of troops against
the demonstrators. Some units fraternized with the crowds;
other units were brought in to shoot down the people .. For
the moment the Deng regime has arrested the momentum
of the Beijing spring with a wave of reprllssion which has
struck first and hardest at the working class. But tremenThe struggle for the continuity of Bolshevism:
dous resentment has built up among the salaried people
the Bulletin of the QpP'osltion (Bolshevik-Leninist)
against the beneficiaries of "building socialism with cap(1936); first Issl,le of the American SWP's Militant
italist methods"-a full-fledged NEP. The decrepitbureau(1928); Quatrieme Internatlonale (1938). Journal of
cratic caste which has opened the doors of China to massive"
the French Trotskyists; first Issue of Spartaclst (1964).
_-~I_'.
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5 June 1982: French Spartaclsts protested
defense of the USSR against Imperialism.
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R~aganand
..

capiialist el]croachment and shamelessly allied itself with
U.S. imperialism can be shattered. The urgent task which
stands before the Chinese workers is the forging of an
authentic communist party, an internationalist vanguard,
which can lead the struggle for the unity of China under
workers leadership.
. .
. .
Stalin and Mao and all:the pygmy Stalins and Maos have
done everything they could to make "communism" a code
word for murdering your own people and trying to get little concessions from imperialism bybeing its cat's paw, as
the Chinese have been America's agent militarily against
Vietnam. In part, illusions in "Western democracy" among
the Chinese students stem from the misidentification of
militant communism with Maoism-i.e., economic primitivism and "barracks socialism;" the Great Leap Forward'
and the Cultural Rev·olution. At the same time, the student
..
protesters are singing the lnlernalionale.

Dec'adent Imperialism Has Been Given
.
a Breathing Space
. Today the capitalist world remains marked by the
decomposition of the short-lived "American Century":
having emerged as the dominant capitalist power after
the devastation of Europe and Japan in World War II,
Washington's "new world order" quickly unraveled, beginning with thi: Chinese Revolution and America's conse-'
quent embrace of its former enemy, Japan, as a bulwark
against the spread of. revolution in Asia, continuing with
the Cuban Revolution and. underlined by the dirty, losing·
war against the peasants and workers of Vietnam. Now
beset by sharp trade rivalry with Japan and the demands of
resurgent German imperialism to assume its "rightful"
place,as the leader of capitalist Europe, American capitalism has become the world's biggest debtor nation; its essential industrial plant decays while its exports increasingly
center on raw materials and agricultural products. At the
same time this wounded capitalist c.olossus maintains its
. ambit'ion to police the world from Latin Ame'rica to the
Persian Gulf, while possessing a nuclear arsenal which
could' destroy the world a hundred times over.

Mltterrand under the banner of uncondillona
.

The resurgent bourgeois anti-Sovietism of the 1980s,
inaugurated by Jimmy Carter's hypocritical "human
rights" crusade and escalated under the unashamed Cold
Warriors of Reagan/Bush/Thatcher, highlighted the timidity and demoralization of the "left." Also standing out
sharply are the criminal passivity of the trade-union "leaders" who, confronted by sharp attacks on the·workers' living standards and working conditions, continue seeking to .
eschew the traditions of mass militant struggle which built,
the unions; the craven subservience of the "black elected
officials" to the racist ruling-class establishment whose.
only program for jobless black youth, welfare mothers, the'
homeless amounts to genocide; arid the bankru ptcy of the
"liberals" who have largely abandoned the pretense of concern forthe workers and poor. Today the communists,
whose aim is the proletarian conquest of state power and
the reconstruc~ion of society on a new basis, are at the same:
time the most consistent defenders of the ideals of the
Enlightenment and the gains of bourgeois revolution: the
right to bear arms; the separation of church and state-.
against the imposition of religious fundamentalism as a
political program; against censorship, whether by "creationists" seeking to bim the teaching of evolution or
"anti-pornography" feminists or the burning of Salman
R ushdie's. "blasphemous" novel; against the racist death
penalty; for the liberation of women. In Britain, where the
bourgeois revolution was early and uncompleted, we say:
Down with the monarchy, the aristocracy, the established
churches-For a voluntary association of workers repub-.
lics in the British hiles! In Japan,.where the bourgeois revolution came late and from the top down, we demand the.
abolition of the emperor system-For a Japanese workers
republic!

War and Revolution
Lenin, in his work on imperialism as the epoch <if capitalist decay, showed that the system of class relations had
now become (as Marx had analyzed) a barrier to the
development of the productive forces, leading to interimperialist rivalry 'and war to redivide the world's spoils.
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The first imperialist world war brought unprecedentedsufreputation of Nikolai Bukharin and the economic profering and mass slaughter of· the working people and
gram' of the Right· Opposition.
Yet the Gorbachevites have beeri unable to prevent the
revealed most of the Socialists.of the Second International
raising in the discussion of.the archetypical "blank space"
to be cowardly chauvinist tails on the imperialist ambi·of Soviet history: the figure of Leon Trotsky. Even as Stations of their "own" ruling classes. But defeat)n war can be
lin's heirs seek to replace their discredited lies with new and
the mother of revolution, and Lenin and the' Bolsheviks,
different distortions, the question of Trotsky is potentially
who had built up a' hard revolutionary party andb.roken
explosive, for-unlike Bukharin, Stalin's bloc partner until
sharply from the social-patriots,. were able to. transcend
1929-Trotsky led a fight against Stalin and the epigones,
their own inadequate' theoreticaI formulas. (which had
denied the .. possibility of proletarian revolutipn. iri back- . aimed at restoring the domestic and international policies
pursued by Soviet Russia to a Leninistcourse.'The policies
ward Russia) and thereby to lead the small but m,litant
which Trotsky fought for from 1923 until his murder by
Russian working class to tl)e taking of state power, on 'tl1e
Stalin's assassin represented the Leninist alternative to Sta-'
basis of an internationalist program. This historic .conquest on behalf of the workers of the worlaled straight.to . lin, the "gravedigger of revolution." Today Trotsky's road
is the only means for the survival of the S,oviet Union.
the foundation of.the Third (Communist) International,
Beginning in 1923,Trotsky and his supporters ofthe Left
which was able'to expose the "socialist". pre.tensions of tlie
opposition' sought to address the pro,blems of the devasrespectable'reformist gentlemen of the Second,1nterilatated, :Soviet economy' through policies aimed at retionai: ahd win the allegiance of advanced: workets. ana
constituting an industrial proletariat and overcoming the
subjectively 'revohit.i~nar'y 'militants on every cOiltinerit: .
divisions between city ana countryside through a perspec~
. B~t the internationalrevolutionary wave which'swept'up
ti·ve.of: industrial growth, They predicted that Bukharin's
the working masses from Germany to Bulgaria receded arid
was thrown baCK;' the failure to extend the' Russian'Revoprogram .of "socialism at a snail's pace," implemented by
Stiilin,: would enormously strengthen forces toward caplution, particlJlarly the failUTe of:revolution in Oerma,ny
~ith itspowerful working class', left the Y9ung Soviet work- ,
ftalist'restoration, eventually compelling the ruling clique
ers state isolated. Trqtsky summed up the causes-and .future
to: adopt: measures proposed by the Left. This is what·
implications of the playing out o(that cycle ofrevqluti.onhappened, ··but. instead' of the Left's policy (voluntary
ary struggle in his Lessons of Octob·er. '.
..
collectiVization with the incentive of mechanization of
In·the USSR; u'nder conditions of extreme :poverty and
agriculture), Stalin'S version was the now-infamous brutal
demoralization, with the working class d'ecimaied' and
forced .collectiviiation..
,
exhausted, by the' Civil War, the way was open for' a con"
it is unquestionable' that, even under bureaucratic leadservative bureaucracy to arise as a· paras'itic' excrescerice
ership, the Soviet. planned economy made tremendous
upon the working class. By 1924, this bureaucratic caste'
progress and. a modern country was forged in formerly.
had acquired self-consciousness and a prograin:' the. seJfb~ckward' ;Russia. Nonetheless; even after 50 years Trotcontradictory dogma of "Socialism in One Counfry"-,.the
sky'!! brilliant analysis of the Soviet economy and society in
The Revolution Betrayed (1936) remai'ns the touchstone
antithesis of the Leninist outlook of internationalism
for understanding.Russia today. Only the Trotskyist perwhich had animated the revolution .. P.redicated on the illu~
spective of proletarian. pol!tical revolution to reverse the
sicn that it was'possible for all isolated Soviet workers state:
to survive and coexist with capitalist imperialism oVer an , politiCiil dispossession of the working class by the privextended period, this program in Stalin:s hands meant the
ileged bureaucratic caste can unleash the creativity and
destruction of the Communist International as an instru- . , productivity of the Soviet working people and regulate the
problems (e.g., heavy industrial investment vs. consumer
ment of revolution and ultimately led straight.t!;> the mlJrder of all the leaders of the Bolshevik Party. In place of
goods, egalitarianism vs. "material incentives," centralized planning vs. local control, and the problem of quality)
soviet democracy was created a monstrous apparatus of
which have bedeviled. the Soviet economy recurringly and
bureaucratic control: first by the Stalinized party, then by
the Stalin faction, and finally by Stalin backed up by a,
have re-emerged in sharpened form today.
sni.all handful of cronies, ,after the pu'rge trials wiping out
Rejecting the suicidal' dogma of "Socialism' in One
all the Bolshevik Old Guard. .
. ' ..... , •
Country," the Le·ft.oppos·itionists in the 1920s struggled to
Beginning with Khrusl)chev's 1956 "secret speech" and
reassert. the pe~spec~ive of. international extension of the
carried forward. witli new momentum und~r Gorbachev's
revolution as the only effective answer to the isolation and
glasnost, the heirs of Stalin in the Kremlin have been forced'
capItalist' encirclement of the first workers state. Events in
iric'reasingly to acknowledge the crimes of Stalin: the bj-uChina; wliereStaliri's opportunistic subordiriation of the
tality of forced collectivization, the deportationi; and exe~
Communists to the treacherous bourgeois-nationalist
ctitions of oppositionists, the purge of the Red Army on the
Kuomintang of Chiang Kaicshek led to the beheading of
eve of World War II. In pa,rt a reflection of the einergence
a powerful revqlutionary struggle,. confirmed Tro_t.sky'~
or' a new generation of Soviet leaders lacking, personal
wam,ings. But while some of Trotsky's cothinkers believed
responsibility for Stalin's dirtydeeds, and of the growth of
this vindi.cation would lead to gains for the Left, Trotsky
a' liew layer of Soviet academics and bureaucrats embarobserved that whereas a successful Chinese revolution
rassed by the transparent mendacity of official Soviet hiswould have. increased the class consciousness and confitory, Gorbachev's glasnost is' mainly a n:sponse tp the'
dence or the Rus~ian and international proletariat, the
intractable problems of the Soviet !=conomy. The' call fo'r
setback of revolutionary struggle would only strengthen
"openness"in political discussion is centrally .il)ten~ed·
Stalin's hold.
as an adjunct ,to perestroika, or "restructurinif:' of '(he'
. The International Left Opposition, constituted in 1930,
economy in line with market forces, and' much of the' debate.
after Trotsky had been exiled from the USSR, considered
!las., as its not-so-secret agen9a' the refurbishing of :th~.
a forcibly
faction fighting to return the
itself
',."
'externalized
.
'
','
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Leon Trotsky, c9-leader of the Russian Revolution, addresses May Day rally' In Red Square, Moscow, In the early
1920s. Banner salutes workers struggling against the "old world" 9f capitalist exploitation. Return to the road
of Lenin and Trotskyl

p~omising revolutionary defeatism toward all imperialist
Third International to a revolutionary course. But when
combatants, including those aligned with the USSR,
Hitler's Nazis were coming to power in Germany in 1933':""
combined with revolutionary defensism of the Soviet
based on the 'bourgeoisie's fear of revolution by the powerdegenerated workers state. '
•
. ful, pro-socialist German working class-the Stalinists
refused to fight. Nor did this disaster precipitate any
The launching of the Fourth I nternational was opposed.·
fundamental struggle within the Communist Parties'
by some, like Isaac Deutscher, who argued it was premainternationally. The Trotskyists declared that the Third
ture. Trotsky insisted that, on the contrary, ·the second
International could not be reformed. Especially with the
imperialist world war would, like the first, provoke social
promulgation in 1935 of the "People's Front" policy-the' convulsion throughout the capitaiist world and a new'wave
of international revolutionary struggles. And he predicted
systematic perspective of an alliance with the' parties of
so-called "democratic" imperialism-the conclusion .was
that the brittle system of Stalinist rule in the USSR, which
inescapable: there. was no place for revolutionists in'the . had arisen as an accommodation to the breathing space for
StalinisrCommunist Parties. In place of Lenin's revoluthe imperialist world order s'ecured by the failure of the
. post-WW I rev'oluiionary wave, would itself crack under
tionary International had been. consolidated a powerful
the impact of the new world war or soon thereafter.
anti~revolutionary apparatus as a new obstacle to revolu- .
The validity of Trotsky's predictions was in fact contion, more disciplined and effective than the old Social
Democracy. The false identification of Stalinism with Bolfirmed by the Red Army's initial collapse in the face of Hit- .
shevism provided 'Stalin with dedicated political agents
ler's invasion, as well as by the turbulent social conditions
throughout the world; only Stalin and perhaps a halfin Western Europe at the war's end. In Italy and Greece,
dozen cronies (who these were changed over time) knew' naked treachery by the Stalinists was needed to militarily'
and politically disarm the leftist Resistance forces and hand
what it was all about. Millions who loyally carried out his
dictates, up to and including the murder of Trotskyists, . power back to the capitalist class (however, Tito's partibelieved·all the while that 'they were fighting for socialism.
sans in Yugoslavia refused to commit suicide-they led a
In 1933; the Trotskyists constituted themselves as the
peasant-based indigenous revolution to victory and estab:
In'ternational Communist League (Bolshevik-Leninist) in . lished a' bureaucratically deformed workers state). In
recogn'ition of (he imperative need for an authentically
France the Stalinists endorsed "national reconstruction" to
communist new International; the Fourth International.
re-establish a stable bourgeois regime. Trotsky's insistence
on the need for revolutionary leadership was tragically conTrotsky. rightly foresaw that the menace of German fasfirmed by the results of its absence: the Stalinists, who
cjsm would lead in a, straight line to war against the Soviet
emerged stronger than before in Italy and France based on
Union, As the interiinperialist rivalries and alignm~nts of
their resistance to the Nazis, were successful in deflecting
the upcoming war took shape, the Trotskyisis struggled,
revolutionary struggle.
against time to break the Stalinists' hold over the advanced
workers. The Fourth International was founded in 1938 on
Central to that outcome was Stalin's success in putting
over the lie thilt World War II in the Allied imperialist
the basis of·the document, The Death Agony of CapItat:
nations was a'struggle of liberation-that it was a gre'at batism and the Tasks of ihe Fourth international (the Transitle against fascism and for a better world. In the context of
tional Program), and the perspective . put, forward in
the mass popular 'revulsion against fascism, Stalin's policy
"War and the ·Fourth International" (1934) of uncom-
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cultural life, the appeasement that has emboldened impeof the Popular Front-the alliance with "democratic"
ri~lism-these are not communism, but its antithesis.
imperialism-preyented the growth of mass antiwar sentiment paralleling the massive radicalization of World,
War I. The lie was successful; a war fought so t!;tat U.S. imAn International Program Mandates .
perialism could emerge as the predominant imperialist
In,ernatlonal Organization
power, the capitalist "world policeman" Which rained death
"By its very nature'opportunism is nationalistic, since it
down on Vietnam for two decades after Dien Bien Phu, was
rests on the local and temporary needs of the proletariat
popularly accepted as a war of the people against fascism.
and not on its histori,cal tasks, Opportunists find internaNonetheless the victory of the Anglo-American imperitional control intolerable and they reduce their interalist bloc was conditionaL It was the Red Army which had
national ties as much as possible to harmless formalities ...
smashed Hitler's Wehrm,acht; moreover, Hitler's East
on the proviso that each group does not hinder, the others
European puppets had all made a mad dash for the nearest
from conducting an opportunist policy to its own national
American headquarters, leaving behind a powe.; vacuum
taste .... International unity is,not a decorative facade for
which the occupying Soviet army quickly filled, The vicus, but the. very axis of our theoretical views and our
torious imperialists had to divide Europe with Stalin.
policy" (Leon Trotsky, "Defense of the Soviet Republic
The war devastated the small forces of the Fourth
and the Opposition," 7 September 1929).
International-having geared up for battle against fascism
From the time of our tendency's inception as a left
and war, they were in effect militarily defeated. The physoppo,sition within the Socialist 'Workers Party 'of the
ical obliterati9n of the Left Opposition in the USSR was
United States in the, early 1960s, we have recognized that
completed by the assassination of Trotsky in Mexico by a
Stalinist agent in 1940. Large numb,ers of Trotskyist cadre
in Europe and Asia were wiped out by war and repression,
Foundlug CoDI......ee 01 Spartaeis\ Leogu•••• Pap 10. 11
The decimation of the most promising young Trotskyist
leaders was a factor in the emergence of a revisionist current within the FI in the early 1950s, So was the p""ssivity of
the American Socialist Workers Party, a relatively strong
MUMIII •
MOYDI,r wenna ,....
II C:DfT1
party nourished by close collaboration with Trotsky, and
located in a country insulated from-the real'carnage of the
world war. '
'
The revisionist current, led by the impressionist Michel
no ... c ............ of . . . T_t...•• u..PI,
It u.. c.-'
•. Ca/hnl .......
. - . 1Ia............ tM!. ml\co., .........u-..........
Pablo, abandoned the perspective of workers revolutions
l1li..-,
tMI. r.w.. ,. an ...-rl..t. tMI.
.
..
,.....1
..
"" tMlr - . . . _
in order to become for a time entrists into and political tails
.I,.,u.t.
tM:f'.,.- _ T..' .........1_"IbIoII_rtoLW.wicIoI ...................
...
DU. -"''' t... u.. ... .
of the CPs .. Worshipping 'the accomplished fact of Stalin-w "POw.
'I te "'"'
. - .Wnw
- It,
-'<0_10
• ,..-....
_ . .tM
ism's continued existence, they' had decided it would
1M MUoI.! WI _
.- tlola
u.. ,..... ......... IM
.kWIo odMeI IltKW te 0.' T.I..... u., ......t;r,
_b roIIooIIieoo I•• 101, ..,....... "" u.. ••11 11'0
endure perhaps for ','centuries" and they therefore de'cided
boat _
u-oIoa .,.w.ta........., ...
.. _ .... 1"
M"O'I HIAD "ill ..:... 1M Yuatu . . .
that a "new world reality" would compel it .to. playa
AM
..... ,........ tt
11M), UM l.u..rtbU'"
8ta..·.... _
t. ..... _ •
atJwt.
' .................. poIlt.IeU ....... .,tMau-_
"roughly revolutionary" role, obviating the need for Trot'"N"' •• t.. . . _tllhotuboltlll ........... · .......
.......aUCnu,....
' ... _ " .....
.....
skyist parties. Within a couple of years, Russian tanks were
....
......... u.. ............,., u.. ...o...r ............ Iooao_ u..
crushing the 1956 Hungarian Revolution. Today' it is very
Spartaclst No.8 (November-December 1966): From
clear that the CPs play no such revolutionary role in the
the beginning our 'tendency has fought for Inter,
world, while the Bureaucratic caste of Stalin and his heirs
national communism, ,agaInst the betrayals of Stalin
has brought the Soviet Union itself to the threat o(civil·
and Mao and all the little Stillins and Maos.
war, andan incipient political revolution was provoked in
China. Trotsky's expectation of a terminal crisis of Stalin~
ism is as alive as today's headlines.
national isolation, must in short order' destroy any
Today the representatives of the revisionist currentsubjectively revolutionary formation, not least one subjected to the pressures of operating in the heartland of
having passed through a period of vicarious guerrillaist/'
world imperialism, the United States. We stand proudly on
pro-Stalinist enthusiasm which included hailing the massacre of the Vietnamese Trotskyists, then having gone for
our record of 25 years of struggle for a,uthentic Trotskyism
"Eurocommunism" and Soviet dissidents, and in a big way .' and are working on documenting it archivally and historfor the Solidarnosc devotees of Marshal Pilsudski (the ": ically.'ln January 1974 an interim Conference centered on
bonapartist founder of modern capitalist POland)-are in a . European work and perspectives, with' participation of
position to do ~ome harm as vociferous apologists of those
comrades from seven countries, was,held in Germany. The
demanding "national liberation" for the Baltic republics. In
document which formed the programmatic basis for the
their mouth, "Trotskyism" is made out to be some kind of
Conference accepted the "responsibility to struggle actively
latter-day left social democracy.
for'the constitution as soon as possible of a d~mocratic
centralist international Spartacist tendency."
The bourgeoisie is celebrating in anticipation ofthe;'end
of Communism." The Stalinist bureaucracies have indeed
, 'In July 1974 the "Declaration for the Organizing of an
reached the point of terminal crisis. But their crisis is
International Trotskyist Tendency" announced the constibecause they are opposed to everything communism stands
tution of a nucleus for the early crystallization of the
for. The national antagonisms in the Soviet Union, the
international Spartacist tendency, to be governed under
revolt in China,arise in response to "market socialist"
the principle of international democratic centralism. The
policies that are counterposed to centralized socialist plan-·
document sharply attacked the federalist practices of competitors claiming the mantle of Trotskyism, noting that
ning. The' bureaucratic stranglehold over' 'political and
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Pablo's political heirs of the "United Secretar'iat" arid the
Healyite "fnternational Commiitee". "have' chronically
mocked the principles of internationalism arid of Bolshevik democratic centralism as their different national gTC'UPS
or nationally-based factions have gone 'th'eir own way...:...··
ultimately in response to the pressures, of .their own ruling'
classes,"
"
" .

American Revisionists and the Voorhis Act
In particular the "Declaration for the Organ'izing 'of:an
International Trotskyist Tendency"noted the revisionists'
invocation of the U.S, government's Voorhis Act as con'"
venient excuse for anti-internatio~alism, The Voi>rhis A'ci,
passed in .1940, sought to massively inhibit ip~ernational
political affiliation through "registratiop" 'req\lirements
intended to paralyze political organizations, Already iri
1953, when the,SWP was still adhering to "orthodox Trotskyism" but shrinking from waging an aggressive international fight against Pablo, they cited the Voorhis Act tojus;
tify their passivity in the ipternational'arena which had
facilitated the rise of impatient young impressionists like
Pablo: in his May 1953 speech, "Internationalism and the.
SWP," the party's leader, James p, Cannon, said that after
1940 "We no longer belonged to the Fourth International
because the Voorhis law outlawed inter,national connections, Our role, therefore, could only be advisory and
consultative" (Speeches to the Party),
'
Our 1974 "Declaration" charged: "The 'VoorliisAct'
with its patently unconstitutional and contradictory provisions has never been used by the government-only the
revisionists," We cited the United Secretariat's evasion of
our appeal against expufsion from the Socialist Workers
Party: the USec's Pierre Frank replied to us on 28 May
'1965: " , , ' we call your attention first of all to the fact th'at
the Fourth International has no organizational conneciion with the Socialist Workers party and consequently has
no jurisdiction in a problem such as you raise," .

a
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Revolutionary Marxism

Our' 1974 "Declaration" also quoted, from a '1974 SWP
internal bulletin, a particularly explicit SWP formula'for
nationiillY limited political responsibility:,
, .

"The Socialist 'Workers Party proclaims 'its fraternai
.solidarity. with' the Fourth International but is prevented
, Qy reactionary legislation from affiliating tO,it. All polit.. icalactivities of members of the SWP are decided upon by
the democratically elected national leadership. bodies 'of
, . the SWP and by the .local and branch units of, the
. ' : " pariy,,:, There' are' no other bodies whose decisions are
"
binding on the ,S~P or its members,"
'

:,:Oilr document' cited as' we'll'the assertion of: national
autonomy, by: the sinisief ",Internationa'r' Committee" of
G~rry Healy; whose American'publicist, Tim Wohlforth,
wrote 'in his 19,7-2:pamphlet, "Revisionism in Crisis": '
.

~"With the passing of the Voorhis Act in 1940 the SWPwas
. barred 'froni niemb~rship' in the Fourth International by
law,· Ever since that time the S WP has not been able to be
iln affiliaie· of. the Fourth International. So today its
relationship to the United Secretariat is one of political
SOlidarity just as the Workers' League stands in political
solidarity witli the International Committee." ,

A'nd we quoted our response to Healy in' 1966 when he
solight to suppress an opponent's pamphlet by claiming it
~ould render his U.S. supporters as well as ourselves vulnerable to the Voorhis Act:
'
"The Voorhis Act is a'paper tige,":"never. used against anyone and 'patently unconstitutional. Forthe Jlistice Depart"
ment to start proceedings against a small'group like ours
.' .. would make the government a laughing stock, and
Healy.knows this. He is aware that for years the SWP has
. hidden behind this very act to defend its own federalist'idea
of ail International."
-

The' first delegated international ~onference of. the
iqternational Spartacist tendency was held in Britain' in
1979. Over the 'following decade, thi:' development of the
sections, particularly in Europe, and their cohering of leaderships has become an increasingly important component
in shaping the international tendency. Now looking back at
the pressures'to which it decade of Reaganite bourgeois

Spartacist is the theoretical and documentary repOSitory of
the International Communist League (Fourth Internationalist).
Published under the direction of the International Executive·
Committee in English, French, German and Spanish, Spartacist
embodies the ICL's commitment to Leninist internationalism,
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reaction has subjected our American organization, we
must ,believe that if our tendency had not achieved significant international extension; the SL/U,S, would have
become an eccentric and disintegrating American, sect.

be done. We choose the communism that Stalin utterly
betrayed as he deliberately destroyed the Third International. We choose the communism of a new'Fourth
International that will,do away once a,lld. for all with the
exploitation of man by man and establish a socialist society based on a new vision of the continual expansion 'of
human freedom in all spheres: in politics, economics, culture and in every aspect of perso.nal life.
We must' believe that, failing sudden working-class
upsurge against the conditions of capitalist decay, the
reforging of a communist Fourth International, built of
authentic communist parties on every continent, will be
arduous and often dangerous. But this is the only road forward for all of humanity. Yet as we seek to bring this prograin to bear among the world's workers and oppressed, we
must recognize that the possession of the technology of
nuclear holocaust by an irrational imperialist ruling class
foreshortens the possibilities: we probably do, not have
much time.
But experience, not least bitter negative experience, can
also be a powerful and accelerating teacher. We had better
follow the precepts and practices of such comrades as
Lenin and Trotsky. Thus we could cut short by months or
years the time required forthe necessary rearmament of the
communist"movement. •
"
.

For Revolutionary RegroupmentsFor Lenin's Communlsml

, Today,our small forces confront very high stakes, The
achievements of the international Spartacist tendency, now
the ICL, are modest: our militant labor/black mobiliiations against fascist provocations 'in the U,nited States-an
expression of our consistent understanding that the fight
against racial oppression is key to the American workers
revolution-have be~n warmly greeted, as have other legal
and social defense initiatives of the Partisan Defense Com- ,
niittee and cbthinkers internationally; we have protested
every move by U,S. imperialism against the Latin'Ameri~
can masses, and raised funds for Nicaragua; among some
layers of the Communist movement in West Europe we
have become kf!own as "the Trotskyists who defend the
Soviet ,Uniof!"; our forthright championing of the Soviet
intervention in Afghanistan, under the slogan, "ijail Red
Army in Afghanistan-Extend Social Gains of October
to Afghan Peoples," was grudgingly admired by elements
of the Western CPs which, were seeking to resist the
"Eurocommunist" drift toward greater social-democratic
accommodation with one's i'own" ruling ,class. Recently,
our offer of'an international brigade to fight the CIA's
inujahedin "holy warriors" after Gorbachev's' cowardly
w.ithdrawal and, when that offer was declined, our publicity and fufid"taising campaign for tne civilian victims
of Jalalabad met with surprising support from women and
(Fourth Internationalist),
from Muslim immigrants and other minorities in many
Correspon'dence for:
Address to:
countries, as well as among Stalinist milieus. Our defense'
'Llgue
Trotskyste
de
Fra'nce
..
,
LeBolchevik,
BP 135-10
of the program of "permanent revolution" for those vast
75463 Paris Cedex 10
areas of the world deformed by ilT)perialist dom,ipationFrance
i.e., that the proletariat, independent of the weak and cowSpartaclst League/Britain ..... Spartacist Publications
ardly bourgeoisie and counterposing' a vision of social
PO Box 1041
'
emancipation to the ideologies of nationalism (particuLondon NW5 3EU
larly the nationalism of the majority), must take power to
England
'. Tr~tZklsilsche Llga \,'
achieve eve'n those democratic tasks. formerly associated
Deutschlands ............. : .. . Verlag Avantgarde
with bourgeois revolutions-has won us a hearing among
Postfach 11 02 31
'oppressed national minorities. ,
2000 Hamburg 11
Revolutionary regroupments on the pro'gram of LeninWest Germany
ist internationalism are the means to resolve the dis-"
Lega Trotsklsta d'Ualia ... , .... Walter Fidacaro
proportion between our .small forces and our task. The
C.P. 1591
heirs' of Stalin manifestly lack the capacjty to defe'nd. the
201 01 Mi,I~no, Italy
Soyiet power, df which they have been simultaneously
Spartaclst League/U.S.
Spartacist League
the parasitic defender and the ,counterrevolutionary disBox 1377 GPO'
organizer. for 65 years. Yet to the same measure~that
New York, NY'i0116
USA
they have brought "communism" into disrepute thanks to,
Trotskyist League
the crimes they have committed in its name, they have
01 Canada .................... Trotskyist League
Box 7198, Station A
also reduced their ability to manipulate the allegiance of
Toronto, Ontario
dedicated pro-Communist workers throughout the world.
M5W 1X8, Canada
No lo'nger can. a Stalin and his half-dozen conscious
-I
'
.
. Spartaclsl'Group Japan ....... S'partacist Group Japan
accomplices wield "monolithic" parties as instruments of
PO Box 18
class-collaborationist treason in the I)ame of ':builciing
Chitose-Yubinkyoku
'
socialism."
' .
'Setagaya-ku, Tokyo 156
We take our stand on the' authentic communist trlldition"
"sii~rt~clst
League
01
Japan
of the Bolsheviks who made the Russian Revolution. We,
Australla/Ne,w Zealand".. '" .. 'SpartaCist League
choose the .communism that had Lenin as its greatest
,
GPO Box 3473
teacher in the imperialist epoch. We choose ·the· com- , I ,
Sydney,'NSW, 2001
munism' of Lenin;s co'mrade Trotsky, who beginning as '.
Australia
early as 1923 understood the main lines of what needed to,
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Establishing -an Interim lEG, 1973-,79
The .Spartacist tendency' arose as an .opposition inside
Jhe American. Socialist', Workers Party (SWP), opposing
. the centrist degener~tionofthe SWP in the ear.Iy 1960s. We
(ought to' uphoid the perspective of Trotskyist proletarian
rtivaluiian~ryparties thraughaut the world, in oppasitian
.ta the SWP's uncritical embrace .of the Castro leadership
'af the, ~\lban R:evolution which uprooted capitalism and
created a deformed workers. state. The SWP carried its
abdicatian .of the fight for revalutionary leadership ta the
:U .S. terrain when it abstained from active intervention inta
the tumultuaus Sauthern civil rights mavement; the party
.embraced ~he rhetaric' .of "black natianalism~' as the excuse
ta evade invalvement in the explasive struggles shaking the
U.S. Narth and Sauth and the fight ta break black militants away f ram liberal-pacifist and vicariaus-natianalist
perspectives 'and wi/) the!ll ta the revolutianary socialist
pragram .of Trotskyism. Our principled struggle resulted in
.our expulsian in 1963 (in .order ta get rid of us the SWP
de strayed the democratic-centralist arganizatianal norms
which had gaverned the party far 35 years). Within a caupIe .of years after .our exclusion, the SWP had consalidated
araund a firmly refarmist appetite fully expressed in its
papular-frantist .orientation as a staage for liberal Democrats in the Vietnam antiwar mavement, cansciously'to
the right .of the heterogeneous "anti-imperialist" New Left.
We immediately began pUblicatian of the journal Sparo

tacist; the Spartacist League of the U.S. was founded in
1966. The documentary basis of our, early history and
struggles is callected in .our Marxist Bulletin series. From
our inception we understood that we could not long exist as
revolutionary internationalists within the confines of one
country, and we struggled ta find international cothinkers
and collaborators. In 1963 the SWP had joined forces with
·Ernest.Mandel to found the "United Secretariat," reuniting
with those who followed the revisionist course of Michel
Pablo. As members of the SWP we had oppased this
reunification, and for a period of time before and after
.our expulsion we seriously explored Gerry Healy's
rump "International Committee." But Healy's claim to
stand on the program of authentic Trotskyism, against the
Pabloite revisionism. which destroyed the Fourth International in 1953, praved utterly fictitious. After our break
with Healy in 1966 he spun out on an increasingly bizarre
.and' destructive course of political banditry. We persevered
in our struggle for international extension.
.
. The events of May-June 196~ in France, which shocked
the elitist student New Left into a recagnition .of the revalutionary capacity of the working class, as well as the
growth of anti-imperialist ~entiment throughout the world
fueled by the continuing American escalation of its losirig
war against the peasants and urban masses of Vietnam, created new opportunities for us to win yauthful radi_cals ta

Organizational App~ndix to "Declaration for the
Organizing of an Intetiiational Trotskyist Tendency"

i:'

A) In the peri ad until the first international conference the Central Committees .of the initiating sections,
and.·such .others as become voting sections, will jointly
canstitute the cammon interim highest body of the tendency. This bady shall carry out the aims and tasks of
the. international tendency as have been set forth for itinCluding organizing the discussion and preparatian for
tht;."iriterriational conference and in the interim functioning as the international leadership for the work of
the tendency. This bo.dy shall functian an the basis of
Leninist organizational principle in accordance with tlie
Organizational Resalution of the 3rd Congress of the
-Cammunist International- and of the Organizational
Rules of the initiating sections.
.
B) A resident secretariat sh~ll. be appointed from
among the members of the interim highest body. The
resident sedetariat shall carry out its work on behalf of
and under the di.rection of the'interim highest body.
- C) The resident se<:retar!at will take. immediate jurisdictiof!, over' the main and relevant aspects of what has
been previously the .largest sectional International
Department, which now becomes the principal executive arm of the .organizing nucleus. The resident secretariat. is charged with expanding or changing the
immediate 'physical lacation, technical apparatus and

facilities, and personnel of the executive arm asnecessary for it to effectively discharge its tasks.
The resident secretariat will be directly responsible for
the continued publication of the public .organs of the
international tendency in English, French, German and
Spanish.
The resident secretariat will also assume direct
responsibility for the organization of international discussion and its continued publication in English in
International Discussion and In/ormation Bulletins for
circulation among supporters and indicated sympathiz'ers of the tendency. Primary responsibility for the publication of such Bulletin material in other languages
must presently remain with the appropriate national
organizations.
.
.
D) Prior to the convening of the prajected first
international conference, other national groupings may
become voting sections by decision of the interim highest body, provided that such groupings have demonstrated agreement with the common principles of the
tendency, willingness and ability to accept and carry aut
its program in accordance with international democratic centralism and have shown the organizatianal
capacity, responsibility and stability to maintain a systematic public face in their own countries.
.
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the program- of Trotskyism internationally .. In 1973
the Spartacist League of Australia and New Zealand
(SL/ ANZ) was founded. By this time the SL/U.S. had also
won significant new forces through political intervention in
the radical student movement, including several comrades
with real foreign-language capacity. Our expanded
international work enabled us by early 1974 to win.some
New Left-derived cadre from in and around the no~longer
very-"United" Secretariat (USec) in Australia', the U.S.,
France, Germany, Austria and Canada. The USec, an
unprincipled conglomeration of reform~sts and impressionistic centrists claiming to represent the "continuity" of
Trotskyism, was then and remains today our main international competitor, a real obstacle on the road to reforging
the Fourth International.
.
In July 1974 the. "Declaration for the Organizing of an
International Trotskyist Tendency" was adopted by the
Central Committees of the Spartacist League/ ANZ and
the Spartacist League/U.S. and declared to be in force following concurrence with it at a ~uropean summer camp of
the international Spartacist tendency. This "Declaration,';
published in Spartaeist, No. 23 (Spring 1977), detailed the
programmatic basis and international perspectives of our
tendency; its Organizatiorial Appendix, which we publish here for the first time, established the interi'm organizational basis for international democratic-centralist
functioning.
Following the adoption of the "Oeclaration'" and its
Organizational Appendix, the Political Bureau of the
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SL/U.S., at a meeting held on 17 July 1974, voted the following motions:
"I) To a~knowledge that this document is now in force and
that the 'SLjUS is sUbject to it, and
'
"2) To put formal ratification of this document on the
agenda of the upcoming SL National Conference.
.
"Therefore, in light of the above motion, to transfer out the
international department of the SLjUS to the jurisdiction
of the International Executive Comrrtittee, including the
four Spartaeist publications in English, French, German
and Spanish and the International Bulletins.",.
The Fourth National Conference,of the SL/U.S. voted to
'
.
endorse this document on 28 August 1974.
The "Declaration" noted that "the Spartacist tendency is
now actively working for the immediate convening of an
international conference to politically and geographically
extend the tendency and to further consolidate it." By the
time the first delegated ",onference of the international
Spartacist tendency was held in August 1979, we had established sectionsin France, Germany, Britain and Canada,
as well as the United States and Australia. Spartaeist No.
27-28 (Winter 1979-80) published a report on the conference proceedings. The conference delegates elected an
International Executive Committee, thus replacing the de
facto' federated IEC established by the Organizational
Appendix with a representative, internationally elected
body. This elected International Executive Committee,
which appoints an International Secretary and Secretariat, is now the highest body of our tendency between
international conferences .•

\
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Trotsky in 1939 - 40:
"The lEG Does Not Exist"
In a recent major programmatic statement, "Trotskyist
Policies on the Second Imperialist War-Then and In
Hindsight," the International Executive Committee (IEC)
of the international Spartacist tendency, now the International Communist League (Fourth Internationalist), takes
up in detail the political program, strategy and tactics
elaborated by Leon Trotsky for World War II. Critically
examining -the work of the small Trotskyist nuclei 'in
Europe and the United States during the war, this document lays particular stress on the disorientation caused by
the "Proletarian Military Policy" (P.M.P.), a series of
demands first raised by Trotsky in early 1940 which centered on the call for trade-union control of Western imperialist military training.
The IEC's document was published in February 1989 as
the introduction to the second in the Prometheus Research
Series, "Documents on the 'Proletarian Military Policy'."
This 102-page bulletin adds significant new material to the
available documentary record by publishing internal documents from WW II Trotskyist groups in the United
States, Britain a'nd France, as well as two polemical articles
by Max Shachtman. It can be ordered by mail from
sections of the International Communist League (see
advertisement page 31).
Our international tendency has long argued that the
P.M.P. necessarily cuts across the Leninist understanding
of the state as an instrument of class dictatorship. The
demand for working-class control of military training fpr
the bourgeois army is either utopian or reformist, and in
the midst of an escalating imperialist war it carries with it a
definite social-patriotic thrust. It was the publication of
articles on the Trotskyists in WW II in the French-language,
Cahiers Leon Trotsky (No: 23, September 1985), recent
material published in the British archival journal Revolutionary History (Nos. 3 and 4), as well as a wealth of memoirs and documentary material published in French over
the last decade, that provided the basis for a new review of
the work of the Fourth Internationalists during the war.
Even before the Fourth International was founded in
September 1938, a Stalinist campaign of assassination
targeted the key adminis'trative cadre of the International
Secretariat in Europe-: Leon Sedov, Erwin Wolf and
Rudolf Klement were all murdered in the months before
the founding conference. In August 1940 Trotsky himself
was assassinated, and in the course of the war hundreds of
'Trotskyists in Europe and Asia were killed by both imperialist repressive forces and the Stalinists. In the light of this
devastating loss of cadre, our tendency has pointed -to the
failure of the American Socialist Workers Party (SWP) to
take international administrative responsibility during the
war (see "Genesis of Pabloism," Spdrtacist No. 21, Fall

1972, and the speech of Jim Robertson at the 27 August
1974 Cannon Memorial Meeting, published in Spartacist
No: 38-39, Summer 1986). "Trotskyist Policies on the
Second Imperialist War-Then and In Hindsight" also
stresses this abdication on the part of the SWP:
"The losses in Europe and Asia underline a critical failure
on the part of the SWP leadership-they were unable to
take on the leading role in the International, a responsibility that was posed for the SWP after Trotsky's death,
The SWP was the one section which had been founded by
cadre who came over as part of a faction from the Communist International; the section which had been strengthened most by close collaboration with Trotsky; the section which, because it was situated on the North American
contin'ent, had the most material resources, a large maritime fraction and thus some limited abilityto move around
the globe during the war. Yet they did not see themselves as
responsible and barely kept up the pretense of maintaining a functioning International Sec'retariat in New York,
They did not even attempt to set up an outpost in a neutral
European country,"

Our longstanding position on the SWP's failure in this
regard, is given added ,emphasis by the two letters from
Trotsky to SWP leader James P. Cannon which we publish below. These letters, one dated 26 July 1939 and the
other 29 February 1940, were obtained from the Trotsky
Exile Papers at Harvard University, To our knowledge
they have never before been ppblished in English, though
they do appear in French translation in the Trotsky
Oeuvres published by the Institut Leon Trotsky (the editors
of the Oeuvres have been able to include material from the
Exile Papers in recent volumes; Pathfinder Press completed their 14-volume set of Trotsky's Writings in Englisli
before the Exile Papers were open to the public in 1980).
On the basis of these letters we can say that Trotsky
was fighting for the SWP to take some international
administrative responsibility in the year before his 'death.
In the letter of 26 July 1939, Trotsky proposes that
the Pan-American Committee (PAC) function as an
interim I nternational Secretariat. This Committee had
been formed in conjunction with a Pan-American PreConference held in New York in May 1938 to help prepare
for the founding conference of the Fourth International.
Jan Frankel had been the central administrator of. this
Committee, which published Clave as a review for all
Spanish-speaking sections of the FI, but the Brazilian'
Mario Pedrosa took over responsibility. for the PAC when
he arrived in New York after the Fourth International's
founding conference, Evidently, from this point on the
Committee foundered and Trotsky advocated the transfer
of Charles Curtiss to New York to take over the responsibilities of Committee Secretary, Curtiss had been resident
in Coyoacan as the PAC representative to the Me~ican sec-
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tion from July 1938 through July 1939. The "comrade G"
mentioned by Trotsky was Albert Goldman, who had been
sent to Paris in·.l939 following Cannon's fruitless trip to
France (see. Cannon's report in SWP Internal' Bulletin
No. 10, June 1939).
.
.
In February 1940, at the time of Trotsky's second letter
to Cannon, the SWP was embroiled in a crucial factional
struggle over the Russian question. A section of the SWP
cadre, led by Max Shachtman, Martin Abern and James
Burnham, had bowed to the wave of. anti-Communism
sweeping petty~bourgeois pulilic opinion following the
Stalin-Hitler pact and had abandoned the military defense
of the Soviet Union. Trotsky played a crucial role in the
fight against this petty-bourgeois opposition in the SWP
and his major articles and letters written in the course of
this fight have been published in tlie book In Defense of
, Marxism. The factional struggle was resolved only in April
1940, when the minority split, taking a full 40 percent of the
SWP membership.
With the outbreak of the war in 'Europe the Fourth
Internaiional's center was transferred to New York with an
interim leading body composed-of all resident IEC members. Shachtman and his supporters had a majority in this
body. Throughout the fight in the SWP Trotsky had been
concerned that premature organizational measures against
the minority not obscure the necessary political clarification. Yet it is clear from this letter to Cannon, as well as
from other previously published letters (see Writings of
Leon Trotsky Supplement /934-40, pages 851-855), that
Trotsky also sought to prevent the Shachtman minority
from using their formal majority on the resident International Executive Committee for factional purposes. However, the leading members of the SWP minority ignored
their status as IEC members throughout the fight-a mark
of the stillborn nature of the IEC and symptomatic of
the political decomposition of some of the individuals
involved.
.
In his letter of 29 February 1940 Trotsky envisaged that
it might be necessary to hold a rump "Pan-American" Conference of the Fourth International in Mexico to elect a
new IEC, in conjunction with a projected visit by Cannon.
Instead, an emergency conference of the Fourth International was held in New York in May 1940 on the initiative
of the United States, Canadian and Mexican sections. This
conference dissolved the old resident IEC and elected a new
one (see Documents of .the Fourth International, pages
351-355). Yet this new IEC also remained, for the most
part, a dead letter. '
These letters highlight the tremendously frustr.ating
objective situation in ~hich Trotsky was operating in the
last year of his life. It was obvious that the imperialist world
war would bring about tremendous revolutionary opportunities; but with the Stalinist purveyors of the Popular
Front coinmanding the allegiance of most of those who
sought to be communists, the scattered scores and' hundreds of the Fourth International-decapitared, without
even a functioning international administrative centerwere for the most part in no position to struggle for leadership. It was this overwhelming disproportion between ends
and means which led Trotsky into a certain amount of
political disorientation in his last months, giving rise
, to
the P.M.P.
.
/
"Trotskyist Policies on the Second Imperialist WarThen and In Hindsight" points to Trotsky's use of the post-
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SWP memorial meeting for Leon Trotsky, New York;
28 August 1940. James P. Cannon Is seated at center
stage.

February 1917 Russian Bolshevik experience in elaborating the P.M.P. as particularly misleading. Proletarian
"control" of any aspect of the bourgeois army is only possible'as a bri'ef episode in a revolutionary situation, as in
Russia after the overthrow of the tsar. A situation of dual'
power did not exist in any imperialist country in 1940, and
the small parties of the Fourth J.nternational had not been
able to establish the kinds of fractions and propaganda outlets among the mas~es which the Bolsheviks had established in the period 1912-14 and later as war-weariness set
in. It was this important preparatory work which allowed
Lenin) party to put itself at the head of the revolutionary
.workers of the tsarist empire in 1917.
Only in Vietnam, a country where the masses came to
class consciousness after the Stalinists adopted an explicit
policy Qf class ·collaborationism in 1935, did the Trotskyists have both the base and the opportunity to lead the
masses at the end of the war. We stand on the work of the
heroic Vietilamese Trotskyists,. who knew when to move,
leading the Saigon proletariat in an uprising against the
Allied imperialist armies in August 1945. It was the perfidy
of the Stalinist Viet Minh, who initially welcomed the
imperialist armies and arrested and executed the Trotskyist leaders, which enabled the British and French armies to
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July 26, 1939

Trotskyists led Saigon
Insurrection against
Allied Imperialists In 1949.
Below: Round-up of
Independence fighters
jailed and executed
by French. Inset:
Vietnamese Trotskyist
martyr Ta Thu Thau.

'Dear comrade,

crush the uprising and reassert (for a time) their colonial
domination.

• .' *

•

We publish both letters as they were written by Trotsky,
including his use of pseudonyms. w'e list below akey to the
. na~es used in Trotsky's letter of 29 Feb'mary 1940 (names
used in the letteroU6July 193~ h"ve 'bee'ri:explaihed
above).
,',
Smith was the party name of Fa'rrell Dobbs; ~ho visited
Trotsky in Coyoacan' in early 'j 940. :.: ' ":'
Fischer was Otto Schiissler~ a leader of the. German section,'member of the IEC and Trotsky's secretary in Mexico
from February 1939 to August 1940." .
. Sam was Sam Gordon (also know'n as J.B. Stuart),
assigned by the SWP to be administrative secretary of the
.
resident IEC in' New York.
Lebrun was Mario Pedrosa, nominal head of the PAC,
and Johnson was C.L.R. James. The latter had remained in
the United States after having been invited to New York
from Britain to participaie in the 1938 Pan-American Con- .
ference, and'both of them were members of the IEC and
supporters of the Shacht'man minority.
Gerland was Jean van Heijenoort, who served as Trotsky's secretary, translator and bodyguard from 1932 to
1939. The article by Gerland appeared: in the May 1940
issue of Fourth Iilternational.'
Harold Isaacs, author of The Tragedy of the Chinese
Revolution, had worked with the Chinese Trotskyists'during the' 1930s.
Cornell was Charles Cornell, who was at the time one of
Trotsky'S secretaries in Coyoacan..
.
These letters were signed for Trotsky by two of his secretaries. They appear here by permission of the Houghton
Library of Harvard University.

Our international organization has practically ceased to
exist since the' assassination of Klement: No'bulletins, no
press service, no circular letters-nothing.
After your return ,from Paris I proposed that the PanAmerican Coinmittee function temporarily as a substitute
to the I.S. I proposed that they publish at least,every month,
a bulletin in English and Spanish. This was accepted in
principle by the National Committee but practically nothing followed from this decision.
. The PAC is a myth. Only after long insistence from,
abroad is it possible to receive a political answer from the
PAC. It seems that there are not regular meetings, nor regular decisions, minutes, etc. Who is the responsible secretary of the committee? It seems that nobody -is responsible
for anything.
From the'letter of comrade G. in Paris I do not see any
plans for publishing the international bulletin, etc. Possibly in Paris and Europe generally it is now difficult to do
something of this kind. The more is it necessary that the
PAC exists and acts.
'
My concrete propositions are:
A. To fix exactly the personal composition. of the PAC
and its responsible secretary.
B. To create a technical sub-committee of three young,
devoted and active comrades under the direction of the
responsible secretary.
C. To publish in the name of the PAC an international
bulletin in English and Spanish.
D. If possible, transfer comrade Curtiss from Los Angeles to New York and appoint him as secretary of the PAC.
We have not the right to lose more time on the international field. I insist ~n a prompt regulation of this question.
Comradely yours,
Vaughan T. O'Brien

/

February 29, 1940
Dear Friend,
The question of the International Executive Committee
is of the greatest importance. When we talked about the
matter with Smith, I didn't know that the relationship of
forces in the committee is 4 to I. A radical, a very radical
decision only can save ihe situation.
Fischer is writing simultaneously to Sam asking for
information about the connections of the lEt with the
national sections especially of Lebrun's connection with
Brazil and Johnson's with England. But this request for
information can have only a formal interest. The essence of
the matter IS that the I EC does not exist. The same is true of
the Pan-American Committee-no correspondence, no
resolutions, no bulletins, nothing-zero. The new chapter
should begin with the establishment of the fact that neither
the IEC nor the Pan-American Committee exists.
The' re-establishment of a leading body is possible only
through an international conference. We are obviously
unable now to convoke a world conference but we can
convoke a "Pan-American" conference even if ilOt too
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correspondence' with them? Do they really support Johncomplete. This means that we must begin with the
son's attitude? We are ready to write to them from here
re-establishment of the Pan-American. Committee and
when we· have an·answer froin Sam.
then enlarge it as far as possible with representatives from
The British Revolutionary Workers League seems to be
non-American sections. It is the only way I.see but this
way seems to be sure enough.
.
in agreement with us"at least on the Russian question.
I heard that you wish to visit Cornell briefly after the
They published "The U.S.S.R. in War" as a leaflet and sent
convention. You could visit him with one or two American
it to the author with a friendly lett~r. Under the given concomrades and with one Canadian, of course with the necditions you should enter into direct if not official coness.ary mandate. While visiting Cornell you would meet
nection with them and send them the bulletins for their
representatives of three more sections (German, Mexican,
internal information.
. The Mexicans will surely disavow Lebrun as a Latin
and Russian). A Frenchman and a Spaniard would participate with consultative voices. I doubt if a Chinese
American representative. If he doesn't have direct support
mandate could be obtai.ned by then. You will have three
from Brazil, he will r~main suspended in mid-air ..
American sections, two Europeans with a deliberative
Such are the most· urgent practical steps for revoice and two Europeans with a consultative voice. Under
establishing the international leading body. All these steps
the given conditions it would be a good beginning (the presshould be centered around the Pan-Amer.ican convention
ence of a Canadian is absolutely necessary) ..
which from its side should be held as soon as possible. The
The convention should elaborate a war manifesto and
new Pan-American Committee shoul~ appear on th~ scene
appoint a really functioning committee. The four Minor- . with its manifesto not later than the first of May.
ity members of the present IEC would then be condemned
Such are the suggestions I make for your immediate
consideration after a discussion with Fischer.
to remain what'they are now, that is a fiction.
It would be very good if Gerland (the author of the article .
Comradely yours,
"The Algebra of the Revolution") could receive at least a
W: Rork
limited mandate from France but it is a very doubtful posCoyoacan, ·D.F.'
sibility. The Belgians seem to be with us. Would it not be
P.S. What is Isaacs' position? If he is ~ith the Majority
possible to have from them, if not a mandate, at least a
could
he have a mandate from China? Do the Chinese
declaration of solidarity?
comrades receive the internal bulletins?
Are you in permanent connection with the British section? Do you send them your internal bulletins? Have you a
W.R.
\
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Leonard Schap-iro
.

.

Lawyer for Counte:rrevolution
,

The Russian Revolution of October 1917 was the living
vmdlcatlOn of Karl Marx's proposition that the working
class was to be the gravedigger of capitalism, that the
dictatorship of the proletariat was to be humanitY's road
from the realm of necessity to the realm offr"eedom. Work- .
ers around the world saw in the Soviet republic their own
future, a beacon of hope amid the seemingly endless
slaughter of the First World War. The imperialist rulers,
having squandered millions of lives to steal each other's
colonies, immediately linked arms in seeking to crush the'
Russ.ian workers state in blood, unleashing not only armies
of intervention and pogromist White Guards but a torrent
of lies and slanders aimed at justifying violent capitalist
counterrevolution. The yellow press ranted about bloodbaths, in the streets of Petrograd and Bolshevik "national~ation of women." Meanwhile, from his study in Ber1m, Social Democrat Karl Ka,utsky beat to the cadence
of the imperialist cannon in Siberia with polemics defending "democracy" against Bolshevik "terror" and
"dictatorship. "
The Bolsheviks fought back on both fronts. Even as they
org~nized the military defense of the new workers state,
Lenm and Trotsky defended the revolution politically. The
slander mills of the yellow press could be easily disposed of
but against Kautsky they aimed trenchant polemics, The
Proletarian Revolution and the Renegade Kautsky and
Terrorism'and Communism. They understood, as Italian
~arxist A?~onio Gramsci. was to say, that: "In the politIcal and mlhtary struggle It may be good tactics to brea:k
through at the points of least resistance .... On the ideologIcal front, however, defeat of the auxiliaries and the minor
followers has an almost negligible importance: on this front
, it is necessary to defeat the eminent people" (The Modern
Prince and Other Writings [1957.]).
In the contemporary literature of anti-Communism
Leonard Bertram Schapiro ranked as one of the eminen;'
people. Born into a Russian Jewish mercantile family in
Glasgow, he witnessed the first years of Soviet power as a
child in Petrograd. His childhood impressions of the revolution would be "refined" later by an elite public school and
un!v~rsity education in London. After an early career as a
bamster (and a stint in British military intelligence), he
became a professor of Russian studies at the. London
School of Economics. By the time he died in November
1983, he was deemed, as an obituary. in the Tory London
Times (3 November 1983) wrote, "one of the most influential sch'olars of his generation in Russian studies in the
entire non-communist world." Such accolades do not come
lightly from this mouthpiece for the decaying British
Empire: E.H. Carr, author of the monumental 14-volume
history of Soviet Russia, was eulogized by the Times a year
earlier only as an "eminent historian."
While numerous CIA-inspired hacks churn out, as Paul
Sweezy observed of one, ignorant cbmpendia of everythmg wrong anyone ever said about Marxism, Schapiro
brought to his work an intimate knowledge of Russian literature and Marxist writings. He applied that knowledge

.
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. to furthering the popular misidentification of Communism with Stalinism-its blatant lies and intimidation
its. opportunist reversals and nationaiist excrescences, it~
blood purges and gulags. The New York Times Book
Review (4 June) recently hailed Schapiro as one of the
"pioneers ... in exposing Stalinism-and indeed Leninism-'as the source of Russia's misery." In numerous books
and dozens of articles, this pioneer Cold Warrior devoted
himself, fanatically, to providing a plausible academic
veneer to the Big Lie of contemporary anti-Communism:
that the Stalinist police-state perversion of "socialism" is
the natural offspring of Lenin's October:
In a preface to Theodore Dan's The Origins of Bolshevism (1964), Schapiro acknowledged his debt to the former
Menshevik leader in "trying to study and understand the
political complexities of Russia as transformed by Lenin."
But where Dan came to conclude that Lenin's October was
historically progressive, Schapiro saw in it the beginnings
ofthe evil empire. He titled his first book, published at the
height of the Cold War in 1955, The Origin of the Com. munist Autocracy, and laid out in its opening and closing
sentences the thesis he was to hammer away at for the next
three decades:
"This is the story of how a group of determined men seized
power for the.mselves in Russia in 1917, and "ept others
from ~haflng It; and of the consequences which ensued ...
when It became eVident that ,they enjoyed but little popular support .... The malignant figure of the General Secretary,. Stalin, has become only too familiar in its portrayal
by disappointed oppositionists, defeated by the apparatus
whIch he .controlled. But it was Lenin, with their support,
who eqUIpped him WIth the weapons, and started him
upon h,s path."
.
.
.

Sch'apiro was not a scholar of the Russian Revolution'
but a lawyer for counterrevolution. Who else would see i~

.
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Gener!ll Kornilov a "left-winger"? Schapiro was Big Liarin-chief for a generation of Cold Warriors and imperialist
war criminals, epitomized by Reaganite "Dragon Lady"
Jeane Kirkpatrick, whose jesuitical rhapsodies over
"mildly authoritarian" dictatorships againsi"Communist
totalitarianism" were 'marching orders for death squad
regimes iii Central America and mujahedin cutthroats in
Afghanistan, Apprentice rulers for imperialist America at
Harvard University are advised to read Schapiro's books in
a'course on the'Russian Revolution offered by Reaganite
National Secu'rity Council adviser Richard Pipes, particularly. if· they wa'nt to "have plenty of ammunition to fire
back" at Trotskyist defenders' of October: "So next time the
YourigSpartacists want to strike up a chat, you'll give them
,
more than an earful."
';'Plenty ofammunition"-to be 'used one day in firing
something more lethal than words at student protesters
'in South Korea .or starving, masses in Latin America.
Schapiro's crusade against Bolshevism was motivated by
the same aristocratic contempt for "the mob" which
inspired the rantings against the French Revolution by
the likes of Edmund Burke and H,A. Taine, Listen to
the dispassionate scholar of Russian studies rave how
"the mass appeal of bolshevism delves much deeper into
the dark recesses of the mob mind.·1t draws response from
the fear of freedom, the envy, the anti-intellectualism, the
chauvinism-,in short from all the characteristic ambience
of mass man .. , with his own mass morality, his crude egalitarian and levelling aspirations and his herd paranoia"
("Totalitarianism'in the Doghous'e," Leonard Schapiro,
ed., Political Opposition in One-Party States [1972]).
'Now listen to Taine fulminating a century earlier on the
storming of the Bastille by "the people, that 'is, the mob, a
hundred, a thousand, ten thousand individuals fortuitously
gathered together upon a motion or an alarm and trans-

'

,

formed immediately and irresistibly into legislators,
judges; and 'executioners. A formidable, destructive, and
shapeless beast that can not be curbed, it sits at the portals
of the Revolution together with its mother, the baying
monster Liberty, like Milton's two specters at the gates of
Hell" (quoted in Paul Farmer, France Reviews Its Revolutionary Origins [1963]). The people-a "shapeless beast";
liberty-that "baying monster"; the "mob mind"-its
"egalitarian aspirations" and "herd paranoia." Here.is the
mind of the anti-<lemocrat in all its naked glory. For Leonard Schapiro, power may corrupt, but power in the hands
of the _working class corrupts absolutely.

The Schapiro School of Falsification
Schapiro puts the revolution o,n trial in Her Majesty's
court, donning the black robe and powdered wig of the
barrister, the upper crust of English lawyers who have
exclusive audience in all the superior courts. The barrister
"is not answerable for anything spoken by him relative to
the cause in hand ... even though it should reflect on the
character of another and prove absolutely groundless;"
unless "he mention an untruth of his own invention" (Encyclopedia Britannica). Esteemed counsel for the counterrevolution would never stoop to untruths ... of his own
invention. Schapiro's carefully researched work was also
carefully discriminating, pruning the facts to fit his
premise, presenting half-truths where any more would
injure his argument, retailing slimy innuendos and
untruths invented by others., Simply to read his works
alongside those of serious bourgeois historians like E. H.
Carr demonstrates this. Leon Trotsky was certainly partisan in his preseriiation of The History of the Russian
Revolution, but even Schapiro grudgingly admits, the
revolutionary leader "does not apparently attempt to
falsify facts." Schapiro does. For the ideologues of
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Schapiro's counterrevolutionary heritage.

Left: Masses
In French
Revolution
depicted as
bloodthirsty
rabble;
sans-culotte
shown with
hanging
priests.

Right:
Anti-Semitic
White Guard
poster shows
, Trotsky as
embodiment
of "JewBolshevism."

Trotsky and Hitler opposed Stalin, therefore Trotsky must
be a Nazi agent. Only "the mind trained in the crud,e
antitheses of the marxist dialectic" could swallow such Stalinist amalgams, chortles the learned professor, who nevertheless manages to prove himself cruder even than Stalin
in fabricating them. Schapiro insinuates that Lenin made
conscious use of the tsaris! police agent Malinovsky since
"the immediate ai~s of Lenin and of the police were identical-to cause the maximum of disruption and disunity in'
the social democratic movement" (The Communist Party
oJ the Soviet Union [1960]). Again on that hoary lie, to
which .we shall return, that Lenin was a German agent in
World War I, Schapiro oozes: "If the Germans did indeed
pay them, as seems very probable, it was because bolshevik aims coincided with their own-to knock Russia out of
the war" (Communist Party). One might note, truthfully,'
that Professor Schapiro's aims fully coincided with those of
numerous Western intelligence services.
The reader who does not personally investigate his many
footnotes (for example, Origin has 771) has no way of
knowing whether the seemingly logical arguments mar~
shaled by Schapiro are also accurate. To examine every
omission, half_truth, insinuation and tendentious argument Schapiro uses to weave his fabric would require at
least a book in reply. It is enough to pull out a few central,
threads in his logical construction to tear it to shreds. In
brief, Schapiro argues: I) that the "original sin" of Stalinism lay in Lenin's What Is To Be Done? (I 902) and the 1903
split with the Mensheviks; 2) that the October Revolution
~ was a coup d'etat aimed at securing a "monopoly of power"
for the Bolsheviks; 3) that in the period 1917-21 Lenin pursued a more or less conscious policy of eliminating all polit:
ical opposition outside and within the Communist Party.

1903: Lenin as Party "Dictator"

According to Schapiro, ihe split with the Mensheviks
was a result of Lenin's desire to be "dictator" of the party.
He portrays the "fundamental difference" between Bolshevism and Menshevism in the succeeding years in Lenin's
determination "that his own organization must be pre-'
reaction, who seek to retard the tide of human progress,
served in disciplined and 'monolithic' form whatever the
truth is not a handmaiden but a handicap.
immediate consequences" as opposed to the Mensheviks'
"growing belief that the revolution could be accomplished
Schapiro willfully and promiscuously superimposes
images of Stalinism on Lenin's actions in an attempt to misby the workers 'as a class'" (The Government and Politics
lead. He speaks of "rig'ged elections" and ~'takeovers," of
oJthe Soviet Union [1965]). Schapiro claims that What Is
"manipulation" and "stage-managed conferences," withTo Be Done? counterposed to "the idea of a revolution
made by the workers themselves ... one made by proout so much as a hint of concrete evidence to substantiate
rigging and manipulation. He charges Lenin with demandfessional revo'lutionaries, the party, in their name." This
ing "recantations" from Zinoviev, Kamenev. and other
showed, dixit Schapiro, the influence not of classical
Marxism but of Blanquisin.
oppositionists in 1917; what Lenin demanded was not that
they renounce their views but simply abide by party deciBut Schapiro is nothing if not erudite. His ceaseless
sions. He labels the 1922 trial of Social Revolutionary (S R)
researches (among the rubbish bins of early Menshevik
leaders a "show trial," conjuring up images of forced conattacks on Lenin) lead him to point to the Russian
Blanquist Peter N. Tkii:hov as "Lenin's pre~ecessor": "it is
fessions, glassy-eyed defendants and outlandish Vys~in
skyite accusations; in fact these S R leaders had' openly, " , with justice that, Tkachev has of1en been described as the
engaged in numerous counterrevolutionary plots and had'"" originator of many of Lenin's ideas. L<;l}in himself would
literally ordered the trigger pulled in assassination attempts ' later closely study Tkachev, and insist on Tkachev's articles
a'gainst Lenin 'and other Communist leaders. Moreover,
as required reading for his own followers. In contrast, Engels was very critical of his views, and engaged in open
they were tried in public, with their own choice of counsel.
polemics with him" (Communist Party). Lenin could well
Schapiro cites an argument by Lenin against the Workers Opposition in 1921, falsely claims that Lenin equated
admire Tkachov: as against those who saw Russian socialthem ,with the Mensheviks as counterrevolutionary, and
ism developing organically out of the peasant communes,
then asserts this to be the birth of that "form of syllogism"
Tkachov recognized the necessity of revolutionary action
used by Stalin later to argue, for example, thatsince both
t,o overthrow the autocracy and,seize state power. Where is
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Bolshevik bromide-that the dictatorship of the proletariat would be replaced by the dictatorship of the party, and
finally the dictatorship of an individual. Trotsky later
acknowledged the correctness of Lenin's view:
"I thought of myself as a centralist. But there is no doubt
that at that time I did not fully realize what an intense and
imperious centralism the revolutionary party would need
to lead millions of people in a war against the old order."
-My life

The fundamental political divergence which developed
between Menshevism and Bolshevism centered on the
question of whether the proletariat should ally with the lib:
eral bourgeoisie or the peasantry in the coming, bourgeoisdemocratic revolution. Though it was only in 1917, with his
"April Theses," that Lenin placed the proletarian revolution on the agenda, abandoning the call for a "revolution. ary democratic dictatorship of the proletariat and the peasantry," he recognized early on that the liberal, bourgeoisie
could play only a counterrevolutionary role. Thus, in 1917
Trotsky was able to transcend his deep differences with
Lenin on the organization question because his perspective of permanent revolution-the proletariat seizing
power at the head of the peasant masses-found him a lot
closer to Lenin than were many "Old Bolsheviks" who
V.I. Lenin and Y. MartoY, while co~leaders of St.· agreed fully on party organization but wanted to support
the liberal bourgeoisie in the form of the Provisional
Petersburg League of Struggle lor the Emancipation
,
Government.
.
01 the Working Class, February 1897.
Our honored Court historian, CBE, FBA, chronicles the
political conflict between Bolshevism and Mel1;shevism in
the "contrast"? The oracle has spoken, without deigning to
the period leading up to the decisive break in 1912 as
quote either Engels or Lenin on the question. Yet, in one of
though he were writing a high-class gossip colu,mn for one
his few references to Tkachov, in the selfsame What Is To
Be Done?, Lenin was explicit in "rejecting an immediate
of Britain's ubiquitous "tits 'and bums" tabloids: one
squalid wrangle after another over Lenin's supposed shady
call for assault" and polemicized against an opponent who
dealings on finances, the use of police agents, etc. The fun"zealously imitates Tkachov"-"while an original histordamental political questions at stake simply go by the'
icalevent represents a tragedy, its replica is merely a farce."
Engels attacked Tkachov for his populi~m; by the time , boards. Lenin's insistence in What Is To Be Done? that the
proletarian party had to be "tribune of the whole peoLenin became a revolutionary, Engels' letter was already
ple"-Ieading the fight against .all aspects of tsarist
part of the corpus of Russian Marxism (as Dan points out).
oppression-goes virtually unnoticed by Schapiro. Lenin's
Tkachov influenced a generation of pre-Ma~xist Russian
struggle both against nationalist deviations (the Bund, etc.)
revolutionaries, notably Narodnaya Volya. He looked not
to the development of proletarian class struggle but to
and against those (like Rosa Luxemburg) who denied the
voluntarist action by the radical democratic intelligentsia: . right of national self-determination, is dismissed in two
paragraphs in Schapiro's Communist Party. But facts are,
the revolutionary does not wait "until the current of hisindeed, stubborn things. Even a disingenuously awestruck
torical events itself indicates the moment, he selects it
himself." Can anyone who is at all familiar with Lenin's
writings conceive of him saying such a thing? To offer just
one counterexample: Lenin advanced the slogan, "Turn the'
A Spartaclst
imperialist war into a civil war'" But he made it clear that
"We can neither 'promise' civil war nor 'decree' it, but to go
Pamphlet
on working-if necessary for a very lo'ng time-in that
direction ... " (Letter to Shlyapnikov, October 1914).
Schapiro's description of What Is To Be Done? as "in
Lenin
essence the whole theory of Bolshevism" is overly simand the
plistic, ignoring Lenin's evolution to the conception of the
Vanguard
vanguard party and the material basis for a split in the
Party
workers movement caused by pro-imperialist opportunism (see Spartacist pamphlet, Lenin and the Vanguard
Party [1978]); The 1903 split originated over the issue of
$2.50
party membership and Lenin's determination to have a
(122
pages)
"hard" (anti-opportunist) majority on the editorial board
of Iskra. Lenin did stand for the organization of the revoOrder from/pay to:
lutionary minority-a party of professional revolutionarSpartacist Publishing Co.
ies--"-not in counterposition to but at the head of the broad
Box 1377 GPO
New York, NY 10116, USA
masses of the proletaJiat. And he was proven right in this.
Schapiro of course hauls out Trotsky's famous anti-
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Schapiro must concede that the Bolsheviks actually carried out their program on the national question in 1917: "In
insisting upon these rights [of self-determination] for
Poland and the Baltic States, the Bolsheviks were defending neither Russian self-interest, nor their own, but
(possibly for the first and last time in their foreign policy) a question of principle" (Origin). Possibly for the
first and' last time; an honest statement from Leonard
Schapiro, Esq.

1917: Workers Revolution as "Coup d'Etat"
To read Schapiro, you would think Russia in 19i7 was
marked by something akin to an extended parliamentary
crisis, a failure by responsible parties to agree on a
common policy to deal with a tiny gang of power-crazed
fanatics: .
. ;'What was widely believed to be an attempted coup d'etat
by the bolsheviks in July for a short time united all the
socialists behind the government and against the bolsheviks. But, soon after, an attempt by 'General Kornilov
(himself a left-wing supporter of the revolution, though
backed by right-wing industrialists).to restore order by
imposing .a ,military dictatorship turned the tables. The
Provisional Government, forced to choose between what it
rightly or wrongly regarded as 'counter-revolution' and the
bolsheviks, jettisoned Kornilov, and thereby alienated
those remnants of the army which might have been
prepared to support it."

-Communist Party
Were the Bolsheviks i~tent on a "coup d'etat" during the
July Days? Lenin and Trotsky denied it; Trotsky devoted
an entire chapter to the rna.tter in his history. Schapiro of
course knows better than to pay any attention to what they
said. However, in The Bolsheviks Come to Power (1978),
Alexander Rabinowitch writes: "from mid-june on, as we
have seen, Lenin had worked with energy to prevent an
insurrection from breaking out." Rabinowitch's exhaustive
research of Bolshevik and non-Bolshevik pallers and .
documents led him to conclude that the key sections of the
Petrograd proletariat- solidly' identified with Lenin's
program: In July, the Bolshevik leaders sought to channel
the widespread popular disgust of the Petrograd _masses,
with the Provisional GQvernment, and particularly with
the renewed military offensive it had just ordered, into
peaceful protests, recognizing that the proletariat at large
still lagged behind the consciousness of the capital.
.The stormy period between February and October was
marked by dual power between the workers' and soldiers'
soviets and the bourgeois Provisional Government. The
bourgeoisie rapidly showed itself to be the counterrevolutionary force Lenin and Trotsky had predicted it would be.
Enter Schapiro's "left-winger" Kornilov (backed by rightwingers), who wanted only to "restore order." All he
wanted, after all, was a "moderately authoritarian" -as th~
well-tutored Madame Kirkpatrick would say-military
dictatorship! "Revolutionary order"? The Bolsheviks represented the only force for revolutionary order in Petrograd-soviet power.
Already by April (as Rabinowitch noted in a reply to
Schapiro's critical review iii the 31 March 1977 New York
Review of Books, where Schapiro calls Kornilov a "simple
soldier"), Kornilov's name had become synonymous with
counterrevolution in Petrograd for calling out his artillery
to be used against demonstrating workers and soldiers.
Kerensky "opposed" Kornilov only after furious attempts
at cementing a bloc had failed and only because he knew
.'

.
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Russian SocIal-Democratic Labor Party banners In
workers' . demonstration during 1905 Revolution,
Front banner reads: "Workers of all cpuntrles, unltel"

that the "simple soldier" ~ould have hanged him and the
other "socialist"'traitors from the same.scaffold as lhe Bolsheviks. Substantially under Bolshevik leadership, it was
the masses. (including large sections of the army) who.
stopped Kornilov-without the need to fife a shot. His
"remnants" literally melted away in the ra~e of the mobi~
lized workers.
,
As Schapiro adm\ts elsewhere, neither of the alternatives to a "Bolshevik coup"-for the Provisional Government to adopt their program on peace and land, or to
crush them outright-was really possible under the circumstances. Why? Because the Bolsheviks represented the
aspirations of the vast majority of workers and poor peasants. Schapiro cannot explain, this because he denies 'the
conscious intervention of the masses on the stage of history-all is reduced to "manipulation," "takeovers" and
"coups," while "mass man" sits passively gazing.. Having
rendered the July Days an attempted Bolshevik .coup, he
then points to its "failure"to.argue that it "belied the.I~ol
shevik claim of overwhelming mass support.'"
Our historia.n graciously gives history a helping hand in
"belying" Bolshevik claims. Schapiro never once-even'me'n:
tions, until his last boo~, The Russian Revolutions of 1.9/7
(1984), the Jl!n~. 18 demonstration called by the official
(i.e., Menshevik and SR) soviet leadership in Petrog~aq.
Intended· as-a show of force against the Bolsheviks, thi~ .
demonstration was transformed into a show of strength
for the Bolsheviks as, virtually toa man, the 400,000
marchers' carried Bolshevik slogans opposing the Provi"
sional Government-"Down With the Offensive!" "All
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Power to the Soviets!" The dawning realization by the
bourgeoisie that/Lenin's "fanatics" and not the "'responsible" Menshevik andSR ministers enjoyeo mass support
among, the workers was a prelude to the crackdown the
following month'.
.
Schapiro dejgns to .admit that the Bolsheviks' "reckless
promises" of peace and land played well to "the passions of
the, crowd," but primarily what ensured a Bolshevik victory was' their "singleness or' purpose," their ·"superior
organization, discipline and armed force"-and, of course,
their "ample funds" from the German Kaiser (Government dnd Politics). Another untruth not of the barrister's
own invention! Schapiro dusts offthis tsarist slander used
to justify the repression of the July Days with the claim of
fresh evidence, citing a compilation of Gennan Foreign'
Office' documents captured at the end of World War II
(Z.A.B. Zeman, ed., Germany and the Revolution in
Russia 1915-1918 [1958]). These documents, writes Schapiro, "establish beyond reasonable doubt that the Bolsheviks were in receipt of German instructions." He quotes a
report by Foreign Minister Kilhlmann boasting-a month
after the revolution-that what had enabled the Bolsheviks to build up their propaganda effort was "a steady flow
of funds through various channels and under different
labels." .'
If you read these documents, you'll also learn that Russia
was supposed to have a' revolution in January 1916,
financed by the Germans at a cost of 20 million rubles!
Zeman himself ridicules talk of the Bolsheviks being
"German agents." Even if Baron von Kilhlmann is to be
believed-and there is much reason for him at this point to
have been claiming credit for the Bolshevik victory-this is
the only statement in all the documents which says anything more than the not very surprising fact that the German government threw money rather indiscriminately and
"under different labels" at anything they could find in an
attempt to disrupt the Russian war effort. On the other
hand, the documents do say that in the negotiations over
Lenin's "sealed train" journey, the Bolsheviks were scru- '
pulous in rejecting any possibility of German political
interference, insisting that passengers be allowed "abso-
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lutely regardless of their political opinions or their attitude
towards the, question of the desirability of war or peace."
Naturally, our good barrister does not see fit to mention

that. '
It is simply iQlPossible to completely ignore the mass
support of the Bolsheviks on the eve of the revolution.
Schapiro explains it as one of the biggest confidence jobs in
history. The Bolsheviks appealed to the masses on, the
slogan "All Power to the Soviets!", but "Few of them realized that the Bolsheviks' real aiin was a one-party autoc,racy" (Russian Revolutions). Once again, our aspi~ing
English aristocrat incisively exposes the "herd paranoia" of
"mass manc'; if only they had read the fine print first, he
oh~so-sagely explains: "Lenin's writings leave little doubt
that he, at any rate, had no intention of ever sharing power
with the Socialist Revolutionaries or Mensheviks as a permanent policy" (Origin). Which of Lenin's writings? H'lving culled through 45 volumes of Lenin's Collected Works,
Schapiro manages to come up with one-an October 1915
article in which Lenin argued it was "admissible for SocialDemocrats to join a provisional' revolu\ionary government together with the democratic petty bourgeoisie,'but
not with the revoluti.onary chauvinists."
.
Did Schapiro read Lenin's artiCle, 'or did he leave it to
9ne of his admiring research assistants? What Lenin is saying here is that it would be inadmissible to have a coalition
with the pro-war chauvinists committed to continuing the
imperialist slaughter. This quote in fact "leaves little
doubt" that Schapiro lies. And it is substantiated by the historical record, which Schapiro tries to turn inside out. In
July, it was the' Mensheviks and, SRs who drove the Bolsheviks out of the soviet· and underground. Even when the
soviets were under social-chauvinist control,' the Bolshe~
viks never voluntarily abandoned these organs of the proletarian democracy. But in October the Mensheviks and
S Rs were not driven out, they walked out of the Congress
of Soviets-in order to make common cause with the
Kadets, the tsarist officers and the other opponents of the
proletariat. Had the Bolsheviks been intent ona one-party
state, they could have easily outlawed their oppone,nts right
then, when the SRs and Mensheviks were widely despised.

Schapiro tries to
"disappear" mass support
for Bolsheviks. Here,
over 400,000 Petrograd
workers and soldiers
demonstrate on 18 June
1917 with Bolshevik
slogans: "Long Live the
Third International." "Down
with the counterrevolutlonl
'Down with the ten capitalist
mlnlstersl All power to the
Soviets of Workers',
,Soldiers' and Peasants'
Deputlesl We demand
Immediate convocation of
Constituent Assemblyl"
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The Bo.lsheviks ·specifically invited the Left S Rs and.
) Martov's Menshevik-Int~rnationalists into the Soviet government; the former ultimately ac'cepted, while Martov
. chase. to 'Iink hands with the' Menshevik traitors. Negotiations were even held with the Right SRs and Mensheviks,
who showed where they sto.od an "sharing power" by
organizing the counterrevolutio.nary "Committee for Salvation of Country and Revolution" while provocatively
insisting-with more than a little chutzpah-that Lenin
and Trotsky be excluded from any coalition government.
Two weeks after the seizure o.f power, Lenin continued to
declare:
.
"We sta\1d firmly by the principle of Soviet pow~r, i.e., the
power of the majority obtained at the last Congress of
Soviets. We agreed, and still agree, to share power with the
minority in the Soviets, provided that minority loyally and
honestly undertake to submit to the majority and carry
out the programme, approved by the whole Second AIl-·
Russia Congress of Soviets, for gradual, but firm and undeviating'steps towards socialism."
-"From the Central Committee of the
RSDLP (B)" (November 1917)

vention? Why, "it was with the cooperation of the Com~
munists that tlie first British landings in M urmansk were
carried out" (Origin) .
Soviet Russia in the four years following the revolution
was hardly the scene of a parliamentary election race in the
English Home Counties. Fourteen imperialist armies had
invaded, White armies ravaged the country, massacring
Reds and terrorizing the Jewish ghettos. The front lines of
the counterrevolution shifted both geographically and
politically, as sections of the Mensheviks and even the SRs
recoiled from blatant support to the White terror. At the \
Eighth Party Congress in March 1919, Lenin explained
that the "petty-bourgeois democrats":
" ... do not know where to sit, and try ;0 sit between two
stools, jump from one to the other and fall now to the right
and now to the left. .. : We say to them, 'You are not a serious enemy. Our enemy is the bourgeoisie. But if you join
forces with them, we shall be obliged to apply the measures of the proletarian dictatorship to you, too'."

The l,eft SRs, who initially supported the Soviet power;
not only quit the government over the signing of the treaty
of Brest-Litovsk but decided on a course of what they
Even in Westminster it is practice that the majority farm
themselves termed "terrorist acts against the leading repre-'
the governmentt
.
sentatives of German imperialism" and defense of such
Red Terror and White Pogroms'
actions "by force of arms": nat the sort o.f thing a very proper Englishman would ever condone, unless it was aimedIn his treatment o.f the perio.d 1917-21, Schapiro tries to.
against the Soviet government. In July, they assassinated
read back the Stalin bloo.d"purges of the late ·1930s to. the
the new German ambassador, Count von Mirbach, with
'Bolshevik regime o.f Lenin and Trotsky. Having lost the
the aim of dragging Russia back into the war, while armed
case of "The People vs. Kornilo.v," Schapiro takes an as his'
next clients the Mensheviks and SRs. Rather distasteful' Left SR units took Dzerzhinsky and other leading Bolshevik Cheka officials hostage, attempting an ill-prepared
business for a respectable barrister,·but then these were
putsch in Moscow and an insurrectionary rising in Yarorespectable, anti-Bolshevik "socialists"-rather like Her
slav!' Four days after/the assassination, a Left SR who was
Majesty's Loyal Opposition.' Schapiro- tefls us that the
Red Army commander in chief on the Volga front unilatMensheviks always acted as a legal opposition, while it is
erally declared war on Germany. The Bolshevik response
"at most a half-truth, and a misleading over-simplification"
was very restrained: a handful of mutinous Left S R Cheka
to claim that the SRs sought to overthrow the Soviet
regime by force of arms. "The socialists were not elimiofficers were executed and the Left SR leaders responsible
'nated in 1921 because they were counter-revolutionary .. for the adventure were imprisoned, and generally released
They were described as counter-revolutionary in order to
shortly thereafter.
justify their elimination" (Origin). In fact, to read Schapiro
Around the same time, the Mensheviks and SRs were
there was hardly a counterrevolutionary danger at all- . excluded from the Soviet Central Executive Cominitteelargely "the imagination of the Cheka." Imperialist inter-' . though not outlawed-and even this measure wa:s reI",:}

General" Lavr Kornllov, a
"left-winger" by Schapiro's
standards. Right: Armed
workers detachments on
their way to crush Kornllov's
. counterrevolutionary
coup attempt, August 1917.
.
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Putilov metal
workers listen to
report from the
Soviet the day
after the seizure
of power.

scinded several months later following pledges that they
would forswear counterrevolutionary activity. Under the
best of circumstances, th,e Mensheviks had hardly been
homogeneous. Now Martov in particular served to provide a "socialist" cover for what had become a shelter for
outright ~ounterrevolutionaries. In pu?lished letter to
Martov dated April 1921, Axelrod still maintained their
"moral and political right to combat the Bolsheviks by all
methods, including armed force" (The Mensheviks in the
Russian Revolution [1976]). As a former Marxist, Axelrod at least acknowledged:
"If it were true that the Bolsheviks and th'ey alone are properly carrying out the historic mission of the Revolution in
Russia, as the Jacobins once did in France, then Qur fight
against them would be essentially counteHevol~tionary:
it would be our plain duty to join their ranks and, if we
acted in any way as an opposition, to do so in a cautious,
loyal and constructive manner."
Counselor Schapiro sees no counterrevolution and hears
, no counterrevolution, but listen to his client-"essentially
counter-revolutionary. "
In neighboring "democratic" Georgia, the Menshevik
governmen't was a bastion of anti-Communist terror,'
outlawing the Communists in February 1918, and providing a beachhead first for German and then British troops.
Georgian Menshevik leader Zhordania declared: "We
prefer the imperialists of the West to the fanatics of the
East." 'Schapirohastens to note that the Russian Mensheviks severed organizational relations with them-though
not until December 1918. Othe~ Mensheviks participated
in the Yaroslavl rising in July 1918 and in the short-lived'
White government in Samara. They were expelled-but
only months after tne Mensheviks had already been put on
notice by being ejected from the Soviet Executive. So the
Mensheviks we~e not quite the pristine virgins presented by
counsel. But too damn pristine for Schapiro, who briefly

a

removes his black robe to castigate his clients for 'refusing
"to resort to anything but strictly constitutional means to
overthrow" Lenin ( Origin).
'
, As for the Right SRs, even Schapiro acknowledges that
they were involved "in many of the plots, conspiracies, or /
other anti-communist activities within or outside Russia"
(Origin). While the Left SRs had a base among the'landless and poor peasantry, the Right SRs were the party of
the, kulaks, the grain traders, the professional classes like
teachers and lawyers. Only a month after the revolution,
they participated in a Kadet-inspired rising in Petro grad,
At a May 1918 conference in Moscow, they declared for a
policy "to overthrow the ,Bolshevik dictatorship" (E, H.
Carr, The Bolshevik Revolution 1917-1923, Vol: 1[1950]).
Within the next several months, the SRs assassinated two
Bolshevik leaders arid' seriously wounded Lenin. In June
1919 one wing of the party finally renounced support to
armed counterrevolution ("outright capitulation," grouses
Schapiro) and 'split away. After two years of intimate col- '
laboration with bourgeois and tsarist counterrevolutionaries, those who remained, it is safe to say, ~ere pretty deep
into it.

The Kronstadt Rebellion and'
the Ban on Factions
By 192 f, the imperialist armies had been driven out and
the Whites defeated, However personally painful this may
be to Schapiro, 'he salvages from' it another polemical
weapo'n:' "Th'at the real reason for'the suppression of. polit'ical freedom was' neither intervention nor the'civil'war is
evident: (roin the fact' alone that it was extend~d and
consolidated'only well after the end ofbotl1" (Origin). But
if the immediate ,military threat to, the workers, stite had
subs[ded, its situation was no le~s pre,carious. :rhe cp!lntry
had endured seven years of~ar;, the best elements ()f the
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proletariat which had made the October Revolution had
either died in the Civil War or were running key aspects of
government and party work, while what there was of an
industrial working class often had no factories in which to
work. The economy was devastated, with production at a
fraction of its 1913 level. The peasants, who no longer faced
the danger of White armies coming and restoring the property of the landlords, also no longer felt the compulsion to
hand over their crops to the starving cities for nothing in
return. And then Kronstadt exploded.
Again, Schapiro tries to wipe away dirty fingerprints:
"While emigre organisations were certainly looking for an
opportunity to overthrow Soviet Communist rule, there is
no scrap of evidence of any links between the Kronstadt
rising and any of these emigre groups;" he writes (The
Lis/ener, 4 June 1981). In the first place, the Kronstadt of
1921 was no longer the bastion of revolutionary proletarian consciousness it had .been in 1917; it consisted overwhelmingly of peasants in uniform and, moreover, those
who had been far from the front lines of the Civil War.
Even if there had been no direct links with the Whites, this
was still an insurrectionary takeover of the key garrison
guarding' the approaches to Petrograd. But White involvement was clear even at the time, when the White Guard
organ Obschye Dyelo gave a detailed description of the
rebellion over two weeks before i/ began.
However, by the t1me of Schapiro's article, there was a
lot more tha'n one "scrap of evidence." Krons/ad/ 1921, by
Paul Avrich, an anarchist sympathetic to the uprising, was
published in 1970 (see "Kronstadt and Counterrevolution," WV Nos. 195 and 203, 3 March and 28 April 1978).
Avrich established that a few weeks before the revolt, a

White agent stationed near the base reported the recruitment of a group of sailors oil the inside who were preparing to take an active role in a fonhcoming uprising .. One
Stepan Petrichenko, the son of a Ukrainian kulak, was the
key leader of the uprising, the author of a resolution which
became the charter of the insurrection, the instigator centrally responsible for turning a protest meeting at the garrison into a platform for anti-Communist insurrection.
Petrichenko had "tried to join the Whites" the previous
summer, and only weeks after the rebellion was suppressed, he openly did join them in Finland. Did Schapiro
not know 'of Avrich's book, or was he engaged in retrospective "damage control''?
K ronstadt erupted right in the middle of the Tenth Party
Congress, where the Bolsheviks adopted the New Economic Policy aimed at undercutting peasant unrest by
replacing requisitioning of food with a tax in kind and
allowing private trade relations. It was also at this congress that the ban on factions was voted. Schapiro writes:
"In the politic~1 sphere Lenin was faced with two alternatives. He could either bring about a political reconciliation by sharing power with the socialists and by
permitting freedom of opinion and discussion inside his
own parry. Or he could ensure the monopoly of power for
the Communists, but in that case a more disciplined party
had to be created, in order to enable an unpopular minority to rule in the teeth of national opposition. It was consistent with the whole of his faith and past practice that he
should have chosen the latter course and there is no
evidence to support the view subsequently put about by
Stalin's opponents, such as Trotsky: that the measures he
put through at the Congress to this end were only intended
as temporary."
-Government and Politics

Ever solicitous about the welfare of the socialist revolu-
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tion, Schapiro counsels Lenin himself, advising from
the vantage point of hindsight-and Whitehall-that
the Communists had an alternative to the monopoly of
power, namely, committing suicide. "Share power" with
whom-emigres in Paris ·and B~rlin, people who had
laid waste to the country in an attempt to overthrow the
Soviet .power and lost? Even Victor Serge, an anarcholiberal 'who ultimately broke with Trotsky in a "hue and
cry" over Kronstadt, recognized that had the Bolsheviks lost power in 1921 it would have been "only a short
step to chaos, and through chaos to a peasant rising, the
massacre of the Communists,' the return of the emigres,
. and in the end, through the sheer force of events, another
dictatorship, this time anti-proletarian" (Memoirs of a
Revolutionary, 1901-1941 [1963]),
In the inexorable logic of revolution and civil war, as the
other parties rallied behind the cou'nterrevolution, many of
their working-class followers flocked to the Bolsheviks.
The Mensheviks and SRs became little more than empty
shells. By 1921, the soviets as multi-party organs of workers democracy had for all intents and purposes ceased to
exist:In effect, the Communist Party had taken the place of.
the soviets, its tendencies and factions reflecting the social
pressures and programs that would have otherwise been
expressed by non-Communist but pro-soviet parties.
Schapiro suggests that the "Resolution on Unity" passed
at the Tenth Party Congress mandated Stalinist "monolithism," outlawing "freedom of opinion and discussion"
within the party. This is, simply, a ·lie. The resolution
imposed a ban on factional activity, i.e., 'the right to
organize within the party around an independent platform
and to stand for election to party bodies on that basis. Even
while calling for dissolution of factional groupings, Lenin
insisted that representatives of both major factions-the
Workers Opposition and the Democratic Centralists-be
included in the new Central Committee. What.a devious, .
uniquely Leninist way to stop free discussion!
As ,for whether the ban was intended to be temporary,
let's see. what Lenin said. Lenin made it absolutely clear
. that he was seeking only to prevent a spli{ in the party at
that critical moment when it might threaten the very existence of Bolshevik rule and, thus, the workers state. Arguing for· the Central Committee's new power to discipline or
expel its members "in cases of breach of discipline or cif a
revival or toleration of factionalism," he nevertheless
warned that "our Party has never allowed the Central
Committee to have such a right in relation to its members.
This is an extreme measure that is being adopted specially,
in view of the dangerous situation." When Ryazanov
moved an amendment that would have banned "any
election to .the Congress by platform," Lenin was even
more explicit:
"We cannot deprive the Party and the members of the
Central Committee of the right to appeal to the Party in
the event of disagreement on fundamental issues. I cannot
imagine how we can do such a thing! The present Congress cannot in any way bind the elections to the next
Congress. Supposing we are faced with a question like,
say, the conclusion of the Brest peace? Can you guarantee
that no such question will arise? No, you cannot. In the circumstances, the elections may have to be based on platforms .... But your resolution says: No elections according to platforms. I do not think we have the power to
' .
prohibit this." .

Stalin's subsequent claim that the' ba~ning of factions was
a "precedent" to justify crushing inner-party democracy is ..
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Jewish workers' self-defense unit in Odessa, April
1918. The Bolshevik Revolution purged Russia of
pogromist Black Hundreds.
of no more consequence than Schapiro's claim that it
was evidence of Lenin's dictatorial ambitions. So Schapiro
doesn't believe Lenin? What about at least quoting him and
fetting the reader decide?
Schapiro argues not only that Stalinism was a logical
outcome of Leninism, but that "the system devised by
l,.enin could really only work effectively where one man \
was in undisputed command" (Government and Politics). He depicts the Bolshevik Party as a hermetically
sealed apparatus standing apart from and above the working class-issuing orders, manipulating, intimidating.
Such a party could not have led a revolution. In his reply to
Schapiro, Rabinowitch noted '!the party's internally
relatively democratic, tolerant, and decentralized structure and method of operation, as well as its essentially
open and mass character" (New York Review of Books,
9 June 1977).
What passes for "Leninist organization" in the eyes of
anti-Communists and Stalinists is not democratic centralism but Stalinist bureaucratic centralism. Lenin's party was
not a machine of unthinking automatons trained to believe
that the reward for critical or independent thought was a
bullet to the back of the head. Discipline ina Leninist party
is voluntary, flowing from adherence to a common revolutionary program. It was the Bolshevik program that
carried the day in Russia on .25 October 1917. This is
incomprehensible to those who .disdain the proletariat,
anti-Communists and Stalinists alike.

Who Was Leonard Schapiro? ,
Schapiro pronounces judgment on the Bolshevik Revolution according to the standards of English common law.
In the preface to Origin, he graciously allows that the
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Bolsheviks, at least initially, were animated by a "passion
for justice, for the ultimate liberation of mankind, for the
utopia of the future," but adds: "I take the view that their
passion for justice was bound to lead to disaster when once
they failed to see the need for reconciling all the conflicting
interests which will always exist in practice in every stale.
(whatever Marx and Engels may have said .on the subject)
in a form of stable legal order."
The state does riot "reconcile. conflicting interests," it
defends the interests of the dominant class. Schapiro was:
well aware of this, whatever he said on the subject. Leonard
Bertram Schapiro earned his CBE (Commander of the
British Empire) from the Queen: he was a witting apologist.
for the English ruling class-not the .young and vibrant
Cromwellian .bourgeoisie which dispersed the Parliament
and beheaded the king, but the senile and bankrupt imperialist bourgeoisie wit.h its Peerage and its Royal Family and
its murderous empire in deep decline. The "stability" of
England's legal order-that best of all possible worldsderives from centuries of rape, pillage arid mass murder of
the peoples who occupy much of the globe, from Ireland to
India. English "legality" did not embrace the.26 Baku Communists murdered in cold blood by British interventionists
in 1918, an incident which does not sit well with Schapiro's
. one-sided account of the Civil War and therefore goes
unmentioned. It was not the Bolsheviks who conspired
behind the backs of the masses, but the Kerenskys, the
Kornilovs and their imperialist patrons. The counterrevolution prattled about "democracy," while slaughtering
Communists and Jews by the hundreds of thousands. The
Bolsheviks openly avowed their class dictatorship and their
class terror to defend the revolution.
For Leonard Schapiro, any "comparison between the
communist bureaucracy and that of imperial Russia was
unfair to the old regime, in which some elements of legal
order and of restraint over the executive had already begun
to take root" (Communist Party). To him the White general Denikin was a man of "personal integrity," Kolchak "a
man of complete integrity," Kerensky's policies were "dictated by principle," the Kornilovite adventurer Savinkov
was a "romantic patriot" and Kornilov himself a "simple
soldier." When Stolypin, the author of the counterrevolutionary terror following the 1905 Revolution, rigged
elections (by Schapiro's admission), we hear no outrage,
only a dismissive "whatever one's view of Stolypin's
methods." When socialists were tried under the tsar, "in
secret, the evidence adduced included that of a police
informer and was in part manufactured, and the sentences
were severe," we hear no denunciations of "show trials"
(Communist Party).
Had Schapiro's "romantic patriots" and "men of
integrity" seized Petrograd in 1919, his family might well
have met the same horrible fate suffered by thousands upon
thousands of Jews at the hands of White pogromists like
Wra.ngel, Denikin and the Ukrainian Petliura. If the Russian Revolution was,a beacon to the world's exploited and
oppressed, it was particularly so for the Jews of East
Europe. The revolution opened the portals of emancipation to this people whose existence had been defined by the
tsarist knout and the Black Hundreds' cry of "Beat the
Yids!" Nor is it an accident that Jews constituted a disproportionate element in the revolutionary movement. The
Bolshevik program of revolutionary internationalism
provided a magnet of attraction to a people without a
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homeland. And, in its victory, it created a state whose
foundations were inherently internationalist.
Why would a scion of a St. Petersburg Jewish family
support pogromist reactionaries? It was of little concern to
a Leonard Schapiro that "lower-class" Jews perished at the
hands of White reactionaries in Russia and Poland so long
as he-and his capital-could find sanctuary in England.
He saw himself in the mold of the Rothschilds, whose
financial empire saved them from the gas, chambers to
which millions of other Jews were con·signed. Schapiro
consciously loathed internationalism. His first loyalty was
to capital. When the question of communism vs, fascism
was posed with razor sharpness, people like Kim Philby
and Donald Maclean went one way, becoming traitors to
their class and heroes to the proletariat, while 'Schapiro
went the other, becoming an even more groveling servant
of the English aristocracy.
As "an undergraduate and for some time after," i.e., in
the period of Hitler's rise to power, as he recalled in "My
Fifty Years of Social Science" (1980), he underwent a
"Neigung [inclination] to the Right." This ever-so-kindly
. professor who wrings his hands over "totalitarianism"
unswervingly insisted that "the first. requirement of a
civilized society is order." You can almost feel the arm
stiffening, ready to rise in salute. But, wait-Schapiro had
a problem with Hitler. Hitler combined '~the worst aspects
of mass democracy"-Hitler the democrat!-"with a
pseudo-elitist political doctrine." Only pseudo-elitist!
Schapiro, on the other hal)d, was fully elitist, convinced
that "the achievements of human culture are always produced by an elite ... and that the preservation of this elite is
more important for human values than social and
economic equali\y." No, Leonard Schapiro did not go halfway when it came to elitism! Indeed, he could tell you that
the level of "human culture was directly related to the rise
or decline of the best breeding" in the "leading families."
This parvenu aristocrat never came to terms with the bourgeois revolutions of the 18th century, much less the proletarian revolution of the 20th!
Schapiro's loaded, biased· account of Bolshevism was
crafted knowingly. He was a professorial disseminator of
"disinformation," a training he acquired not only in the
courtroom and the British Museum Reading Room. His
"introduction to the study of the Soviet Union" came as a
British intelligence officer in Germany assessing Soviet military strength in the brief interregnum between World War
II and the first Cold· War. How many Nazi mass murderers
did Schapiro's intelligence unit channel through the "rat
line" to continue their crusade against "Jew-Bolshevism"
for the "democratic" West? For Schapiro, the Nuremberg
trial of Nazi war criminals was an "appalling travesty,"
because the Soviets were not in the dock-"a tacit
acceptance by the Western powers" of "the grim record of
the Soviet Union." He set out to stiffen the spines of those
leaders of Western imperialism who were tempted to treat
with the Soviet "evil empire":
"This illusion that at bollom the Soviet Union is reasonable and basically motivated by the same aims as the Western nations-such as security, extension of its influence,
trade and co-operation-persists to this day •. and has at
times influenced US or British policy. It is, I believe, the
most dangerous illusion that Western statesmen can suffer from .... " .
,

How inspiring Schapiro must have found Winston Churchill's tirade at the time of the signing of the NATO pact:
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Bolshevik leaders Lenin and Trotsky stand among
soldiers sent to suppress Kronstadt mutiny in March
1921. Mutiny leaders were linked to White Guard
counterrevolutionaries.
.
"The failure to strangle bolshevism at its birth and to bring
Russia, then prostrate, by one means or another, into the
general democratic system lies heavy upon us today." It
was to the aim of reversing that "failure" that Leonard
Schapiro devote.d his wretched life.'

Reforge World Bolshevism!
Schapiro reserves his ,last poisoned a rrow for Leon
Trotsky: "Objectively, as the communists would say, the
posthumous voice of Trotsky 'is really that of Stalinmalgre lui [in spite of himself)" ("Trotsky, As He Really
Was" [1982]). He rails that Trotsky's "bl"tant hypocrisy
and dishones'ty are matched only by Lenin's demagogy,"
denounces "Trotsky's repeated compromises with an evil
system and men before 1927," and argues that it was Trotsky who first defined the function of Communists to be
obedient and unthinking. H is "evidence",! Trotsky's appeal
to Lenin from the Civil War front in 1918 to "Send me
Communists who know how to obey." Having denounced
Lenin for his intolerance, Schapiro paradoxically lauds
Bukharin as one of Lenin's "closest followers," who
"regarded the duty to preserve peace and harmony between
social classes ... as paramount" (Governmenr a'nd Polirics).
The paradox is superficial. In inviting the kulaks to
"enrich themselves," Bukharin had become, objectively,
the standard-bearer of capitalist restoration. The genuine

continuity of Lenin's Bolshevism was to be found in the
Trotskyist Left Opposition. Schapiro simply dismisses
Trotsky's programmatic struggle against bureaucratism
and "socialism in one country." He claims that already with
the treaty of Brest-Litovsk, Lenin had propounded "socialism in one country," and that the Third Congress of the
Communist International in 1921 not only "sounded ihe
retreat from world revolution"but strengthened its disciplinary powers in order to purge "dissident left-wingers."
Trotsky "rescued Stalin from defeat" in 1923 for fellr that
without the "Gensel<''' the strong centralized party appara. tus i'night flounder.
,
In 1923, there was no way Trotsky, nor probably even
Stalin himself, could anticipate the full significance of the
. ascendancy of the bureaucracy and where it would lead.
We think in hindsight that Trotsky should have fought·
harder, earlier, but what he was fighting for was communism-and that's why ,Schapi~o loathes him so vio,Iently. Trotsky went on to fight the programmatic issues as
they arose, in defense of party democracy, for 'planned
industrialization and voluntary collectivization, against
the capitulations and betrayals' in the name of "socialism in
one country." And, when it became clear that only civil war
measures could remove the bureaucracy, he advanced the
program .of proletar.ian political revolution. That 'remains
the answer to the Stalinist degeneration of the Soviet
Union. Within the context of the struggle for international
socialism, there is rio other.
'The "democratic socialist" alternative to Leninism which
Schapiro claimed that Menshevism represented was ulti, mately denied even by the Menshevik Dan. Though never
reconciled to Leninism, Dan acknowledged before his
death (in The Origins 9.( Bolshevism) that by the time of the
revolution Menshevism had degenerated into "democratic
~eformism," prepared "by its principled refusal to struggle
for power against the bourgeoisie, and hence also by its
inner reconciliation with the'abridged' formulae ofdemocracy." On the .other hand, he acknowledged Bolshevism
"not as an accidental phenomenon ... that interrupted the
liberating struggle, which had been going OJ) for decades, of
the Russian intelligentsia, working-class and people 'as a
whole, but, on the contra'ry, as a natural product of that
struggle and an historically inevitable stage on the road to
its consummation."

Schapiro's thesis that Leninism is ultimately guilty for
the crimes of Stalinism has found a pervasive echo among
Soviet intellectuals today. They likewise jo'in in denouncing Trotsky as "another Stalin" while looking to Bukharin
as the "humane" face of Communism. They would do well
to ponder the ideological company they keep.
I f nothing else, Schapiro makes it clear through his views
and through liis writings that prerevolutionary Russia
faced only two alternatives: a continuation of tsarist
reaction-whether under a Nicholas II or a Kornilov-and
-Bolshevism. I n the words of Rosa Luxemburg, the choice
was socialism-or barbarism. Today the choice facing all of
hum~nity is international socialist revolution or nuclear
annihilation. The decisive battles will be fought out under
. the banners of communism and anti-communism. Leonard Schapiro was a willful and calculating apologist for
a dying system, a system based on savagery and lies.
The future of humanity lies with the struggle to reforge
Trotsky'S Fourth International, the continuity of Lenin's
Bolshevism .•
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Political Bandits ...
(conrinued from page 2)
issue of their newspaper Workers News. The WIL is the
only one of the remnants of the implosion of Healy's Workers Revolutionary Party (there are currently at least seven
publishing 'journals in Britain) to have made the report
available to the international workers movement. Interested readers who wish to obtain a copy of the report can
order one directly from the WIL (1/17 Meredith. Street,
London EC I R OAE, England).
.
From the time Gerry HealY's Workers Revolutionary
Party (WRP) imploded spectacularly in the fall of 1985
(see "Healyism Implodes," Spartacist No. 36-37, Winter
1985-86), it has been clear that none of the myriad cliques
and tendencies which spun out of it were interested in a real
reckoning with the WRP's despicable record of political
banditry. For 20 years theHealy cult, with a brutal internal
regime held together by mind-numbing :'dialeciical"
mumbo-jumbo, violence and security fetishism, was a mill
for the cynical destruction of those leftists who made the
mistake of joining it. Healy was infamous for his capacity
for wild swings in political line in pursuit of egregious and
often mutually contradictory opportunist appetites. (In
"Wohlforth Terminated," Workers Vanguard No. 61, 31
January 1975, we cited the Healyites' high-turnover operation in lumpen youth milieus as the political context for
\ their programmatic oscillations in the early 1970s.) By the
late 1970s the WRP had become shameless apologists for
Near Eastern dictators and oil sheikdoms. But to the extent
that the Healyites had a coherent political core they were
cringing legalist/ Labourite economists and virulently antiSoviet in concrete prog·ram. Those who had stuck it out for
years with Healy, through every twist, turn and betrayal,
could not be expected to function very differently without
him.
Soon after the implosion the dubious David North, who
came to replace Tim Wohlforth as leader of the tiny American Workers League in 1976, stepped into Healy's misshapen shoes as lider maximo of the WRP's "International
Committee" (IC). North claimed the allegiance of the German and Sri Lankan IC sections, the majority of the Australian section led by Nick Beams, and a minority of the old
WRP under David Hyland. North expelled the rump of the
post-Healy WRP led by Cliff Slaughter, which retained in
its international orbit only a minority of the old Australian
IC led by Phil Sandford.
The Northite IC has clung to every despicable hallmark
of Healyism, from the use of the capitalist cops and courts
against opponerus in the workers movement, to 'the
"Security and the Fourth International" slander campaign
against leaders of the American Socialist Workers Party
(SWP), who the IC claims are and were (even in Trotsky's
time!) agents of the capitalist and Stalinist secret police.
Not only does the shadowy North, who won his spurs in the
Healyite organization as mouthpiece for "Security and the
Fourth International," continue to retail the Stalinist slander that Trotsky was killed "by his own people," but his
organization has made its sinister efforts to aid the American capitalist state in railroading SWP member Mark
Curtis on phony rape charges into its chief,international
activity (see "The Workers League and Mark Curtis,"
Workers Vanguard No. 480, 23 June 1989).
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From the time the old WRP started up its subsidized
daily News Line in May 1976, its pages full of uncritical
ad ulation of the Libyan dictator M uammar Qaddafi, it was
clear that Healy's organization was on the take from the
Libyan regime. Slaughter's rump WRP was' forced to
admit as much in the aftermath of the implosion, and
with the membership cllimoring for the truth, an International Committee Control'Commission was convened.to
investigate. The Commission's "Interim Report," dated 16
December 1985, was more of an exercise in damage control than a real attempt to get at the truth': its revelations
were used by David North in his cynicallC power play and
the Commission didn't even attempt to investigate allegac
tions that other IC sections had also received Near Eastern
',oil money. Moreover, the Commission never aimed to hold
accountable the WRP leaders who were implicated. All
names were deleted from the report except those of WRP
members who ,had split along with Healy, presumably so
North would have plenty to hold over Slaughter et al. in
the future.
The report documents the WRP's' receipt of a total of
. £ I ,075, 163 from the Palestine Liberation Organization as
well as the governments of Libya, Kuwait, Qatar, Abu
Dhabi and Iraq from 1977 to 1983. No surprises here. More
damningly, the report reveals some of the concrete services
to be provided by the WRP to obtain the alliance with Qaddafi: in an April 1976 secret agreement with the Libyan
government the WRP agreed to provide intelligence
information on the "activities, names andpositions held in
.finance, politics, business, the communications media and
elsewhere" by "Zionists." Even the Control Commission
report acknowledges that this agreement had "strongly
antisemitic undertones, as no distinction is made between
jews and Zionists and the term Zionist could actually
include every Jew in a leading position." So the WRP
agreed to spy on leading British Jews in return for Arab
gold. Healy's organization became agents for Qaddafi, and
a lot more than publicity was involved.
The Control Commission re'ports that in connection
with this agreement, the WRP demanded £50,000 from the
Libyan government to buy a web offset press. The Control
Commission says it was unable to find any documentation
that this money was received. But the WRP did launch the
daily News Line a month after the agreement was signed
and did (according to the report) spend £ 188,500 to buy
two Hunter offset presses sometime in the period between
September 1974 and April 1981.
The London Sunday Times (7 February 1988) obtained a
. copy of the report and expose.d the WRP as having been
"paid to spy for Gadaffi." An ex-WRP member told them
that the WRP had culled information on leading "Zionists" from the Jewish Yearbook and the Jewish Chronicle
and sent it to Libya. What was the response of the Slaughter WRP to the Sunday Times revelations? A statement
(Workers Press, 13 February 1988) that "no worker with
any sense will believe such rubbish .... There is no evidence
that the party when led by Healy ever spied on 'Jews',
prominent or otherwise." On the contrary, the £542,267
that the Control Commission documented the WRP got
from Libya is a hell of a lot of evidence. The April 1976
spying agreement is what cemented Healy's alliance with
Qaddafi.
Perhaps the mos"t vicious cri"me of the Healy-led WRP
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THE'"IIM REVOLUTION
,:AND'STAUNISM

David North and his mentor Gerry Healy In 1982, From 1976 Healy
determined the WRP's political line in accordance with money
, received from Near East regimes, North's Bulletin reprinted WRP
article justifying 1979 Iraqi execution of 21 Communists (left),
was the fulsome support they gave to the Iraqi Ba'athist
government's execution of 21 Iraqi Communist Party
members in 1979, Both the Australian and American IC
sections reprinted articles from News Line hailing the
execution of these working-class ,militants: the Healyites
positively gloried in it, portraying the Communist oil workers, the most class-conscious section of the Iraq i proletariat, as agents of counterrevolutionary Stalinism, When the
WRP imploded, some members reported that they had
been assigned to take photographs of a London protest
against the Iraqi government, photographs which they
believed had been turned over to the Iraqi embassy. About
this c!eed, the Control Commission reports."a receipt for
£1,600 for 16 minutes of documentary footage ofademon- .
stration is in the possession of the Commission." Who was
the receipt made out to? Needless to say, we aren't told. The
perpetrators should be brought to proletarian justice. But
that is the least concern of any of the Healyite remnants.

. the IC or to the WRP delegates, but that he did report it to
at least some of the delegates who supported the WRP suspension and certainly to Comrade North? That is what
happened.
"Finally: is it not true that Comrade North and Beams
agreed ,the matter should not be raised at the IC because
they considered it did not constitute a "class betrayal"?
How did they differentiate between the class betrayal of
the WRP in this matter-on which was based the argument for suspending the WRP from the Ie w'ithout
charges and without a hearing-and the actions taken on
behalf of the SLL (Australia)?"

Slaughter's accusations have the ring of (self-serving) truth.
Th'e Central Committee of the Australian S L L did censure
Beams, at a meeting held in February 1986, for failure to
report receipt of money from Arab regimes to the IC, and
according to Phil Sandford, Beams even voted for the
motion' (Socialist Labour League Internal Bulletin, February 1986). Sandford, who soon after led a split from the
Northite SLL to found the Communist League in solidarity with Slaughter, ciaims in the same bulletin that "the
What Are North and Beams CQvering Up?
SLL carried out a class betrayal in identical terms to that
carried out by the WRP, but it is not possible to discuss that
After the IC Control Commission delivered its report,
here for obvious reasons." In an article' in the December
C1iff,Slaughter and h'is followers immediately began to cry
·1986 Socialist Press (journal of the Communist League),
foul.' In'a 14 January 1986 letter to'all WRP'members,
Sandford recounts the story of SLL leader Greg Adler's
Slaughter wrote:
1979 trip to Baghdad, where Adler had been instructed to
"Is it only the WRP which received financial assistance
from one or other Middle Eastern bourgeois national gov- . , ask for $100,000 io buy a printing press. Sandford claims
ernments? Which other sections did so?
that Adler didn't ask for the money, but nonetheless Gerry
"Is it not a fact that the Australian section did receive a
Healy gave him quite a dressing down for daring to poacli
sum of (tens of thousand [sic] of dollars) in 1983? (We do
on his preserve. Sandford goes on to report:
not say of course, that to seek such assistance is always
wrong, it is wrong when political principles are sold for t.he
maintenance of such relations)
"Is it not a fact that the receipt of this money by theAustralian seciion [w]as reported to the Central Committee of
the SLL (Australia) only in the month before the IC meeting of Dec 16? And is it not a fact that the IC delegate, Cde
Beams, was told by his CC in Australia to report this matter 10 the Ie?
"Is it not true that Cde Beams failed to report the matter to

"The SLL's relillions with the Libyan regime require a separate article. Suffice to say they were more productive
. ·financially thanks to an even more slavish public relations
jOb in the pages of Workers News and such things as the
,memorable, Libyan-financed brochure entitled Libyathe true stor>,."

As part of their iurn to "commercial enterprise, commercial print work," the SLL also took money to print The Bell
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oj Saigon, organ of. the fascistic Vietnamese thugs who
have attacked Australian leftists and labor meetings.
One thing is for sure, the Australian Healyite remnants
are complicit with North and Slaughter in hiding the real
truth. A letter of Simon Pirani (for the Slaughter WRP
Cc;ntral Committee) to the Northite IC dated 21 July 1986
cynically asks "whether the Control Commission has completed its work." The equally cynical Peter Schwarz replies
for the Nortliites, "You know as well as I do that the ICFI
Control Commission was refused any access to any further
information as soon as it had given its interim report" (correspondence published in March 1987 issue of Northite
Fourth International). Both sides blame each other forthe
Mincomplete" work of the Control Commission because
neither side wants the whole truth revealed.

Why Old the Healyltes Implode When They Old?
Another document in our possession sheds a lot of light
on events in the WRP in the fall and summer of 1985,
immediately predating the implosion. It is a "Financial
Report" by Corin Redgrave, dated 8 October 1985. While
Redgrave'stestimony must be taken with a grain of salt, he
certainly gives the flavor of things:
Min the financial year 1984-85 scarcely a single rent or rates
demand was paid on time. Bailiffs took walking possession of the contents of the party's printshop in Runcorn,
the party bookshops, and on one occasion at I~ast, the
party headquarters at Clapham. The total cost to the party
in one financial year from court charges, solicitors' fees,
bailiffs' fees and interest, was more than £7,000."

On 3 April 1985 British Rail, to whom the. WRP owed
£25,515.58 for carriage charges, suspended credit to
Astmoor Litho, publishers of News Line, and demanded
cash payments before it would ship the newspaper. By I
July 1985, not a single major wholesale supplier would deal
on credit terms with New Park Publications. By October,
the WRP owed £30,000 in back fees to their accounting
firm, which was refusing to k~ep up the books. Redgrave
claims that the mess was all the fault of the WRP financial apparatus who, unbeknownst to Healy (!), had been

financing WRP operations through a £35,000 bank
overdraft negotiated in October 1982. Redgrave also
claims that from 1984 on, the financial apparatus had been
selling and mqrtgaging party property, all apparently in a
desperate effort to keep things afloat.
By the summer of 1985 the whole stinking house built
by Gerry Healy was about to come tumbling down. And
everyone in the leadership knew it. It was doubtless no accident that Aileen Jennings, whose infamous letter charging
Healy with sexual misconduct touched off the implosion,
was a linchpin in the WRP's financial apparatus. The WRP
. Political Committee originally labeled her letter a "provocation." It was only when the WRP's financial debacle
could no longer be hidden that Slaughter et al. decided to
use its revelations against Healy.
Ail emergency meeting of the International Committee
was called in August 1985 to discuss the WRP's financial
crisis. Healy tried his usu'al trick of soaking more money
out of the tiny IC satellites. The slimy David North, who
was in on all the backstabbing intrigues in the WRP leadership from the beginning, saw that things were about to
explode. North pledged to contribute £30,000 and, according to Savas Michael (leader of the Greek IC section who
stuck with Healy), he then didn't turn over the money
(Marxist Review, May 1986). North knew exactly what he
was doing with this maneuver~ and in the aftermath of the
implosion his "Control Commission" smugly documented
the WRP's financial impasse, confirming the picture
painted by Corin Redgrave.
Redgrave dates the WRP's escalating financial crisis
from October 1982. The "Interim Report" of the IC Control Commission details the drastic dropping off of Near
Eastern oil funds between 1982 and 1983 (£271,217 in 1982,
only £3,400 in 1983; nothing in 1984 and 1985). Thus the
immediate motive seems clear. Healy's longtime lieutenants, none of whom ever objected at the time to any of the
betrayals perpetrated by the WRP in order to get money
from Near Eastern bourgeois governments, moved in to
depose Healy not because of the receipt of that money, but
because that" money dried up .•
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Second Amendment ...
(conlinuedjrom page 56)
What's new here is the active political campaigning by
the country's police chiefs to disarm the civilian population. Heading them up is Los Angeles chief Daryl Gates,
notorious for'his ra,cist defense of thle LAPD's use of the
deadly choke hold against blacks and Latinos. The campaign has been picked up by the Bush administration's antidrug "czar" William Bennett, and the federal government
has now banned imports of 49 modeis of semiautomatic
"military-like" weapons. In Washington, D.C., curfews are
being imposed on youth while the president drops hilits of
calling out the National Guard in the name of the "war on
drugs."Thedrift toward police bonapartism in the U.S. has
just lurched into a higher gear.
. .
"I don't want that gun on the street," Chief Gates decreed
(New York Times, 28 January), and he quickly received
backing from police groups across the country. For the TV
cameras, cops staged demonstrations of the supposedly
"excessive" power of these "assault" rifles by blasting away
cinder blocks and watermelons, not telling viewers that virtually any good hunting rifle could do the same thing. The
police claim they are "outgunned" by drug gangs on ihe
streets, but anyone who's seen the L.A cops' paramilitary
operations, using an arsenal of gunship helicopters and
tanks, knows that's baloney.
The guns they are talking about banning are civilian
versions of military-style rifles, such as Colt's AR-15,
which is pattenied after the army's M -16. They can carry
large magazines of 20 or more bullets, but the civilian
version is only semiautomatic, meaning single bullet is
fired with' each trigge'r pull; in the fully automatic military
version, a stream of bullets is fired as long as the trigger is
pulled back. The distinction between a common semiautomatic hunting rifle and an "assault rifle" is blurry, since the
former can also accept large magazines and many of them
are more powerful than the military weapons. Thus the
popular .30-06 manual, bolt-action hunting rifle packs
twice the kinetic energy of a "military-style" AKS.
Polls show that even people who favor banning "assault
rifles" know it will not stop the "drug mafia" from getting
their guns the same way they get their drugs-smuggling
them in with the help of corrupt police departments and
army commanders with friends in high places. (In the Iran/
contra scandal, the Reagan/Bush/CIA team in Central
America smuggled guns to the contras and returned with
drugs for profit.) So the anti-gun propagandists resort to
loaded. questions, asking "whether there is any purpose in
civilians' owni~g military-style weapons except to kill people and why law-abiding people would want to own them"
(New York Times, 3' April).
It's really not news' that guns were'invented to kill
people. And in this class-divided society, it has more than
occasionally been necessary for "law-abiding" citizens to
defend themselves with violence, even against the so-called
legally constituted authorities. Are memories really so
short? Recall the bloody Ludlow, Colorado massacre of
1914 in which 21 men, women and children, families of
striking miners, were killed by the machine gun fire of the
state militia, who were really Rockefeller's hired guns. But
the workers were armed by the United Mine Workers, and
to the bosses' horror for ten days some 1,000 strikers fought
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After 1914 massacre in Ludlow, Colorado, United
MIne Workers organized to fight back !lgainst state
mlUtla, matchIng bullet for bullet.
back bullet for bullet.
Recall as well the 1937 Memorial Day 'Massacre at
RepublicSteel in South Chicago. On May 30 of that year,
in' the midst of a national strike against the "little" steel
companies (i.e., all the companies except the giant United
States Steel Corporation), 1,500 protesters, mostly strikers and their families, marched in a holiday mood' toward
the Republic Mill. They were met by a solid line of200 cops
and a sudden volley of tear gas shells. As the marchers
broke and ran, the cops charged with blazing guns and
swinging clubs. Ten workers were shot' dead, and another
40 were wounded-all of them shot in the back. An additional 10 I protesters, including an eight-year-old child,
were injured by clubs. In this case the strikers had been
politically disarmed by their union misleaders with the line
that the cops, sent to keep order by the Democratic
"friends" of labor, should be "welcomed."
We also remember the 1979 Greensboro Massacre, in
which five leftist civil rights workers and labor organizers
were gunned down in cold blood by a Klan/Nazi group. An
FBI informer led the fascists to the murder site, and an
agent of the federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms showed them how to use a'nd transport the
semiautomatic weapons. Or in the Philadelphia of black
mayor Wilson Goode, where the cops in 1985 raked the
MOVE commune with 10,000 rounds in 90 minutes, using
fully automatic' M-16s and M-60 machine guns, and
incinerated eleven black people, including five children, in
a fire ignited by C-4 plastic explosive provided by the FBI.
But of course none of the "concerned" anti-gun lobbyists
are advocating taking away guns from the cops.
White middle-class liberals preach total pacifism from
the relative safety of their condos and suburban ranch
houses-they don't expect the cops to come bursting into
their homes. But the ruling class does not belieye in
pacifism and has carefully armed its state to the teeth. The
whole issue of gun control revolves around the question: do
you trust this state to· have a monopoly of arm's? And the
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answer is refracted through the deepening class and racial
polarization of this society. The core of the state, after all, is
"special bodies of armed men," as Lenin explained in his
1917 pamphlet The State and Revolution, commenting on
the writings of Marx and Engels. And this is not our state,
but the capitalists'; they assert the state's' monopoly of
armed force in order to maintain their class rule.
To Disarm the People
The whole history of gun control is the story of the ruling class trying to'disarm the population, particularly in
periods of social struggle. The ban on automatic weapons is
usually linked to gangsters like Al Capone, but it never
stopped them from getting their hands on Thompson submachine guns, just as the mob today has its Uzis. More to
the point, the 1934 ban on automatic weapons came in the
Great Depression when the spectre of working-class revolution haunted Washington (in fact, that year saw three
dtywide general strikes led by ostensible communists). The
federal gun control act of 1968 came at the peak of black
ghetto upheavals. And the perennial' push to ban the cheap.
handguns known as "Saturday Night Specials" is just an
attempt to make guns more expensive and hence less accessible to the poorer classes.
.
Gun laws are fossilized traces of the evolution of society
and the state. In a recent book on Afghanistan, Pakistani
leftist Raja Anwar writes: "In a society where every group
and every citizen is armed, no government can possibly
function" (The Tragedy of Afghanistan [1988]). Anwar
knows whereof he speaks in his richly detailed firsthand
account of this country of heavily armed tribal peoples, but
his conclusion is wrong. The conclusion should be that the
government must have some relation to the governed, good
or bad. Thus in Nicaragua there are several hundred thousand guns in the hands of the population, and while the
shooting range outside Managua is filled every weeken?
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with people practicing their (fully automatic) AKs, these
guns have been used to defend a revolution against the
contra terrorists.
Today the police are concerned about "assault rifles"
mainly because they are turning up in the black ghettos,
at least in California. ~hat gets cops upset is that a
semiautomatic rifle might have given a Malcolm X the
chance to defend himself, or might let a housing project resident fend off cop assaults when a "1NT" anti-drug squad
comes illegally bursting through the door. In the recent
period cops have run amok across the country, gunning
down people at will. And when a Larry Davis managed to
defend himself against the murderous cops, and was
acquitted by a Bronx jury last year, the killers-in-blue
staged a massive armed demonstration of cop power.
For years, as liberals railed against every sort of firearm,
opposition to gun control was led by the National Rifle
Association, which brags about training police. But this
time the NRA's right-wing political and cop connections
were of no avail against the "bipartisan" consensus of the
capitalist' parties-concerned about "violence". as the
economy spirals downward-to push for civilian disarmament. So in quick succession unprecedented bans have
been passed on "assault rifles"-dubbed "Rambo guns" by
the same media which promoted the Rambo image during
the Reagan years. First Stockton, then L.A., and in March
the California legislature voted a statewide ban. In New
York City, which already requires strict licensing'of rifles
and shotguns, the city council is considering a similar ban,
pushed by racist mayor Ed Koch and police chief Ben
Ward.
.
On the national level, the day after Bennett announced
the import ban, Colt Industries said it would voluntarily
stop selling its AR-15 to civilians (police and military can
still buy it) in order to be "consistent with U.S. Government policy." (Colt is a scabherding outfit whose workers

May 1937,
South Chicago:
Unarmed workers
were shot in the
back on Memorial
Day when cops
charged march
of striking steel
workers. Ten
were shot dead;
40 were wounded;
108 other protesters
were brutally
clubbed.
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'have been on strike for' over three years.) And in Congress,
Democratic Senator Howard Metzenbaum, among others, is pushing a bill which would treat semiautomatic
weapons like fully automatic weapons (already banned).
Liberal Democratic Senator Ted Kennedy endorsed the
anti-gun ban under the slogan "Support Your Local
Police" (New York Times, 22 March). And sensing the
political winds, President Bush, a life member of the NRA,
backhandedly endorsed' the "outcry" against the guns,
"semiautomated [sic] weapon' or automated, whichever it
was."

In an attempt to justify this massive assault on Americans' constitutional right to "keep and bear arms," the
bourgeoisie is rewriting its own Constitution in the media.
We are told civilians can own arms only if they are "particularly suitable for, or readily adaptable to, sporting purposes," as specified in the 1968 federal gun control law. A
"stricter" interpretation of this act was the administration's basis for cutting off imports of the "assault" weapons. So we are told it's OK to use firearms to hunt deer or
shoot at paper targets but not for self-defense. "I do not
believe ~hat an AK-47, a machine gun [sic], is a sporting
weapon," was the line ex-president Reagan mouthed for
the TV cameras.

From Feudalism to Capitalism
Four centuries ago the Renaissance 'and the Reformation combined with the "gunpowder revolution," as military historian John Keegan noted in his book The Mask of
Command (1987). This threatened the state by putting
untOld power in the hands of the common man, Keegan
noted, particularly when combined with the proclamation
of a right to bear arms, "a genuinely seditious principle."
Military power could no longer be co'nfined to a few skilled
noblemen and their retinues. A precursor to the gun was
the crossbow: "In seconds an amateur with a crossbow
could wipe out years of costly training, to say nothing
of generations of noble (even royal) breeding," wrote
Robert L. O'Connell 'in the Military History Quarterly
(Winter 1989).
Both the Church and the English aristocracy tried to ban
the crossbow, but the rifle was a far more serious threat,
particularly after the Industrial Revolution made mass
production possible. Under the Saxon and Norman feudal
systems every freeman had not only a right but a duty to
keep arms. In 1181 Henry II issued an Assize of Arms
which specified what type was to be kept by what type
of person. The late feudal, centralizing proto-absolutist
Tudor monarchy took measures to protect the declining
skills of longbow archery (symptomatic of the declining
feudal order) by passing laws against handguns and crossbows, limiting possession to the wealthy. The 16th and 17th
century rulers in Madrid, Vienna, Paris and London met
the threat posed by the new weapons by establishing standing armies "to monopolize the power unleashed by the gunpowder revolution" (Keegan). The French absolutist king
Louis XIV made laws against pistols, and later only the
aristocracy was permitted to carry arms, while firearms
production and supply was heavily state-controlled.
In Japan the ,Tokugawa Sltogunate succeeded in disarming the peasantry in the late 16th century. The old order
was retained into the 19th century by closing the society to
European mercantilism, Christian missionaries and. fire-
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Massacre of PhiladelphIa MO ,May 1
cops
opened up wIth machine guns, while firebomb was
dropped on black commune, killing eleven, Including
five children.
arms. In the 1850s about the only firearms in Japan were
primitive '!latch locks replicating 300-year-old Portuguese
designs. But new and overpowering Western imperialist
pressures led to the Meiji Restoration in 1868, opening the
road to capitalist development. The Shogunate itself had
disarmed the old samurai caste; it was itself'overthrown by
a rifle-equipped conscript army. The Japanese citizenry
never acquired any significant stock of non-military firearms, making it easier for the Japanese ruling class to apply
the sweeping bans on firearms and other weapons which it
retains to this day"
.
In Europe and America it was the struggle against
absolutist, reactionary tyrannies which produced the revolutionary principle of the "right to keep and bear arms."
One of the first acts of the French Revolution was to seize
weapons and ammunition from the arsenals. And every
subsequent revolutionary upsurge has been accompanied
by similar actions. The right to bear arms was codified by
the Second Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. What's
going on today is a calculated counterrevolutionary attack by a decaying ruling class on these constitutional
gua ra ntees.

The Second Amendment's
Revolutionary History
The clear intent of the Second Amendment (ratified in
1791), as expressed in its language, was not sport or hobby'
but a people's militia:
"A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of
a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear Arms,
shall not be infringed."

The constitutional right is not about hunting or target practice; the American colonial revolutionaries wanted the
whole people armed, centering on military arms-in
today's terms something like the AK-47-in order to be
able to kill British soldiers, and to forestall the threat of any
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OlJTHERN
ACK'ARHfD
IF DEfENSE
November 1979: Spartacist-initiated united front In
Detroit stopped Klan from celebrating Greensboro
slaying of five civil rights and labor activists.
standing army, which they rightly regarded as the bane of
liberty and the basis of tyranny. Indeed"what triggered the
American Revolution were attempts by the British army,
in particular General Thomas Gage, to force colonialists
to surrender their arms. As noted in a recent article by
Stephen P. Halbrook:
"The Revolutionary War was sparked when militiamen
exercising at L.exington refused to give up their arms. The
widely published American account of April 19, 1775, '
began with the order shouted by a British officer:
\UDisperse you Rebels-Damn you, throw down your
A rms and disperse'."
-American Rifleman, March 1989

There is it continuum between the English Civil War, the
American Revolution and the American Civil War. The
question of the standing army and the king's attempts 'to
raise taxes to finance it against the opposition of Parliament and the emergent bourgeoisie was central to the outbreak of the English bourgeois revolution. Oliver Cromwell. beheaded the king in 1649 and the revolution gave
birth to democratic principle$, codified decades later in the
English Bill of Rights of 1689 when the revolution was
already ebbing and after a renewed drive to absolutist
reaction under James II. As a guarantee against the Catholic/royalist threat·, th~ English Bill of Rights listed "true,
ancient and indubitable rights," including:
"6. That the raising or kee'ping a standing Army within the
Kingdom in Time of Peace, unless it be with Consent of

Parliament, is against Law.
"7. That the Subjects which are Protestants, may have
Arms for their Defence suitable to their Condition, and as
are allowed by Law."
-quoted in Stephen P. Halbrook,
ThaI Every Man Be Armed (1984)
This principle was reiterated in the 18th-century Blackstone's Commentaries, still regarded as a definitive bourgeois statement on the English Common Law. The 1689
Scottish Claim of Right reiterated an identical point about
the right to bear arms. In Scotland this assertion was
underpinned by a widely accepted custom of bearing arms.
This reflected among other things the recognition that the
ability to mobilize forces of equipped and experienced
fighters at short notice had often been the margin between'
independence and English invasion and conquest. In addition the Scottish Reformation had faced the challenge of
attempts to impose French-backed Catholic absolutism.
Carrying forward the English tradition, the American
revolutionaries expanded on this right, in light of their own
experience in struggle against the British king, when they
drew up the Constitution in 1787. In the state conventions
which ratified it, a "militia" was understood to mean the
armed people, not a "select" militia like the present-day
National Guard (which can be federalized and keeps its
arms stored in armories controlled by the government).
The right to "keep and bear arms" was universally recognized as an individual right. As Patrick .Henry summed it
up, "The great object is, that every man be armed."
As in any class society, there were some big, categorical
exceptions to these "universai'~ rights. The Second Amendment assumed it was English-spea~ing white Protestants
that had the guns, tp be used against Indians, black slaves,
Spanish, Dutch and French invaders and, needless to say,
the British former colonial masters who continued to
threaten the young republic. Thus in South Africa today
the white populati,on is individually heavily.armed as one of
the means t<;> maintain their status over ti:Je black majority.
Similarly in the English Revolution the right to bear arms
was directed against Catholics as perceived and frequently
real representatives of reaction. Applied in Ireland this was
an instrument of exploitation and terr!bJi oprression. In
Ireland after 1688, among other anti-Catholic measures, no
Catholic could serve in the army or possess arms. In the
la!er 18th century armed militias were raised in Ireland and
Britain. In Ireland these mainly Protestant "Volunteers"
took up the struggle for reforms. Then an "Arms and Gunpowt;ler Bill" was passed requiring the Volunteers to turn in
their arms. The radical wing, inspired by the American and
French Revolutions, and led by Wolfe Tone, took up the
call for universal suffrage and the removal of. all laws
against the Catholics. The United Irishmen uprising of
1798 was Ireland's failed bourgeois revolution.
.Despite these limitations on the concept of "universal
rights," the American War of Independence released a
world-shaking democratic spirit, reflected in the military'
sphere by the arming of masses of civilians who could be
trusted, out of ideological conviction, to fight for their government in .Ioosely·controlled gu~rrilla-type units. A,S was
noted by Friedrich Engels, who was'no mean soldier himself (being a heroic and able officer on the revolutionary
side in 1848):
.
"While the soldiers of European armies, held together by
compUlsion and severe treatment, could not be trusted to
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figbt in extended order, in America they had to contend
with a population which, untrained to the regular drill of
line soldiers, were good shots and well acquainted with the
rifle. The nature of the ground favored them; instead of
attempting manoeuvres of which at first they were'incapable, they unconsciously fell into skirmishing. Thus, the
engagement of Lexington and Concord marks an epoch in
the history of infantry."
, -"Infantry," an article for The New American

draft riots in New York in 1863, according to one black
newspaper of the time:
"The colored men who had manhood in them armed themselves, and threw out their pickets every day and night,
determined to die defending their homes .... Most of the
colored men in Brooklyn who remained in the city were
armed daily for self-defense."
-quoted in James M. McPherson,
The Negro's Civil War (1965)

Cyclopaedia (1859)
i

Abolition of Slavery by Arming the Slaves
But the Americans' so-called democracy accepted slavery, written into the Constitution itself. It was generally
recognized that if the slaves got guns it would mean the end
of slavery, so they were denied this legaI right through the
device, juridically approved by the Supreme Court in the
infamous Dred Scott case in 1857, of claiming that "the
people" ,meant only "citizens," and "citizens" did not
include black slaves. Chief Justice Taney noted with horror that if blacks were citizens they would be entitled to a
long list of rights, including the right "to keep and carry
arms wherever they went."
, John Brown was among a small vanguard in the 1850s
who saw that only force of arms would put an end to slavery, and he became a prophetic martyr for leading the
famous raid 'on a federal arsenal at Harpers Ferry in 1859.
Meanwhile, ex-slave and abolitionist Frederick Douglass,
a close friend of Brown, openly defended a man's "right of
self-defense" when fugitive slaves were being hunted by
agents of the slaveholders, even if this nieant "shooting
down his pursuers," as occasionally happened. "Slavery is a
system o(brute force," he said. "It must be met with its own
weapons."
Thus when the Civil War came, and the Northern bourgeoisie became so militarily desperate in 1862-63 to crush
the slaveholders' rebellion against the Union that Lincoln
issued the Emancipation Proclamation and agreed to the,
forming of black regiments, Douglass seized on this historic opportunity. "Men of Color, To Arms!" was' his
slogan as he campaigned for black volunteers for such
famous regiments as the 54th Massachusetts. And it wasn't
only in the army tliat blacks fought-during the racist anti-

In the post-Civil War Reconstruction period, the central struggle in the South was between the newly emancipated blacks seeking to exercise political power and the
remnants of the slaveholders' government seeking to put
the former slaves back "in their place." This struggle pivoted on black people's possession of arms. Hence the reactionary "black codes" passed in various Southern states
tried to outlaw possession of firearms by blacks. An 1865
Florida statute, for instance, made it unlawful for "any
Negro" to possess "firearms or ammunition of any kind,"
the penalty for violation being the .pillory and the whip.
In response, the federal government's Freedmen's Bureau widely distributed circulars which read in part, "All
men, without distinction of color, have the right to keep
and bear arms to defend their homes, families or themselves." But the question would be decided by military
power: the racist white sta~e militias, aided py the private
Ku Klux Klan, were already disarming blacks, whose only
defense, was their own arms and/or the occupying Union
Army. What was going on in the S'outh was graphically
described in one letter cited in Congressional hearings
in 1871:
"Then the Ku Klux fired on them through the window one
of the bullets striking a colored woman ... and wounding
her through the knee badly. The colored men then fired on
the Ku Klux, and killed their leader or captain right there
on the steps of the colored men's house .... "
In this case, as in many others, the Klan leader turned out
to be "a constable and deputy sheriff."
While Congress adopted all sorts of paper measures protecting blacks, including the Fourteenth Amendment to the
Constitution which guarantees "equal protection of the
laws," it betrayed the promise of black liberation in the
Compromise of 1877, when Union troops were withdrawn
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from the Souih. Because they could not defend their rights
by force of arms, black people were denied all their rights.
It took a long and often bloody struggle for the civil rights
movement 80 years later to restore some of the blacks'
rights won in the "Second American Revolution" which
was the Civil War.
.

Disarming the Population
In the 19th century Karl Marx had expressed the hope
that America would be one of the few countries where
working people could take power more or less peacefully
because the ruling class had virtually no standing army but
relied on militias. Yet by the turn of the century the U.S.
had entered the imperialist club and quickly developed a
standing army. And over the years Second Amendment
rights; supposedly inviolate, have been increasingly
constricted by layer upon layer of laws which made gunowning and armed self-defense more and more of a class
privilege.
The most notorious example is New York State's Sullivan Law, which makes it illegal to carry a pistol for selfdefense, unless you're one of a handful of well-connected
people who can get a license to "carry" from the police
department, people like real estate mogul Donald Trump
and New York Times publisher Arthur O. Sulzberger
("Businessme~ Opt to Pack a dun," New York City Business, II March 1985). The law was passed back in 1911
after a man who felt he had been unjustly fired from his city
job as night watchman shot the mayor with a revolver. Hizzoner survived, but the incident was seized upon by "prominent" citizens such as John D. Rockefeller, Jr. (the same
one responsible for the Ludlow massacre) to launch a campaign for gun control. And the New York Times led the
pack.
Today, also, while "Punch" Sulzberger has armed
guards, as well as a pistol stashed in his desk drawer,
his newspaper editorializes against "Rambo Guns"
(15 March)-all in the name offighting"crime," which certainly hasn't decreased in New York City since 1911. The

Workers man
the barricades
during the:
Paris Commune,
March 1871.
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Times has an amazing capacity for nonsensically disconnecting the question of guns from its social context. Thus
Stephen Kinzer, for five years the Times' man in Managua, calls it a "social problem" that in Guatemala "300,000
people are licensed to carry firearms and another 300,000
do so illegally" ("Guatemala: What Has Democracy.
Wrought?" New York Times Magazine, 26 March). He
doe·sn't relate this to the fact that there have been rightist
death squads, a guerrilla insurgency for 20 years, and an
insanely savage, heavily armed army.
The Times' A.M. Rosenthal has gone a step further by
suggesting (17 March) that today the Second Amendment
means nothing but arming a "drug militia." And on April7
the paper printed a letter from a Catholic bishop explicitly
calling for repeal of the amendment. The Times' unstated
goal is in all circumstances a thoroughly armed governmen\ and a thoroughly disarmed population.
And it's not only such mainstream imperialist spokesmen, but also the rad-libs and even "left" groups, which
want gun bans. The Nation (3 April) front-paged their position: "How Citizens Can Beat the Gun Lobby,." And most
of the reformist left has kept mum on this issue, because
they're closet liberals. After eight years of the Reagan/Bush
administration, the days are gone when social activists at
least made the obvious observation that "crime" is rooted.
in social conditions and cannot be eradicat~d by police
measures.
In talking about who is "outgunned," the real balance is,
in Jeffersonian language, how many guns are in the hands
of the people, and how many in the hands of the govern7
ment. Yet today the reformists a·re kll signing up for the'
Democratic/Republican "war on drugs," which is a rationale for vicious police repression of the whole population, particularly blacks and Hispanics. In fact, street crime
could probably be cut in half overnight simply by
decriminalizing drugs and giving them o~t, free to addicts.
But such a measure would ny in. the face of bourgeois
"morals," as well as undermine the rationale for increased
police powers:
.
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Behind the renewed call for gun bans is racism; as we
have said before, gun control kills blacks'. With the rise of.
the civil rights movement, gun control again became
closely associated with ruling-class fears of black liberation. Robert F. Williams, the head of the Monroe, North
Carolina NAACP, was hounded out of the country for
organizing a black defense squad against racist attacks.
When Malcolm X tried to get around the stringent New
York pistol law .by carrying a carbine for self-defense, the
city quickly passed an ordinance against carrying "Iongarms" in pUblic. Not long after, in 1965, Malcolm was
assassinated. In Louisiana and a few other Southern states
in the·mid-'60s the Deacons for Defense and· Justice were
successful in using firearms to protect the civil rights movement from Klan attack. Among the Deacons' standard
weapons was the M -I carbine, an "assault rifle" which
black men had learned to.use in the army in World War II
an\:! the Korean War .
. While the U.S. formally upholds on paper the right to
"keep and bear arms," there still are a number of capitalist
countries where the right is much more of a reality·because
of exceptional'circumstances (mainly a more muted class
struggle). Switzerland has 600,000 "assault rifles" capable
of full-auto operation. in private circulation, and in Denmar'k the Home Guard militia keeps their "assault rifles'" .
and submachine guns in private homes (there are bitt~r
memories of the. Nazi occupation). Yet a total of 13 killings
in 25 years have been linked to the 60,000 Danish Home
Guard weapons in circulation.

The Turning Point: 1848
As the call for a people's militia was adopted by the
rising proletarian movement, the bourgeoisie abandoned
its own slogan that "every man be armed." As noted by
Friedrich Engels, the workers' demands for social equaiity
contained "a threat to the existing order of 'society":
" ... the workers who put it forward were still armed; therefore, the disarming of the workers was the first commandment for the bourgeois, who were at the helm of the state.
Hence, after every revolution won by the workers, a new
struggle, ending with the defeat of the workers.
"This happened for the first time in 1848."
-Engels' 1891 introduction to Marx's
The Civil War in France

With the appearance of the proletariat as an independent
actor on the scene, "the armed people" became archaic as
the population was polarized along class lines. 1848
marked the beginning of the modern world in which we still
live, and the class struggle between the bourgeoisie and
proletariat rema.ins historically unresolved to this day.
The defeat of the 1848 revolutions in Europe was followed by.a bloodbath revealing the "insane cruelties" of
which the bourgeoisie is capable, wrote Engels. "And yet
1848 was only child's play compared with the frenzy of the
bourgeoisie in 1871,'~ when the workers of Paris rose up
and formed the Commu·ne. One of the Commune's key'
decisions'came on 30 March 1871, when it "abolished conscription and the standing army, and declared the sole
armed force to' be the National Guard, in which all citizens
capable of bearing arms were to be enrolied." When the
Commune fe,I1 in May 1871 before the troops ofthe French
government, behind whom stood the more substantial
forces of the' Pnissian army, the disarming of the working
class was followed. by a massacre of defenseless men,

no credit

Massive general strike on the Glasgow Clydeslde In
1919 was met with armed troops.

women and children in which some 30,000 died.
Legislation against the possession of arms and for gun
control 'precisely correlates with the social situation. Besides the seminal events of 1848 and 1871, the whole history of France since 1789 demonstrates the way in which
the ruling class has resorted to firearms control in accord
with the felt threats to its position. After the restoration of
the monarchy in 1816, Louis XVlll sought to disarm the
population by ordering all arms turned in. Louis Philippe
in 1834 and Napoleon 1Il in 1858 passed laws to restrict
access to arms. A 1939 emergency decree of the Daladier
, government remains the basis for all subsequent French
gun control laws, and new restrictions were imposed in
1958, 1960 and 1961, during the crisis surrounding the
Algerian war for independence. However, the memory of
the armed insurrection of the Communards remains alive'
in the French working class. And the Resistance during
WW II, despite the Communist Party's nationalist, classcollaborationist role, did not exactly leave a pacifist antigun legacy.

Anti-Gun Legislation In Britain
Such is the social-democratic complacency and respect
for the established rulirig-class order among many British
leftists, thai they often see a concern with the right tcibear
arms as a peculiarly American fixation. Yet Britain presents a centuries-long history of ariti-weapons threats
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Petrograd, 1917: Red Guards with banner, "Long Live
the Universal Arming of the People and the Workers
First of AU."
tightly associated with counterrevolution and fear of the
working class. It was the spectre of the Russian'Revolution and national uprising in I reland which prompted the
introduction of the 1920 Firearms Act, which remains the
basis even today of the sweeping gun controls in Britain.
In 1939 George Orwell noted the direct corrciation
between stricter gun control legislation and rising class
struggle in Britain:
"When I was a kid you could walk in\o a bicycle shop or
ironmonger's [hardware store] and buy any firearm you
pleased, short of a field gun, and it did not occur to most
people that the Russian revolution and the Irish civil war
would bring this state of affairs to an end."
In fact the right to bear arms was preserved by Parliament
throughout the 19th century. But faced with the example of
the French Revolution, and new upheavals associated with
the growth of industrial capitalism, 'the capitalist ruling
class resorted to a number of other measures. Particularly
following the Luddite disturbances and the 1819 Peterloo
massacre (in which Hussars killed and wounded hundreds
at a popular demonstration in Manchester), laws were
passed banning drilling, "seditious" meetings and the publication of "seditious libels."
The Arms Act of 1820 allowed .Justices of the Peace to
seize arms which might be used by revolutionaries but it
applied only to industrial areas like Lancashire, Nottinghamshire and Durham which had been at the center of the
unrest. Opponents of the 1820 Act denounced it in Parliament as an attack on the right to bear arms and the government admitted such a right. Laterin the century, there were.
repeated' attempts to introduce gun control, all of which

failed in Parliament. In I 889·an ambassadorial report commissioned by the government noted: " If a Montenegrin has
a six barrelled revolver in his belt, he knows that his
neighbour is similarly provided: Consequently, it may be
said that all start fair" (quoted in Colin Greenwood, Firearms Control). And during the.I893 debate over pistol legislation, one M P asked: "Why should Englishmen not arm
themselves? It "'as natural and parliament ought not to
interfere with such a right" (ibid.). In 1903 an act was
passed making it necessary to obtain a license for a pistol,
. but obtaining a license was still relatively easy. In 1911 ,following an armed robbery by "Russian anarchists" in which
three police were killed and the ensuing siege of Sidney
Street for which the army was called in, an Aliens (Prevention of Crime) Bill was presented to Parliament. This
sought to restrict the right of "foreigners" to bear arms, but
this also failed to carry in Parliament.
'During World War I the Defence of the Realm Act included restrictions on the sale, purchase and transfer of
arms, but it was applied only in Ireland: All army officers
were still expected to buy their own revolvers, except with
the mass conscription and slaughter at the front, they were
not all "gentlemen" anymore. But events during and after
the war began to loom large in the mind of the ruling class:
the 1916 Easter Uprising in Ireland, Scotland's Red Clydeside, army mutinies, October 1917 and the revolutionary
turmoil in Central Europe, unrest in the colonies. A 1920
government report focused on the danger to the "British
Empire" of arms in the hands of "savage or semi-civilised
tribesmen" and "the anarchist or 'intellectual' malcontent
of the great cities" (quoted in Greenwood). Among other
weapons, 15,000 machine guns had been officially awarded
to ex-servicemen as trophies of the world war. By the time
the 1920 Act was debated in Parliament only one M P, a Lt.
Commander Kenworthy of H.ull, clearly expressed concern about the right to bear arms: "The very foundation of
the liberty of the subject in this country is that he can, if
driven to do so, resist. You can only govern with the consent of the people." He was roundly denounced by other
M Ps for suggesting that redress might be sought through
"armed resistance to the State" and the:legislation was carried at its second vote by 254 to 6. Needless to say, after the
Firearms Acts of 1922 and 1937 (directed against the IRA)
the British-imposed gun control laws in Ulster, among the
hardest in the world, have not dented the widespread use of
arms in that never-ending fighting rooted in Britain's
centuries-old oppression of Ireland.
More recently, following the 19 August 1987 "Hungerford massacre," when a licensed gun holder' ran amok
killing 15 people, even more sweeping gun controls were
introduced, banning .not just automatic ,weapons but also
semiautomatic and pump-action rifles, and adding 'new
restrictions on shotguns. The very wide police discretion on
licensing and control is enhanced. Meanwhile the "unarmed bobby" increasingly resorts to the use· of firearms
.
even in connection with traffic offenses.

The Bolshevik Revolution
It was an armed working class which made the Bolshevik Revolution, in accordance with Lenin's call:
"Following the path indicated by the experience of the
Paris Commune of 1871 and the Russian Revolution of
1905, the proletariat must .organise and arm all the poor,
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and war included the call for: "Substitution for the standing army of a people's militia, indissolubly linked up with
factories, mines, farms, etc." Its demands for military training and arming of workers and peasants under the control
of workers' and peasants' committees were coupled with
the demand for "complete independence of workers'
The Soviet Red Guard workers militias fought the first
organizations
from military-police control."
battles of the ensuing civil war. Like all 'militias, the Red
The
American
bourgeoisie of the 18th century could
Guards were not much good at first, but in war one's
afford the Second Amendment when there was not much
strength is always relative to the enemy's, and. the Whites
wage labor, blacks were not free and a small farmer class
suffered from low morale. Militiamen can become pro"the people." But today, in capitalism's
,approximated
fessional fighters if they survive long, enough to gain expe'death
agony,
as
the economy falls apart and labor/black
rience. As the founder of the Red Army, Leon Trotsky,
explosions threaten, they want to take the masses' guns
commented in December 1921;'''ln the initial stages we
away. In this atmosphere, the NRA lobbyists now find
learnt manoeuvring from them [the Whites]." And the
themselves politically disarmed in Congress, state legislaSoviets eventually triumphed over the combined strength
tures
and city councils as they plead for their "sporting"
of 14 imperialist/ Allied expeditionary forces and the tsarist
weapons while urging an even greater "War on Crime" by .
White Guards.
the cops and the feds (American Rifleman, April 1989).
Though the Bolsheviks advocated.a.socialist militia "in
Marxists, in contrast, oppose racist gun control and defend
connection with the abolition of classes," they were forced
the right of labor/black armed self-defense. And over the
by the fight against counterrevolution to build a standing
army. Trotsky explained in the foreword to the fifth vol- .years women too have gained from Second Amendment·,
rights-as the old saying goes, "God created man and
, ume of his military writings (Ho"!, the Revolution A;med,
woman, and Colonel Colt made them equal." But, guns
1921-23 [1981]) that the problem was rooted in the poverty
were designed for killing people. The desire fora socialist
and backwardness of Russia, wherein "the Red barracks
constitutes an incomparably higher cultural setting than. world order-i.e., the abolition of society based on class
division and national oppression-is in part the desire that
that to which the Red Army man is used at home." But
the use of guns might indeed become a mere hobby.
,
when Stalin usurped political power at the head of a conThe guns the working people had better worry about
servative bureaucracy, he made the standing army into a
today are those in the hands 'of the capitalist rulers, who
fetish, going so far as to mimic the Western capitalist
.
\Vant a total monopoly, at home and in the world. The
armies' ranks and privileges. Trotsky denounced this:
former
chief of the U.S. Strategic Air Command,'General
'''N?' army.;.can be more democratic than the regime
Curtis
LeMay,
called for bombing Vietnam back to the
whIch nourishes It. The source of bureaucratism with its
Stone Age, which the Pentagon attempted. And Washingroutine and swank is not the special needs of military
affaIrs, but the pohltcal needs of the ruling stratum."
ton howled against Soviet Marshal Malinovsky for de-The Revolution Betrayed (1936)
claring that the USSR must be prepared to defend itself
with nuclear weapons. Yet only the Soviets' own developHaving restored the officer caste 18 years after its revolutionary abolition, Stalin then beheaded the Red Army on
ment of an atomic arsenal has.been able to deter the firstthe eve of Hitler's invasion.
strikers in Washington who are gearing up for a final
In the shadow of the oncoming world war, Trotsky's
.
nuclear G6t1erdiimmeru,}g.
Fourth International insisted in its 1938 Transitional ProHaving guns is no magic talisman, but an unarmed popgram: "The only disarmament which can avert or end war is
ulation faces merciless slaughter at the hands of this vicious
the disarmament of the bourgeoisie by the workers. But to
ruling class whose state is armed to the teeth. For as Karl
Marx summed it up in Capital (1867), "Force is th~ middisarm the bourgeoisie the workers must arm themselves."
Its program for revolutionary struggle against imperialism' wife of every old socieiy pregnant with the new.".
exploited, sections of the population in order that they
themselves should take the organs of state power directly
into their own hands, in order that they themselves should
constitute these-organs of state power,"
-"Letters from Afar, Third Letter Concerning a
, !'roletarian Militia" (March 1917)
,

Nuclear crediblllty:
Marshal Rodlon Y.
Mallnovsky, Soviet
defense minister
In the 1960s,
Infuriated Pentagon
by advocating
and deploying
nuclear forces to
counter Imperialist
first-strike threat.
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Port Hudson, Louisiana, 27 May 1863: First major battle of the U.S. Civil War in which black Union troops
took part.
.
.

Revolution and the Right to Bear Arms

The Second Am'endment
to ·the U.S. Constitution
EXPANDED FROM WORKERS VANGUARD
. NO. 475.14 APRIL 1989

"Remember that the musket ... is better than all mere
parchment guarantees of liberty. In your hands that
musket means liberty; and should your constitutional
right at the close of this war be denied ... your breth c
ren are safe while you have a Constitution which
proclaims your right to keep and bear arms."
-Frederick Douglass appealing to blacks to join the
• Union Army, August 1863
America's capitalist rulers are taking aim at the funda. mental right of the people to arm themselves. Thisright to
bear arms was born of revolution, constituting a vital
defense against tyranny. Naturally,despotic regimes prefer
to rule over defenseless SUbjects: an armed people can fight
ba.ck. Today, the government which sponsors counterrevolutionary terrorists .and drug traffickers in a crusade
against Communism wants to disann the population in the

name of a "war on d rugs and terrorism." Though the
United States with its widely popular and constitutionally
recognized right to bear arms provides a sharp example,
this is no issue of "American exceptionalism" but a historic and living question elsewhere internationally. And it
is the Marxists, who champion the cause of all the
exploited and oppressed, that oppose gun control from the
standpoint of the struggle for workers revolution.
Currently spearheading the gun control drive in the
United States is the ban on so-called "assault rifles." As
usual, the gun-ban forces seized upon an emotion-packed
criminal incident to fuel a campaign of hysteria-the'
January massacre of five Asian American schoolchildren
by a racist nut wielding a semiautomatic AK-47 rifle in
Stockton, California. Needle~s to say, the maniac might
just as well have· misused an ordinary shotgun for his horrible slaughter, but the fact that he used a military-type
weapon was played to the hilt in the media to whip up support for a ban of this particular category of weapon.
continued on page 47

